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Simpson's (1944) Tempo and Mode in Evolution (TM) is
a complex book. TM's content and significance have been
poorly examined previously. My integrated analysis
emphasizes two themes. First, Simpson elaborated a
comprehensive evolutionary theory. Second, Simpson
pursued different agendas with different audiences. TM
defended a particular synthetic theory against
alternatives. Also, TM supported a particular inter
school conceptual unification: Morgan's chromosome
theory of heredity, Wrightian population genetics,
adaptation via natural selection, and Simpson's
temporal approach to evolution. TM was well received
among paleontologists, who largely adopted Simpson's
conclusions as the foundation for their research;
however, biologists mostly favored extrapolationist
alternatives instead of Simpson's agenda, citing TM
only to validate particular explanatory tools.
I untangled three conflated uses of the
"consistency" argument for TM: literal consistency,
extrapolation, and a shared explanatory tool box. The
latter most precisely describes (1) the relation
between Simpson and other MS synthetic theorists, and
(2) the relation between Simpson's explanations for
micro-, macro-, and mega-evolution. This topic provides
only one (and not the most significant) point regarding
TM. Simpson's other agendas were separable from the
construction of his comprehensive theory, as TM was far
more than a "consistency" argument.

A research school-level of analysis provides a
finer-grained study of synthetic theories. This
recognizes Simpson's intellectual achievements plus the
dissent within individual fields. Also, it allows for a
study of the competition between conflicting synthetic
theories. Furthermore, the study of explanatory tool
boxes provides an alternative method for studying
evolutionary theorists.
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Chapter 1
Introduction and overview
George Simpson's (1944) Tempo and Mode in Evolution
(hereafter abbreviated as TM) is a complex book. In little
more than two hundred pages, Simpson managed to articulate
his views regarding a broad variety of topics. Not only did
he consider what research programs paleontologists and
experimental biologists should follow, but he also presented
the core of a comprehensive evolutionary theory to explain
the history of life. This theory combined Simpson's
understanding of paleontology, ecology, biology, and both
population and transmission genetics; it also served as a
framework within which Simpson pursued a multi-faceted,
complicated agenda.
Yet despite the complexity of this work, TM received
unrelated and independent assessments by biologists and
paleontologists. Paleontologists appreciated TM both for the
research programs it emphasized and for the explanations it
provided for the fossil record of evolution. On the other
hand, experimental biologists (especially geneticists)
appreciated TM only for the fact that Simpson (partially)
grounded his interpretations of fossils in population
genetics, transmission genetics, and field biology.
This disjunction between assessments of TM by
paleontologists and by experimental biologists also has
affected the historiography of TM. Most historians of
science who discussed Simpson's work were concerned
primarily with the development of experimental or field
biology, and they considered TM only when assessing the
relations between disciplines within biology. From this
vantage point, the fact that Simpson used population and
transmission genetics was claimed as partial proof for a
unified biology by mid-century. Only recently have these
rather superficial discussions of TM given way to more
sophisticated, historical studies. However, a completely
satisfying, integrated analysis of that work remains to be
written. The basic purpose of this thesis is to rectify that
situation with a study that assesses TM on its own terms and
in its own historical context.
In Part 1 of this thesis, I seek an integrated analysis
of TM in order to answer the question: "what is TM about?"
1

Two themes serve to focus my study of Simpson's book. First,
Simpson elaborated a comprehensive theory to explain the
evolution of populations throughout the history of life.
Second, Simpson attended to a variety of agendas in his
book, and he spoke to several audiences. Appreciating these
two themes provides the historian with strings to tie
together the disparate subjects presented in TM.
As- I a-rg-ue
- , th-e mos-t s-ig-n-ifica-n-t a-ud-iences- to- wh-ich
Simpson spoke were experimental biologists and
paleontologists. To experimental biologists (especially
geneticists), Simpson made three major points. First,
Simpson believed that too much emphasis was placed on the
study of speciation by students of evolution, and he argued
that no evolutionary theory could be complete without
attention to the temporal features in the history of life.
In particular, he emphasized both the need to explain the
evolution of higher taxonomic categories and the necessity
for explaining phylogenetic patterns and evolutionary rates.
Paleontological analysis, Simpson argued, was essential to
the study of evolution.
Second, Simpson emphasized the usefulness of
paleontological data as a check for the utility and efficacy
of various evolutionary principles suggested by experimental
biologists and population geneticists. The fossil record
provided, Simpson believed, the only documentation for the
large-scale occurrence of evolution in nature. Thus, its
importance as a source of empirical information about
evolutionary patterns and processes should not be ignored.
Indeed, such empirical grounding was essential for Simpson.
Early in his career, he wrote:
To consider what can happen, or how changes may
occur, without reference to what actually has
happened, is to divorce the science from reality.
(Simpson 1931a, 258, emphasis added)
Finally, Simpson argued that an important relation
existed between the study of extant and extinct populations.
Simpson used a single set of evolutionary principles to
construct explanations for the evolution of all taxonomic
categories. The utility of this common set of principles,
which combined information from paleontology and biology
2

(especially genetics), illustrated for a continuity between
evolution on a geological time-scale (represented by fossil
lineages) and evolution on an ecological time-scale
(represented by extant populations).
Experimental biologists formed only one audience that
Simpson addressed with TM, and the agendas pursued with them
certainly were not the only ones that Simpson pushed.
Indeed, at the time TM was written, Simpson was becoming one
of- the most prominent paleorrtolog-ists- of- his generation. And
what Simpson said to his colleagues within paleontology must
be given equal attention--if not more--by historians
interested in an integrated and complete analysis of TM.
To paleontologists, Simpson presented no fewer than
three points. Most explicitly, he brought the issue of
evolutionary rates to the forefront of paleontological
analysis. Simpson not only provided a broad study of rates
in TM, but he also defined the terms, pace, and boundaries
of a large research program to study rates.
In addition, Simpson stressed that paleontologists
should exploit various new methodologies for conducting
paleontological research. He stressed the importance of:
studying fossils as members of populations, applying
statistical methods to draw inferences from small samples,
and grounding the construction of phylogenies in terms of
Mendelian and population genetics.
Finally, one of Simpson's principal motivations for
writing TM involved the (then) recent publication of
competing attempts to explain the paleontological record in
terms of alternative mechanisms of inheritance and mutation.
These other attempts were based on genetic theories quite
different from the one to which Simpson adhered, and TM was
written not only to refute these alternatives, but also to
demonstrate that a grounding in the principles of Mendelian
and population genetics provided a much more fruitful
approach to the study of evolution. Simpson even went so far
as to encourage paleontologists to define allele frequencies
and identify sources of mutations within fossil populations.
"'t

A strong message that paleontologists were to receive
from TM was that they should abandon alternative
explanations for evolution and adopt Simpson's approach.
This approach was grounded in the Morgan school's chromosome
3

theory of inheritance, the theory of adaptation via natural
selection, and Sewall Wright's theoretical model for
population genetics: it also emphasized the unique
importance of paleontological data for insights into
evolutionary processes.
These separate agendas were pursued within the context
of Simpson elaborating the core of his comprehensive
evolutionary theory. The elaboration of this theory included
three parts. First, Simpson described empirical
generalizations for the temporal features of evolution
provided by paleontological analysis. Second, Simpson
described the principles that he believed were the principal
determinants of evolutionary change. Finally, Simpson
postulated three general evolutionary "modes" to serve as
the processes that explained the data within the domain of
evolutionary theory.
But readers of TM should not forget that this book was
more than a defense of a particular evolutionary theory. For
biologists interested only in extant populations, Simpson's
assessment of the efficacy of evolutionary principles based
on fossil evidence provided a useful empirical check for
their utility in nature. For paleontologists not interested
in studying mechanisms of evolution explicitly, Simpson
outlined a number of research programs regarding the study
of both evolutionary rates and adaptive relations. The
analysis that I provide in Part 1 of this thesis presents a
significant addition to studies of TM in three ways. First,
I identify a number of topics treated in TM previously
unnoticed by historians of biology. Second, by identifying
the two themes discussed above, I provide a string to
integrate and assimilate the disparate topics in TM.
Finally, I also go to considerable lengths to trace the
historical roots of Simpson's views in order to explain why
he defended the particular positions that he did.
The historiography of TM cannot be divorced from
studies of The Modern Synthesis--that period in the first
half of this century when a single consensus is said to have
arisen regarding explanations for evolution. That consensus
explanation was grounded in Mendelian transmission genetics
and emphasized the efficacy of natural selection for
directing the evolution of populations. This "synthetic"
4

theory often is described as monolithic and complete. And
although historians disagree on answers to basic questions
regarding The Modern Synthesis (e.g., when did it appear;
who developed it; what counts as The Modern Synthesis; and
how international was the consensus?), they generally agree
that it represented a broad conceptual unification of many
fields in biology.
A brief note on terminology is required. In this
thesis, I use the terms: "unification" and "synthetic
theory" in rather precise, but unconventional, senses. I use
the term "synthesis" to describe the merging of data and
empirical generalizations from separate specialties into a
more inclusive domain to be explained. Claiming that data
from genetics, field biology, and paleontology provide
information relating to a single, although complex, process
of evolution is a "synthetic" claim because it subsumes
otherwise disparate classes of information into a common
pool requiring explanation. Thus, "synthesis" is a domain
level phenomenon. I identify theories as synthetic if they
attempt to explain such expanded, assimilated domains, and I
identify theorists as synthetic if they construct synthetic
theories. Simpson (e.g., 1980, 457) sometimes used
"synthesis" in this sense; Reif (1983) clearly did.
In contrast, I use the term "unity" as an interfield,
interschool, or intertheory relation (see Darden 1986 and
forthcoming). Conceptual "unity" occurs when identical
explanations, explanatory schemas, or principles are used in
separate fields, research schools, or theories. Synthetic
theories unify when the subdivisionSof the merged domain to
be explain are accounted for using a single explanation or
theoretical approach.
Using these distinctions, I describe The Modern
Synthesis as an effort to develop a synthetic theory and
thus to unify biology. This analysis assists in my analysis
because I argue that The Modern Synthesis was only one
effort among many to unify biology and forward a synthetic
theory. Understanding the competition between these various
programs and theories provides important insights regarding
the place and significance of TM in the history of
evolutionary theory. In order to distinguish The Modern
Synthesis from other attempts to construct synthetic
theories, I will identify the former as the "MS synthetic
5

theory."
The development of the MS synthetic theory dominated
the historiography of twentieth century evolutionary theory,
and historians study the resulting unity by identifying the
publications and researchers involved in producing it.
Dobzhansky's 1937 book, Genetics and the Origin of Species,
for example, often is cited as a key effort in producing
that conceptual unity. His book intertwined the significant
results derived from models of theoretical population
genetics with a sophisticated discussion of Mendelian
inheritance in order to explain the differentiation of
populations into species. Dobzhansky's book served as the
starting point for expanding the unification encompassed by
the MS synthetic theory. For example, Huxley (1940) and Mayr
(1942), for example, are commonly listed as the researchers
who combined Dobzhansky's program with systematics. As a
further extension, Simpson is credited universally with
aligning paleontology and the MS synthetic theory in his
1944 book, TM.
Key to identifying the manner in which TM contributed
to The Modern Synthesisr is.the claim that Simpson presented
a "consistency" argument that served to unify explanations
in paleontology with those in other fields all ready
encompassed by the MS synthetic theory. Broad agree�ent
exists for this claim among historians; indeed, it is so
generally accepted that its assertion usually is presented
without defense. However, historians have failed to
recognize that the uniformity of their views regarding the
nature and substance of Simpson's "consistency" argument is
superficial. Critical examination reveals that sharp
differences separate their interpretations. In fact,
consistency is counted in several different ways in the
historiography of TM, and little agreement exists as to what
Simpson's "consistency" argument actually entailed. The
purpose of Part 2 is to untangle these divergent views and
assess the relative merits of each as a description of the
content and purpose of TM.
I group the various claims about "consistency" into
three types: literal consistency, extrapolation, and a
shared explanatory tool box. The first type uses consistency
in a literal sense: theories are inconsistent when they
contradict one another. Literal consistency asserts that in
6

Simpson's discussions of evolution, he did not contradict
what geneticists claimed about genetics. I will argue that
although not false, describing TM as literally consistent
with genetics is too ambiguous to capture the substance of
Simpson's views.
A second type of "consistency" argument claims that
speciation is the key to understanding evolution, and once
speciation is understood, evolution as a whole will be
understood. For proponents of this view, the process that
explains the origin of species can be extrapolated to
explain the origin of higher categories. This use of the
"consistency" argument also provides an incomplete
description of the theoretical views expressed in TM, as
Simpson believed that the gradual differentiation of
populations typically gave rise only to taxa below the
family-level. Thus, to claim that Simpson explained
evolution solely in terms of extrapolation of speciation
does not describe accurately his explanation for evolution
above the family-level.
The third type of "consistency" argument claims that
the importance of The Modern Synthesis was its emphasis on
using the same basic explanatory principles when
constructing various evolutionary processes. Such basic
principles included: selection, changing population size,
and the segregation of variation, among others. Simpson used
different combinations and configurations of these
principles to construct the separate processes used to
explain evolution above and below the family-level. The
processes he suggested were different; however, each process
was constructed from the same set of explanatory tools or
principles.
As I have suggested above, this notion of sharing a
common explanatory tool box most concisely expresses the
relation between Simpson's views regarding evolutionary
processes and those shared by other MS synthetic theorists,
e.g., Dobzhansky and Wright. However, Simpson's tool box was
not identical with those used by his biologist colleagues.
Most importantly, Simpson believed that mutation rates were
largely constant and their variation could not be invoked as
a cause for changing evolutionary rates. This conclusion
contrasted with the views of some geneticists. In addition,
Simpson argued that generation length should not be included
7

as a determinant of evolutionary rates, as paleontological
evidence failed to show a correlation between these two
variables.
Simpson's use of one set of explanatory tools to
construct several different evolutionary processes brought a
sense of internal unity to his own set of explanations for
the expanded domain for evolution. Furthermore, because his
tool box included most of the tools used by Dobzhansky,
Wright, and others, Simpson also provided a sense of
external unity between his paleontology and the schools of
genetics to which these biologists belonged.
Sadly, most historians have allowed the "consistency"
argument to dominate their discussions of TM (but notable
exceptions exist). This leads to a profoundly distorted view
of Simpson's work, as readers are led to believe that the
"consistency" argument was the only or ,,�dominant theme of TM.
I use the title "Moving Beyond Consistency" for this thesis
in order to address this deficiency and emphasize the need
for a more complete, integrated account of TM. Although the
issue of "consistency" is important for this effort, it is
not the only, and frankly not the most significant, aspect
of Simpson's efforts in TM.
The historiography regarding The Modern Synthesis
generally possesses several critical flaws. Another purpose
of this thesis is to reveal these problems and pursue an
alternative historiographical approach, one that lays the
foundation for a more historically astute analysis of this
period in the history of evolutionary theory. My first
complaint with existing studies regarding The Modern
Synthesis is the extent to which the MS synthetic theory is
understood to be both a monolithic and a universal consensus
regarding evolutionary theory. This approach oversimplifies
two types of differences: the MS synthetic theory had
serious competitors (although they were defended by a
minority of researchers), and the MS synthetic theory was
not monolithic--both subtle and important differences in
views were present among MS synthetic theorists. Given these
two serious criticisms, the suggestion generally made that
Simpson unified or synthesized paleontology and genetics is
meaningless without more precise analysis.
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As I explain, fields within biology contained a variety
of competing research schools: Dobzhansky's (1937) genetics
and Goldschmidt's (1940) genetics were profoundly different
programs, just as Simpson's (TM) paleontology differed
sharply from Schindewolf's (1936) paleontology. In order to
account for this diversity of views while studying the MS
synthetic theory, I provide a research school-level of
analysis regarding conceptual unity. Using this level--as
opposed to the field-level of analysis--has several
advantages. First, it recognizes the existence of
dissenting, alternative, and competing research schools. In
addition, this level of analysis allows for a more precise
description of the conceptual unity actually occurring with
respect to any particular synthetic theory. Thus, in this
thesis, the MS synthetic theory refers to a particular
unification of specific research schools within separate
fields, and it is contrasted with alternative synthetic
theories and competing programs emphasizing conceptual
unification. By studying Simpson as defending a particular
candidate in the competition between synthetic theories, he
is placed in a contemporary context, where subjecting his
work to historical analysis is more easily accomplished.
The school-level of analysis also produces an
additional, although unexpected, result. Among supporters of
the MS unification, several synthetic theories were
proposed. As a result of this finding, such phrases as "the
MS synthetic theory" or "The Modern Synthesis" need to be
qualified either to identify particular instances of MS
unification programs or to identify the broad cluster of
synthetic theories grouped according to common
characteristics. In my discussion of "consistency" arguments
in Part 2, I explain that TM unified Dobzhansky's and
Wright's schools of genetics and Simpson's school of
paleontology, and this unity took the form of sharing many
explanatory tools. I use their basic sharing of explanatory
tools to group MS synthetic theorists together, and I study
the different uses of these explanatory tools in order to
distinguish separate synthetic theories within the MS
cluster. The result of this analysis is an improved
reconstruction of the complex and complicated nature both of
Simpson's relevance to the cluster of MS synthetic theories
and of the cluster itself.
9

My second complaint with much of the existing
historiography regarding The Modern Synthesis (as qualified
above) relates to the fact that the appearance of this
particular solution often is depicted as an inevitable
outcome of a rational scientific enterprise destined for
success. Typically, the construction of the MS synthetic
theory (differences unnoticed) is portrayed as a
teleological unfolding of relations and bridges, where
conceptual unity stands as the final cause. studying
impediments to the synthesis or asking what "held the
synthesis back" are common instantiations of this
inappropriate historiographical approach.
Conceptual unity and consensus are not inevitable ends
in the scientific enterprise; thus, no g priori reason
exists to expect that a single consensus about evolutionary
theory should have been reached during the present century.
The alternative approach adopted in this thesis places less
emphasis on the outcome of The Modern Synthesis and more
emphasis on the contemporary context. My analysis centers on
investigating the issues that Simpson addressed while
writing TM, and I ask such questions as: what did he
address, how did he address them, and why did he address
them? This approach not only allows for identification of
the various paleontological, biological, and genetical
theories that Simpson defended, but it also enables a
reconstruction of the intellectual problems that Simpson
himself faced. In addition, by tracing the origins of
Simpson's views, insight is gained as to why he defended the
particular synthetic theory that he did. By placing Simpson
in his contemporary context and untangling his agenda within
TM, I move into a reinterpretation both of Simpson and of
his place in the history of evolutionary theories.
Once the research school-level of analysis is adopted,
the competition between synthetic theories can be studied.
I'm not interested in discovering what held an inevitable,
monolithic synthetic theory back, but I am interested in
understanding why a particular set of researchers defended
the MS unification program in their various synthetic
theories and what accounts for the relative popularity of
some synthetic theories over others. My analysis of TM seeks
to lose the hindsight acquired from years of scholarship
regarding The Modern Synthesis. Previous studies have been
10

too deeply grounded in reconstructions provided by
researchers with strong, vested interests in the success of
particular synthetic theories. Losing hindsight and moving
beyond this tainted historiography is essential for
producing a·responsible and enlightening analysis of
twentieth century evolutionary theory.

overview

The purpose of this thesis is to move the historical
discussion of TM beyond questions of "consistency" with The
Modern Synthesis and towards a more integrated,
comprehensive assessment of the book's historical
significance. In the above section, I described the general
approaches adopted in this thesis, as well as the basic
claims that I will defend. In the present section, I will
outline the structure of my presentation and provide a road
map to prepare readers for what lies ahead.
TM follows no single or simple expository style. It was
hastily completed in the Summer of 1942 and edited by Anne
Roe and Edwin Colbert after Simpson entered the war effort
(see the letters in Simpson 1987). Despite its apparent
disorder and disparate construction, two themes serve to
focus attention throughout the work, and a discussion of
these themes is the purpose of Part 1.
First, Simpson elaborated the core of a comprehensive
theory to explain the evolution of populations throughout
the history of life. The elaboration of this theory
consisted of three parts: presenting the data to be
explained, identifying the principle determinants of
evolution, and constructing evolutionary modes to explain
the data. In discussing the data that any comprehensive
evolutionary theory must explain, Simpson emphasized the
empirical generalizations that could only come from
paleontological analysis. He stressed the importance of
evolutionary rates and phylogenetic patterns. I discuss the
generalizations Simpson made regarding rates in Chapter 2,
and those regarding patterns in Chapter 3.
Second, Simpson provided explicit discussions of the
explanatory principles that he believed determined
evolution. I discuss these principles in Chapter 4, where I
also attempt to identify the sources of Simpson's views
regarding these determinants.
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Third, Simpson explained the patterns of evolution by
postulating three distinctly different evolutionary modes,
which he constructed from different combinations and
configurations of explanatory principles. Different modes
were invoked to explain the different patterns of evolution.
Simpson also constructed an elaborate model for describing
adaptive relations; this provided a pictorial means for
Simpson to describe the effects of these separate modes. I
discuss both the model and the modes in Chapter 5.
In Part 1, I also expend a great deal of effort to
expose the arguments and explanations that Simpson provided
for his comprehensive theory. Often Simpson's views were
obscure, and untangling and expressing them is an important
part of Chapters 2-5.
In Chapter 6, I discuss the historical origins of
Simpson's views regarding evolutionary modes, placing
special emphasis on the particular research schools in
paleontology, theoretical population genetics, and
experimental biology with which Simpson sympathized. As
such, this chapter departs from earlier field-level analyses
of MS synthetic theories and by studying these theories at
the research school-level.
Intertwined in Simpson's elaboration of his
comprehensive theory were the different agenda items that
Simpson pursued with his different audiences. Chapter 7
provides the integrated analysis of these agendas and
audiences. Here, I consider each agenda item separately, and
ask: why was this topic treated in TM, and what was the
point Simpson was trying to make? Using a research school
level of analysis, I emphasize Simpson's role in the
competition between different synthetic theories and between
separate attempts to unify fields within biology.
In Part 2 of this thesis, I consider the issue
addressed by all historians of Simpson: to what extent did
TM "bring paleontology into the synthesis"? As I have
discussed above, the key to this analysis has been the
"consistency" argument, but little agreement exists as to
what such an argument entailed for TM. Thus, in Chapter a, I
untangle the separate usages of "consistency" by historians.
Once distinguished, I examine each claim and determine its
relative merit as a description of TM's position. The goal
is to provide a clear understanding of the sense in which TM
12

included a "consistency" argument.
In addition, I provide as Chapter 9, a brief discussion
of the reception and subsequent use of Simpson's views
regarding evolutionary modes. The different audiences to
which Simpson spoke received TM in very different ways.
Biologists emphasized the synthetic nature of Simpson's
views; paleontologists debated the merits of his
explanations and his research programs. As an aside, I
include a brief analysis of the relation between Simpson's
views and those suggested by proponents of the recently
proposed theory of punctuated equilibria.
As Part 3, I begin a more general discussion of Simpson
and the MS synthesis beyond the "consistency" argument. To
begin this Part, I discuss in Chapter 10 the several
historical analyses that have begun to move the study of TM
beyond the claim of "consistency." These include some work
done by Leo Laporte, Stephen Gould, and Simpson himself.
Chapter 11 completes this thesis by summarizing my
general conclusions, desetlb--i-ng, pointing out their
significance, and outlining research problems suggested by
my study. In addition, I discuss the general failures of the
existing historiography on The Modern Synthesis and suggest
remedies. My goal here is to redress deficiencies in the
historical scholarship so as to emphasize the historical
context of the synthetic theorists rather than to reflect on
their work with hindsight.
In sum, the goal of this thesis is to ask two
questions: what is TM about, and where does it fit in the
history of science. In answering these two questions, I
defend the following claims: (1) TM is a complex book with
multiple audiences and multiple agendas that far exceeded a
mere "consistency" argument; (2) TM included the core of a
comprehensive evolutionary theory, one popular among
paleontologists but largely ignored by biologists; and (3)
alternative synthetic theories and unification programs
competed during the first half of the twentieth century
(both within and against the MS cluster), and (4) Simpson's
work was a part of this competition, but he also had other
agendas and they need to be considered in discussions
regarding the significance of TM. In drawing these
conclusions, this thesis attempts to move the historiography
regarding The Modern Synthesis into more sophisticated,
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historically astute analyses of synthetic theories, as well
as other twentieth century attempts to explain the complex
nature of evolution.
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PART 1
An Integrated Analysis of Tempo and Mode in Evolution

No theory of evolution can long be
satisfactory...unless it is explicitly
shown to be harmonious with the factual
record of evolution as revealed by
paleontology. Moreover, there are very
essential parts of a general theory of
evolution that cannot be based on the
study of recent animals and plants,
alone.
(Simpson 1945b, 57)
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Chapter 2
Rates of Evolution: Assessing Evolutionary Tempo
2.0. Introduction
The purpose of Part 1 is to present an integrated
analysis of TM on its own terms and in its own historical
context. This analysis will take into account the different
audiences to which Simpson spoke, as well as the different
agendas that Simpson pursued while writing his book. One of
the general themes of TM that has not been noticed clearly
by historians was the elaboration of the core for a
comprehensive evolutionary theory. This elaboration
consisted of three stages: identifying the data to be
explained, identifying the principal determinants of
evolution, and constructing evolutionary processes to
explain the data. A discussion of Simpson's theory forms the
basis of the following five chapters of this thesis, and a
more general discussion of Simpson's different agendas is
the subject of the final chapter of Part 1.
Simpson intended his comprehensive evolutionary theory
to be a population-level analysis of the history of life,
one that explained the formation of all taxonomic categories
and one in which paleontological analysis played a central
role. Simpson placed special emphasis on the need to explain
features of the temporal dimension of evolution, which
reiterated his beliefs not only that the study of evolution
required attention both to time and to long-term patterns of
change, but also that only paleontological analysis provided
information about the temporal dimension (e.g., Simpson
1931a, 1945b). Indeed, Simpson emphasized the need to study
long-term evolutionary patterns, as they provided essential
empirical information regarding the nature of evolution. He
also strongly believed that explaining these temporal
features was an absolutely necessary requirement for any
theory presented as a complete understanding of evolution
(TM xxix).
For Simpson, two of the most important temporal
features of life's history were the rates and phylogenetic
patterns of evolution. In TM, Simpson described the
empirical generalizations about these features that (he
believed) were in need of explanation. I discuss his
generalizations about evolutionary rates in this chapter,
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and in the next chapter, I discuss his generalizations
regarding temporal patterns of phylogeny. In Chapter 4, I
continue to elaborate Simpson's comprehensive theory by
discussing the causes that Simpson considered as factors
determining evolutionary processes. Finally, in Chapter 5, I
describe how Simpson combined these factors to construct
explanations for the patterns of evolution in the history of
life.
Simpson presented his empirical generalizations about
rates and phylogenetic patterns to the general audience of
researchers concerned with evolution; however, his motives
were mixed. To non-paleontologists interested in
evolutionary theory, Simpson intended to emphasize that the
study of evolution involved more than the study of
speciation and that data on the temporal features of the
history of life must be included in the domain to be
explained by evolutionary theory (TM xxix). To
paleontologists, Simpson intended to defend his belief that
paleontological analysis could provide sound conclusions
regarding evolutionary processes. Consequently, evolutionary
theory was a legitimate interest for paleontologists to
pursue (TM xxx). Simpson also tried to convince his
paleontologist colleagues that evolution was a complicated
phenomenon and they had access to the data that could
unravel how it actually played out in nature.
Regarding the point to make for biologists, Simpson was
part of a small group of paleontologists and geologists in
the late 1930 1 s who were interested in emphasizing the
relevance of paleontology for evolutionary theory. Mostly,
this interest was provoked by biologists (especially
geneticists) who sought, or claimed to have developed,
complete evolutionary theories but who neglected the study
of fossils (e.g., Morgan 1916). 1 This neglect had long been
a complaint of paleontologists about experimental
biologists. Matthew (1923, 289), for example, complained
that the Mendelian geneticists "will have naught to do with
us" (see also Osborn 1915a and Gregory 1917).
By the late 1930's, this complaint had grown
particularly strong. Theoretical population genetics and the
chromosome theory of heredity dominated interest among
evolutionary theorists. In addition, these theorists
increasingly understood paleontology as nothing but a field
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that documented the fact of evolution (e.g., Shull 1936;
Haldane 1932; and Haupt 1932). Indeed, as President of the
American Museum of Natural History, Albert Parr dissolved
the Department of Vertebrate Paleontology in 1942 because he
believed the demonstration of evolution was "a finished
issue," and paleontology "would contribute little further
knowledge of any importance to the world." (cited in Laporte
1989; see also Simpson to Lull 23 July 1942).
Simpson was one of several paleontologists who reacted
strongly against this demotion of their field. He had long
argued that paleontology should serve as an empirical check
for the abstract discussions of evolutionary theorists
(e.g., Simpson 1931a, 258; 1937b and c). More importantly,
however, experimental biologists increasingly understood
evolution to be exclusively a phenomenon of population and
species, with the consequence that the study of populations
and the formation of species dominated discussions of
evolutionary processes. Simpson believed that there was more
to evolution than speciation, and he listed the evolution of
higher categories and such temporal processes as rates and
phylogenetic patterns as additions (Simpson, 1928b; 1933;
1935; 1937a, 1941a). Indeed, this was a common belief among
paleontologists (Gregory 1917; Osborn 1918; Matthew 1928;
Gregory to Simpson 25 June 1928; see also Gould 1980b;
Rudwick 1985), and in the late 1930's, Simpson was not alone
in his discontent with experimental biologists (especially
geneticists) (Olson 1974). Other paleontologists angered
with paleontology's decreasing relevance among evolutionary
theorists included Glenn Jepsen, and Walter Buchner, who was
the Chairman of the Division of Geology and Geography of the
National Research Council (NRC).
Together, these three used the institutional network of
the Division to pursue a program intended to emphasize the
unique contributions that paleontological analysis provided
for evolutionary theory. Claiming that paleontology and
experimental biology (especially genetics) shared common
interests in evolutionary theory, the three moved the
National Research Council to form a committee on Common
Problems of Genetics and Paleontology in order to "discuss
some of the open problems along the borderlines of the two
fields," and
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to further the cooperation of the students in the
two fields and to acquaint the workers in either
field with the methods and resources in the other
field. Many phases of the study of evolution
concern geneticists and paleontologists equally,
and the need for a closer cooperation has become
increasingly apparent during recent years.
(Committee on Common Problems 1943a, 1-2)
These paleontologists succeeded in convincing some
biologists that their goal was legitimate by arguing that
the study of evolution required "joint counseling" between
their fields (Buchner 1941, 1340; see also Buchner 1943).
Dobzhansky and L. c. Dunn were two of the more prominent
biologists of this group; they played important roles in
extending the Committee to biologists (see the Committee's
Bulletins and Reports).
In their circular soliciting members for the Committee,
Dobzhansky, Jepsen, and Buchner explained that "a meeting of
the minds working along the boundary of these two fields,
that of laboratory studies of the dynamics of short-range
changes and that of the accumulation and analysis of some of
the results of long-range changes, was recognized as holding
real promise." They also stressed the need for "the mutual
enlightenment concerning the factual basis of theoretical
concepts and interpretations." To initiate this work, their
letter included a list of "possible topics'' for
consideration that intertwined problems for the geneticist
and the paleontologist (Dobzhansky, Jepsen, and Buchner 26
February 1943).
By emphasizing that the study of evolution required a
"borderland" or interdisciplinary approach, Buchner,
Simpson, and Jepsen sought to return paleontology to a key
role in evolutionary theory, not only with respect to the
data their field provided about the patterns of evolution,
but also with respect to their field's views regarding
evolutionary processes. The initial success of their efforts
can be seen in the work of the committee (Bulletins and
Reports); however, as I will explain later, this goal failed
as a long-term effort.2
Simpson constructed TM during the period that these
institutional moves were undertaken, and this explains his
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emphasis on describing the temporal features of evolution
that paleontology could reveal. His presentation of these
empirical generalizations was intended to reinforce the
importance of these temporal features in the domain to be
explained about evolution and to emphasize the importance of
paleontological analysis in providing that information. With
generalizations about these features clearly explicated,
Simpson could then demand an extension of evolutionary
theory beyond an interest in species.
In the following sections, I discuss Simpson's
conclusions regarding evolutionary rates and place that
discussion in its historical context. To begin, I provide a
brief outline of views regarding evolutionary rates prior to
Simpson's work in order to identify the motivation for his
analysis. In the next section, I discuss the empirical
generalizations that Simpson drew regarding rates. In
addition, I briefly discuss the origins of and reception for
Simpson's views.

2.1. Previous Views Regarding Evolutionary Rates

Prior to Simpson's consideration of evolutionary rates,
two views competed regarding this topic: either evolution
was extremely rapid (when it occurred at all) or it was
extremely slow. Some advocates of high rates relied on de
Vries's (e.g., 1904) mutation theory and argued that only
trivial (evolutionarily unimportant) variations usually
occurred, except during certain "mutating periods" when
either significant mutations or dramatic recombinations of
the genome occurred that resulted in abrupt and distinct
morphological changes. This saltationist view was adopted by
the invertebrate paleontologist Charles White (White 1901a
and b; 1903; Dall 1911; Hiebert 1981) among others.
In addition, the physiological geneticist Richard
Goldschmidt (e.g., 1933-1940), and the paleontologist Otto
Schindewolf (1936) also defended a saltationist view of
evolutionary rates; however, these researchers explained the
abrupt changes in morphology not only in terms of
chromosomal mutations, but also as a function of ontogeny.
Postulating saltation had the appeal of accounting for the
apparent sudden appearance of new species that many
paleontologists identified in the fossil record. It also
enabled typologists, such as Schindewolf, to accept the
occurrence of evolution as an explanation for the origin of
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new basic forms or types (Reif 1983).
On the other hand, a variety of research schools
advocated the occurrence of slow rate evolution. Most neo
Darwinists around 1900 advocated this view, which can be
traced (at least) to Darwin (1859) (e.g., Matthew 1928). In
addition, the majority of paleontologists with neo
Lamarckian and orthogenetic beliefs also argued for slow
evolutionary rates (Rainger 1982; Bowler 1988).3 Osborn
(e.g., 1907; 1911), for example, argued that evolutionary
changes were a result of the inconspicuous origin and slow
development of characters. He described evolutionary rates
as exceptionally slow, uniform, and constant.4
In contrast to these extreme views, a number of German
researchers suggested that the rate of evolution
dramatically changed over the history of a phyletic group
(summarized by Rensch 1980, 287-288). Also, studies in
population genetics (e.g., Wright 1931) suggested that
evolutionary rates could vary depending upon the intensity
and combination of various causes of evolution. For example,
heavy migration or intense selection could change the rate
of evolution. Whether or not these studies influenced
Simpson is unclear from the historical record; however,
Simpson apparently profited from the fact that these studies
suggested a more complex view of rates might be necessary in
order to fully appreciate the temporal features of
evolution. Certainly, Rensch benefited in this way (Rensch
1939; Rensch 1980, 288, among others).
Finally, Mayr (1942, 296-297) vaguely discussed rates
of evolution from the perspective of emphasizing the sharp
contrast between saltation and slow-rates. He rejected the
saltationist view, arguing that "paleontologists have too
many examples of perfect evolutionary series, leading
without obvious breaks from species to species in subsequent
horizons, to believe in the instantaneous creation of
species." (Mayr 1942, 297). He continued:
Another puzzle of the paleontologist is beginning
to be cleared up, namely the different rates of
evolution in different groups or in different
periods of the same group. This may be due to
changes in mutation rate, but there is no certain
evidence as yet. But as we have seen in an earlier
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chapter (p. 243), it may also be due to ecological
factors or to the small-population principle (p.
236). (Mayr 1942, 297; his page references)5
The analysis of evolutionary rates that Simpson
provided represented a significant increase in the
sophistication of such studies, and this point helps to
explain why he devoted so much attention to the study of
rates in TM. Simpson's earlier research (Simpson circa 1936;
1937c) indicated to him that the dichotomy between saltation
and very slow rates was ridiculously simplistic, but his
earlier studies had failed to find the broad audience that
Simpson sought. Thus, an extension of this work in a book
provided Simpson with the opportunity for broader exposure.
This motivation was in addition to his stressing, for
biologists, the central importance of rates as data for
evolutionary theory. Most importantly, however, Simpson
included so detailed an analysis of rates in TM in order to
emphasize to his paleontologist colleagues how simplistic
were previous studies on rates. The message he sent was that
evolutionary rates in nature were complicated and any
general theory of evolution had to account for this
complexity in order to be satisfactory.
2.2. Three Rates of Evolution: Qualitatively Different
Simpson's study of the complex nature of rates not only
stressed changes in speeds, but it also depicted rates as
varying in kind. Simpson's analysis of rates included three
steps. First, he analyzed various methodologies for
measuring evolutionary rates in an effort to illustrate the
liabilities and advantages of different approaches. Here he
asked such questions as: what counts as a rate of evolution,
and what information does an evolutionary rate provide about
the history of a taxon? Second, Simpson considered empirical
data bearing on evolutionary rates. A significant change in
approach provided by Simpson's analysis of rates was the
shift from determinations of speed (how fast or slow is a
rate) to determinations of type (what type of rate is this).
Third, Simpson developed a methodology for distinguishing
between the three types of evolutionary rates. Each of the
stages will be discussed separately in this section.
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Seeking Conceptual Clarity Regarding Rates
Before he discussed empirical data regarding
evolutionary rates, Simpson considered what could count as a
rate of evolution. As a simplistic starting point, Simpson
identified "rate of evolution" as the amount of
morphological change relative to a given time standard (TM
3). One purpose of the first chapter of TM was to make clear
how simplistic and qualified this starting point actually
was.
For instance, if researchers chose to focus on rates of
morphological evolution (as opposed to genetic or
populational), they could focus on single unit characters,
complexes of related (linked) characters, or whole
organisms. Additionally, �orphological change within single
phyletic lines or within broader taxonomic groups could be
the metric for study. Each of these choices, Simpson pointed
out, carried with it not only important methodological
limitations and liabilities, but also each answered only
certain types of questions. Simpson provided examples of
each option and identified specific pitfalls associated with
their use. (Simpson greatly expanded his conceptual analysis
of evolutionary rates in Simpson 1945a and 1949b)
The outcome of Simpson's conceptual analysis of
evolutionary rates was not to prefer one metric for
measuring rates over all others. Rather, it prepared the
reader for a more-than-superficial study of evolutionary
tempo and mode. Only with this more sophisticated grounding
was the reader prepared for Simpson's complicat�d discussion
of evolutionary rates.
Demonstrating Different Rates Occurred
Simpson's initial demonstration (in TM) that
morphological rates of evolution differed came in the form
of a case study of the family Equidae (horses), which he
identified as a "typical" example of an evolutionary series
(TM 4-12). 6 From his analysis, Simpson identified four
"basic theorems" concerning rates of evolution (which
actually were expressions of the diversity of rate phenomena
rather than rigid, logically-styled theorems) (TM 12).
First, the rate of evolution of one character or a
combin�tion of characters may change markedly at any time in
a group's evolution, even though the direction of evolution
remained the same. Second, the rates of evolution for two or
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more characters within a single phylum may change
independently. Third, the rate for evolution of one
character may be a function of another character and it may
not be genetically separable even though the rates are not
equal. (In this rather complicated language, Simpson made
use of the concept of genetic linkage of characters, but
conceded that genetic linkage did not require a close
correlation of two characters's evolutionary rates.)
Finally, two phyla of common ancestry may become
differentiated by differences in rates of evolution for
different characters, without any marked qualitative
differences or differences in direction of evolution.
Although Simpson chose to illustrate these "theorems"
using the Equidae example, he did not discover them from
this case. In his study of supra-specific variation, Simpson
(1937c) announced the same findings from an extensive study
of the South American mammalian order Notoungulata.7 Also,
in an unpublished abstract--apparently for a colloquium
lecture--Simpson (circa 1936) included many of the same
conclusions.
Little evidence illuminates the historical origins of
Simpson's "theorems" regarding rates. Laporte (1989)
suggested that Simpson may have been influenced by William
Gregory's "palimpsest theory" of differing rates for
individual characters and character complexes. This
influence was suggested by Simpson's note that Gregory's
theory was significant at the time (Simpson 1971). Gregory
was an important influence on Simpson during Simpson's
dissertation research on Mesozoic mammals (see especially
Simpson to Gregory 19 May 1946). Laporte•s suggestion is
very plausible in light of the close relation between
Gregory and Simpson, but the empirical analysis of rates was
closely connected to Simpson's study of notoungulates.
The significance of Simpson's discussion of rates comes
from the fact that he provided empirical examples to
demonstrate the many ways in which rates varied. This
approach marked the beginning of a research program into how
rates varied within evolutionary lineages (e.g., Wood 1949;
Stebbins 1949; and Committee on Common Problems 1944-1946).
However, the "theorems" that Simpson provided were not the
only additions that he made to the study of evolutionary
rates. In analyzing the relevant data in more detail,
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Simpson discovered that three distinct types of evolutionary
rates occurred, and to convey the differences in types,
Simpson constructed a compact and concise descriptive model
that emphasized the quantitative and qualitative
differences. This model will now be discussed.
Constructing g Model for Describing Evolutionary Rates
Simpson argued that evolutionary rates for taxa within
a major taxonomic group or phylogenetic lineage should be
considered in statistical terms. For example, he noted that
the range of variation for taxa within a group often was
very broad and that the average rates for separate groups
tended to be very different. In spite of their differences,
however, the rate distributions for different groups showed
important similarities. For example, the distributions
tended to be leptokurtic. Also, the distributions tended to
be negatively skewed, with much more variability below the
mean than above (see TM 128, his Figure 18). Simpson used
the term "horotelic" to identify this normative rate
distribution. (He also used this term to describe the taxa
that showed such rates.)
Simpson argued that all taxa included in the normal
distribution (i.e., all horotelic taxa within a group)
underwent the same kind of evolution. As he later wrote,
"...this distribution is assumed to represent a normal sort
of evolutionary metabolism, so to speak, for the groups in
question..." (Simpson 1949b) Simpson accounted for the
variation in rates within the horotelic distribution by
suggesting differences in the intensity and duration of the
evolutionary processes each taxon experienced. The
connection between rates on the one hand and evolutionary
processes on the other was an important one for Simpson.
(The evidence that he used to defend this connection will be
discussed not only below, but also in Chapter 3 below.)
Simpson also pointed out that some taxa within each
major group or lineage evolved at rates especially slow or
fast and in every respect these taxa evolved at rates that
were quite beyond the normal, horotelic distribution. In
addition, these taxa also displayed phylogenetic patterns
that were strikingly different from those apparent for
horotelic taxa (see Chapter 3 below). Simpson reasoned such
differences revealed that taxa with these extreme rates
underwent a distinctly different type of evolutionary
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process than those experienced by taxa evolving at horotelic
rates. Simpson identified the type of rate that was slower
than the horotelic distribution as "bradytelic;" he
identified the type of rate that was faster than the
horotelic distribution as "tachytelic" (TM 133-134) .8
The distinctions that Simpson drew between bradytelic,
horotelic, and tachytelic rates were not intended simply to
separate slow evolving, average evolving, and fast evolving
groups (respectively). Rather, these distinctions were
intended to separate different statistical populations of
rates for taxa within a particular group. Each statistical
population experienced processes of evolution that were
different in kind from the other two populations. In other
chapters of TM, Simpson sought to characterize and explain
the different evolutionary processes involved in causing
different types of rates (discussed in Chapter 5 below).
What remains for this section is to describe how Simpson
distinguished the different statistical populations of
evolutionary rates (overlapping distributions with different
means).
How to Distinguish the Different Types of Rates
In order to obtain a more precise understanding of
evolutionary rates, Simpson compared patterns in
survivorship data for two major taxonomic groups: mammals
and pelecypod molluscs.9 He observed that the patterns of
survivorship were similar for these rather different groups,
and this similarity suggested to him the generalization that
"there is a standard pattern of survivorship that is
essentially the same for all taxonomic units... " (TM (127)
In addition, Simpson reasoned that because survivorship was
closely correlated with evolutionary rates, the intragroup
distribution patterns of these rates should be comparable
for different groups (TM 127). This reasoning justified
Simpson's postulation of horotelic, normative distributions.
Simpson's study of rates using survivorship data only
included extinct genera, which makes studying survivorship a
forward-looking approach, where the researcher asks: if a
taxon appeared at time X, how long did it persist? As an
extension to his analysis, Simpson pursued a backward
looking approach and asked: of the taxa that are alive
today, how many were alive Y years ago? (TM 24-29; 129-132)
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This second approach was meant to provide a methodological
check:
If rates of evolution of living genera have been
distributed as have those of extinct genera, or,
in statistical terms, if the rate distributions
sample the same populations, the resulting curves
will nearly coincide with those based on extinct
genera. (TM 129)
However, the results from this backward-looking
approach revealed "pronounced discrepancies" when compared
with the forward-looking survivorship analysis (TM 129).
Simpson's investigation of these differences in results
formed the basis of the distinction between bradytelic,
horotelic, and tachytelic rates.
Given the calculated average length of future survival
for the taxonomic groups (using survivorship data), a
certain number of taxa can be expected to persist from time
X to the present. However, Simpson noticed that in some
groups (such as pelecypod molluscs), the number of taxa
actually persisting significantly outnumbered expectations.
This discrepancy meant not only that some taxa lived much
longer than was the norm for the group but also that some
living genera had already survived much longer than did any
of the taxa now extinct (TM 130-131). Among pelecypods, for
example, Simpson explained that while no extinct genera
appeared to have survived for more than 275 million years,
some living genera have persisted for upwards of 400 million
years without becoming extinct (TM 131).
The discrepancies between the two methods for studying
life expectancy revealed, Simpson believed, that the
collection of evolutionary rates for a taxonomic group
included several distinctly different statistical
populations of rates. Each of these populations represented
"essentially a different phenomenon" with respect to
processes of evolution (TM 133). Simpson continued, any
taxonomic group with similar discrepancies also included
taxa evolving not only at quantitatively different rates but
also at rates that differed in type. For cases with more
actually surviving taxa than expected, bradytelic rates
would be included in the distribution. The alternative
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comparison (cases with fewer actually surviving taxa than
expected) cannot occur, given peculiarities of the
calculations. Simpson noticed this but was undaunted:
"Nevertheless, there is good reason to believe that there
are [taxa] that have evolved at rates distinctly above those
well recorded for horotelic lines and qualitatively
different in being affected by a characteristically
different combination of evolutionary factors." (TM 134)
Simpson provided no precise method for identifying
whether a single taxon currently was undergoing bradytelic,
horotelic, or tachytelic evolution, given particular data
about its length of duration. Apparently, his practical
designations of these categories relied on rather obvious
statements about relative rates of evolution (very slow
being bradytelic, very fast being tachytelic, and those
between the extremes being either horotelic or
indeterminant), and on morphological or stratigraphical
features related to their having experienced certain
processes of evolution that were uniquely associated with a
particular type of rate. 10
In later works, Simpson expanded his discussion of
rates (most importantly: Simpson 1945a; 1949a and b; 1953a;
1959), and as late as 1983, Simpson continued to emphasize
the basic descriptive model he outlined in TM.
2.3. The General Reception to Simpson•s View of Rates
Simpson's compact model of evolutionary rates met with
three general fates among students of evolution: either it
was ignored (most common), it was misunderstood (if
discussed at all, this was most common), or it was adopted
as a useful approach to the study of rates (occasionally but
not frequently).
Far and away the most common aspect of the reception of
Simpson's model of evolutionary rates was that it was
ignored by those interested in the topic (e.g., Mayr 1963;
Ford 1964; see also the Cold Spring Harbor Symposium on
Quantitative Biology for 1959). Perhaps Simpson failed to be
persuasive, his distinctions were considered to be
unimportant, or his analysis was too obscure to be useful.
Alternatively, Simpson's terminology for identifying
different types of rates--bradytelic, horotelic, and
tachytelic--was misunderstood as implying simply slow,
average, and fast evolutionary rates (respectively) (e.g.,
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Rensch 1959; this continues today, see Stanley 1979, 129).
Some of the initial reviews of TM included this error (e.g.,
Huxley 1945; Zirkle 1947); however others did not (e.g.,
Hutchinson 1945; Glass 1945). Indeed, the extent of this
misunderstanding became so broad that Simpson inserted a
footnote to his 1949 discussion of rates that read:
This [model of evolutionary rates] seems to have
been misunderstood by some readers of my earlier
discussion, who have assumed that any particularly
slow rate is bradytelic as defined by me. There
are both slow and fast rates within the horotelic
distribution, and the slower rates are not, ipso
facto, bradytelic. The hypothesis, whether or not
it stands up under further investigation, is that
certain rates belong to a different rate
distribution entirely, one with lower range and
mean, although it may possibly be found sometimes
to overlap the horotelic distribution for the same
group. (Simpson 1949b, 221 note 14)
Furthermore, the fact that Simpson proposed these three
terms to refer to three qualitatively distinct distributions
of evolutionary rates has been missed by numerous historians
of science (e.g., Bowler 1984; de Beer 1971). Mayr (1982,
609), for example, remarked that Simpson argued that some
taxa within a given group evolved at slow rates, while
others evolved at moderate and fast rates. Mayr's incorrect
characterization of Simpson's descriptive model missed the
point entirely. Although Gould (1980a, 159) correctly
identified the distinction drawn by Simpson, he incorrectly
stated that Simpson failed to provide an explanation for
bradytelic evolution (see Chapter 5 below). In contrast,
Laporte (1983, 380 and 391) explicitly (and correctly)
discussed Simpson's model.
Despite its more typical fate of either being lost or
being misinterpreted, Simpson's descriptive model was
adopted by a few students of evolutionary rates in its
original usage (e.g., Grant 1963; Dobzhansky 1970).11 In
addition, a number of researchers who adopted Simpson's
model also began related research programs in their fields
of expertise. For example, Stebbins's (1950) analysis of
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evolution in plants was an explicit attempt to demonstrate
the "consistency" of botany with the MS synthetic theory of
evolution. Stebbins explained that Simpson's work in TM
provided a "convincing analysis of rates" for animals
(Stebbins 1950, 515), and he (1950, 551-556) adopted
completely Simpson's characterizations of evolutionary rates
in terms of bradytelic, horotelic, and tachytelic
distributions (in their original sense). Stebbins also
applied this research program to assess rates of evolution
in plants in an address that accompanied Simpson's similar
survey for animals (compare Stebbins 1949 with Simpson
1949b; see also Committee on common Problems 1944-1946). The
adoption of this research program by paleontologists will be
discussed in some detail below, but I largely leave this
topic for future research.
To summarize this chapter, Simpson developed a compact
descriptive model for evolutionary rates that included three
distinct types, and their description formed an important
component of the temporal features of evolution. Simpson
meant to demonstrate to biologists that his paleontological
analysis provided information essential for understanding
evolution, and developing these empirical generalizations
provided one step in his elaboration of a comprehensive
evolutionary theory. In addition, Simpson wanted to stress
the complicated nature of evolutionary rates to his
colleagues and to introduce his analysis of the topic to a
broader readership. In the next chapter, I discuss the
second set of empirical generalizations that Simpson made
regarding the temporal features of evolution--patterns of
phylogenetic history for different taxonomic levels.
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Notes for Chapter 2
1. For historical discussions of the debate between
biologists and paleontologists over the relevance of
paleontological data for evolutionary theory, see: Rainger
1982, 350-365; Hiebert 1981; Allen 1975 and 1979. This
debate lasted long after TM; see, e.g., Mainx 1955, 45.
2. The relevance of the Committee on Common Problems for the
extension of evolutionary theory during the middle decades
of this century should not be underestimated. I plan to
return to this topic in later research.
3. Neo-Darwinists believed that selection was the principal
or exclusive cause of evolution; neo-Larmarckians believed
that evolution occurred through the inheritance of acquired
characters; and orthogeneticists defended the view that
lineages evolved through the teleological unfolding of
descent. Bowler (1984) provided a good general discussion of
these different interpretations of evolution.
4. Osborn's views ultimately trace through Scott to Waagen
(1869) (see Rainger 1988).
5. Mayr provided no citations in this passage and it is
entirely unclear whether or not he was familiar with
Simpson's first publications in this area (e.g., Simpson
circa 1936; 1937c). For an independent discussion of
evolutionary rates, see Schmalhausen (1949) and Simpson's
positive review (Simpson 1949e).
6. The substance of Simpson's demonstration is complicated
and detailed. To explain it here would be to diverge too far
from the point of this section, which is to identify
Simpson's argument and place it in its historical context.
The critical reader should refer to Simpson's own treatment
in TM and his later book on horses (Simpson 1951).
7. Notoungulates are an extinct order of ungulates (see
Carroll 1988, 549-553; Simpson 1980b).
8. The precise derivation of the terms "bradytely" and
"tachytely" is unclear. However, a similar distinction had
long been used by paleontologists interested in the relation
between ontogeny and phylogeny (particularly students of
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Hyatt). These researchers suggested "bradygenesis" and
"tachygenesis" as terms to refer to especially slow and fast
developmental rates (Swinnerton 1947; Raymond 1941).
9. Survivorship data provide information regarding the rate
of death or extinction of a population or group of taxa.
Survivorship rates are calculated on the basis of the number
of individuals surviving to a given time following some
initial starting point. For example, if one hundred graduate
students begin writing theses on 1 January and thirty-four
quit by 1 March, the survivorship rate on 1 March would be
sixty-six percent (number of survivors at the specified time
divided by the number in the original population). Also, a
commonly used statistic for survivorship analysis is the
determination of the average length of survival for a member
of the group, and this simply is the point when half of the
population is still surviving. In the example given, if the
fiftieth graduate student quits on 2 April, then the average
length of survival is 92 days (or 93 if a leap year).
Simpson cited Pearl (1940) as a basic reference on this
technique.
10. This second component for identification appears to have
involved the process identified as "bootstrapping" by
numerous philosophers of science (see Glymour 1980).
11. Although he does not use Simpson's terminology, Brough
(1958) also makes the distinctions drawn by Simpson.
Brough's analysis of "time and evolution" also includes a
critique of Simpson's explanations for these different
rates.
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Chapter 3
Patterns of Evolution:
Phylogenetic History at Different Taxonomic Levels
3.0. Introduction and Terminology for Discussing Modes
of Evolution
For Simpson, any evolutionary theory that was truly
comprehensive had to explain the temporal features of the
history of life. This claim made paleontological analysis
central to the determination of evolutionary patterns and
processes. Simpson's analysis of evolutionary rates was
discussed above in Chapter 2. The purpose of this chapter is
to discuss Simpson's analysis of phylogenetic patterns at
different taxonomic levels. In addition, I discuss the
historical context of Simpson's analysis.
Important to any discussion of phylogenetic patterns is
the question of universality of application: to what extent
is a generalized pattern representative of the history of
life? In the decades before TM, a number of views contrasted
regarding the general patterns of phylogeny. Goldschmidt
(e.g., 1940) and Schindewolf (1936), for example, argued
that evolutionary transitions involved discontinuous,
saltative shifts in morphology, which occurred as a result
of dramatic changes in the germ plasm or subtle alterations
during ontogeny. In contrast, Osborn (1915a) argued that
characters originated from inconspicuous beginnings and
developed at a constant, slow rate of "phylogenetic
movement" through continuously varying series. These two
very different interpretations have in common the fact that
their proponents claimed a near universality of application:
all important evolution occurred in this manner.
During the 1930's, geneticists and paleontologists
concerned themselves with very different types of phenomena.
Among other programs, geneticists focused on the hereditary
mechanism and the role of genes in development
(physiological genetics). On the other hand, paleontologists
focused on adaptation, phylogenetic reconstruction, and the
evolution of higher taxonomic categories (TM xxviii).
Despite their differences, both paleontologists and
geneticists expressed the view that they alone were studying
the phenomenon of primary importance to evolution (compare
Morgan 1916 with Osborn 1912; see also Mayr to Rensch 4
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September 1974).
The terms "microevolution" and "macroevolution" came
into use during this period (e.g., Goldschmidt 1940) to
identify the differences in focus between the experimental
biologists (such as geneticists) and paleontologists,
respectively. 1 Emphasis on that distinction led researchers
to ask whether or not evolutionary patterns and processes
were similar for micro- and macro-levels.
When Simpson began to focus his attention on explaining
phylogenetic patterns, he immediately confronted this
separation between micro- and macro-level research:
The most important difference of opinion at
present, is between those who believe that
discontinuity arises by intensification or
combination of the differentiating processes
already effective within a potentially or really
continuous population and those who maintain that
some essentially different factors are involved.
(TM 97)
As a first step towards resolution, Simpson pointed out
that "macroevolution" was an ambiguous term: used by
geneticists to refer to the evolution of species and genera,
but used by paleontologists to denote the evolution of
orders and classes (TM 97-98) . 2 In addition to this
difference in terminology, Simpson also noted that
paleontologists debated among themselves as to whether or
not the macro-level (here species and genera) was
distinguishable sufficiently in fossil series for sound
research. Identification of fossil species often was rather
tenuous, Simpson explained, and generic lineages were
generally incomplete. Thus, very often descriptions of
phylogenetic patterns at the macro-level (species and
genera) were suspect (TM 98; Simpson cited Scott and Jepsen
1936).
In order both to develop a less ambiguous terminology
and to distinguish areas of sound paleontological study from
(possibly) unsound areas, Simpson decided to divide his
study of phylogenetic patterns into three sets of taxonomic
levels: (1) micro-evolution, changes within potentially
continuous populations revealed by genetic experimentation
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(below the species level), (2) macro-evolution, changes at
or near the minimum level of genetic discontinuity (species
or genera), and (3) mega-evolution, large-scale evolution,
differentiation between families, orders, classes, and phyla
(TM 97-98).3
Just as he had done with his study of rates, Simpson
argued that phyletic patterns were complicated but had
previously been studied in an overly simplistic fashion. A
significant portion of TM was devoted to identifying the
general phylogenetic patterns of evolution at the macro- and
mega-levels and considering the differences between patterns
across these levels. Another significant portion of TM was
devoted both to developing explanations for these patterns
and to considering whether or not these explanatory
processes (modes) were similar at the micro-, macro-, and
mega-levels. This second issue will be the subject of
Chapters 4 and 5 below.
3.1. Patterns of Evolution: Identifying What Was To Be
Explained
In this section, I will discuss Simpson's
generalizations about patterns in the fossil record that he
presented in TM. Simpson developed these generalizations in
order to clarify the nature of the data for which any
mechanism (mode) of evolution must account. But before
Simpson generalized his understanding of patterns, he placed
a heavy emphasis on interpretation: the fossil record could
not be interpreted literally if biases in the collection or
preservation of fossil remains existed. In cases where
biases appeared, any interpretation of the data must be
preceded by adjustments and corrections. Much of Simpson's
discussion of evolutionary patterns in TM involved
considering the appropriateness of these adjustments.
Simpson presented no novel information regarding
patterns of micro-level evolution, although he did mention
attempts to identify alleles and genes among fossil
populations (TM 6). Clearly, Simpson deferred to the work of
field biologists, population geneticists, and experimental
geneticists (e.g., Dobzhansky, Wright, Haldane, and Dunn)
for his information on micro-level evolution, and he made no
attempts himself to infer details about micro-evolutionary
patterns or to identify new processes of evolution for this
level.
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Macro-evolution
When referring to phylogenetic patterns for species and
genera, Simpson pointed to a general paucity of data. In
most cases, he explained, these categories were
insufficiently resolved for sound analysis. However,
although poor sampling generally was the case, several well
known and well-studied sequences (e.g., the equid series)
did exist, 4 and from these, Simpson drew an important
conclusion: macro-evolution was characterized by the gradual
divergence of populations (TM 98-99). He recognized the
similarity of this pattern to those described by most of the
students of micro-evolution (e.g., Dobzhansky, Wright (for
large populations), and Haldane). The greater degree of
divergence seen in macro-level evolution, Simpson reasoned,
simply was the result of longer durations: diverging
populations differentiated into subspecies, then species,
then genera (and possibly through higher categories if given
sufficient time and appropriate circumstances). This
interpretation was in accord with the understanding of
evolution that Simpson had gained from the paleontologists
who were his mentors (Matthew, Gregory, Lull, and Osborn;
they will be discussed extensively in Chapter 4 below) and
was in accord with the conclusions of his closer colleagues
(e.g., Romer 1933).
Simpson's description of macro-level phylogenetic
patterns equated macro-evolution with an extension or
extrapolation of micro-evolution; thus, when Simpson
considered explanations for these patterns, he could invoke
the continuity of pattern to justify an analogous continuity
of process. In this respect, Simpson supported the "great
majority of geneticists and zoologists" who also argued for
this extrapolation (TM 97).
Simpson explicitly recognized that he based the
equation of macro-evolution with extended micro-evolution on
only a few, well-documented examples. He argued at length,
however, that this connection was justified as a broad
description of all macro-level evolution (TM 98). Even as a
first-order approximation of macro-evolutionary patterns,
Simpson acknowledged, his divergence interpretation
(extended micro-evolution) was troubled by the apparent wide
occurrence of discontinuities in macro-level transitions: in
many cases, species and genera appeared suddenly in
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depositional sequences. Such discontinuities became
increasingly common for higher taxonomic categories, and
they were almost universal at and above the ordinal level
(TM 99). If these discontinuities were taken literally
(i.e., if they truly represented abrupt shifts in morphology
and were not the result of gaps in depositional sequences),
then Simpson would be forced to admit that macro-evolution
was qualitatively different from micro-evolution, and thus
different explanations would be necessary. Alternatively, if
the morphological breaks were the result of geological
discontinuities (either breaks in the rock sequence or
breaks in the recording), then the possibility for
identifying the same patterns for the two levels remained
open once corrections for the breaks were made. Simpson's
point was that the fossil record could be read literally
only after the continuity of the geological series had been
established.
Simpson argued that the claims made by saltationists
about abrupt morphological shifts (e.g., Schindewolf 1936)
also required verification against this methodological
pitfall. Saltation could be considered valid only if three
conditions applied: (1) the stratigraphic sequences of the
depositional record were continuous, (2) the population
maintained a continuous residency in the regions represented
by the record, and (3) morphological breaks continued to be
the pattern after the corrections (TM 99-100).
Under detailed examination, Simpson argued,
discontinuities at the macro-level appeared to be
artificial, being the result of two independent processes
(TM 100-101). First, periods of stratigraphic hiatus
resulted in gaps in the depositional sequence; thus fossil
series were incomplete as the result of stoppages in
recording. Second, fossils occurring only periodically in
localities under study might represent groups of migrants
entering the area from other regions; hence, the
discontinuous series of occurrences may be understood as
recording morphologically continuous populations migrating
into and out of regions undergoing deposition. Simpson
provided multiple instances of both incompleteness and
migration, and he argued that these two processes could
explain most cases of discontinuity in fossil sequences.
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For those instances where hiatus and migration together
were insufficient, Simpson suggested the hunt for additional
fossil material. Continued discovery and collecting, he
noted, had the constant tendency to fill in these gaps; the
known macro-level series became more, never less, continuous
as a result of these finds (TM 102). That new discoveries
could solve such problems should come as no surprise,
Simpson explained, as paleontologists possessed less than
one percent of the material necessary to provide a
continuous representation of all the major phyla. But when
the record happened to be good, it commonly showed a
complete continuity in the rise of species and genera (and
sometimes, although rarely, in higher groups). Further,
despite Simpson's concession that no evidence could
demonstrate that discontinuities between genera never
occurred, he did argue that the "only rational conclusion
from these facts is that no discontinuity is usually found
and that there is no paleontological evidence that really
tends to prove that there is any." (TM 105)
Thus, Simpson both accounted for the apparent
morphological breaks at the macro-level, and successfully
(he thought) diffused the criticisms of saltationists about
macro-level evolution. As such, he freely generalized his
claim of extended micro-evolution to all species and genera.
The general patterns of macro-evolution, therefore, included
long periods of gradual divergence, with the gradual
accumulation of taxonomic differences.
The explanations (modes) Simpson provided to account
for macro-level evolution will be discussed in Chapter 5
below.
Mega-evolution
Simpson equated macro-evolution with an extended micro
evolution; however, this described only the evolution of
taxa below the family level. General patterns of phylogeny
at and above the family level were termed "mega-evolution,"
and Simpson saw their study as part of the domain available
exclusively to paleontologists.5
At face value, the fossil record for mega-evolution
revealed that "...essentially continuous transitional
sequences are not merely rare, but virtually absent." (TM
105) Simpson found accounting for these breaks in terms of
stratigraphic hiatus extremely problematical. In contrast to
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macro-level discontinuities, which Simpson believed were
taxonomic or geological artifacts, such causes inadequately
explained the systemic character of mega-level
discontinuities.6 Simpson also dismissed the possibility of
additional material being found to smooth the breaks between
higher categories, as fossil discoveries relating to these
levels only "tend to sharpen the transitional boundaries."
(TM 107) Thus, Simpson presented himself with a different
type of problem than he confronted when considering the
corrected morphological patterns of macro-evolution; he had
to account for rather rapid evolutionary transitions but he
rejected saltation as an explanation.
Simpson examined evidence concerning the mega-level
morphological breaks and produced a number of empirical
generalizations about their character:
1. Missing transitional forms (if they existed), as a
general rule, were small animals compared with their
best known contemporaries and their descendants.
2. New groups invariably represented major ecological
adaptive changes from their probable ancestors. Changes
occurred in definitive "types of physiological
functioning and distinctive sorts of environmental
coordinations."
3. The ancestral taxa, at about the time of origin, were
often well recorded and representative of probably
abundant and wide spread groups, while the first
representatives of the new type were usually rare as
fossils. This suggested that the first members of a new
type had to be rare lines or locally differentiated,
small populations within abundant groups.
4. Major gaps were systemic; however, they were not
absolute, as some cases of good transitional forms were
known, e.g., Archeopteryx.
5. Probably there was always a considerable period of time
corresponding with the gap in morphology, taxonomy, and
phylogeny across high-level groups.
6. Important orogenic epochs (e.g., periods of mountain
building) usually coincided with the extinction of old
groups, great intercontinental invasions, and
expansions of new groups. Thus, a correlation existed
between tectonic episodes and the rise of new taxonomic
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groups at the mega-evolution level.
7. Among higher categories, the major ecological
transitions generally occurred not by dichotomy (both
branches surviving), but by the extinction of most
members of an already distinct group and the expansion
of only a few surviving members. (paraphrased from TM
109-114)

These were the empirical generalizations about mega
evolution that Simpson believed must be accounted for by a
comprehensive evolutionary theory.
Simpson noted that the saltationists accounted for
these patterns by postulating abrupt shifts in type: "the
first bird hatched from a reptilian egg" (Schindewolf 1936;
quoted in Goldschmidt 1940, 394). Their positive evidence
was only the systemic nature of the discontinuities in the
series. However, Simpson argued that a variety of evidence
existed that, in total, enabled a rejection of this type of
explanation. That evidence included: (1) the periods of
saltative shifts appeared non-randomly but this non
randomness was not explained by saltationists, (2) fossils
found from intermediate periods (e.g., Archeopteryx) were
intermediate in structure, (3) according to the present
understanding of genetic mechanisms, major saltations via
reorganizations of the genome were unlikely to have occurred
(TM 115-116). Thus, despite the fact that mega-evolution
appeared to include extremely rapid transitions, even when
correctly adjusted, Simpson saw no need to infer saltation.
Instead, Simpson confronted a different problem. The
patterns of mega-level evolution could not be viewed as
extensions of patterns at the micro- and macro-level.
Whereas the lower category boundaries generally were crossed
slowly, the mega-level boundaries were crossed rather
rapidly. But these higher category transitions involved no
small feat; they included the acquisition of new types of
lifestyles and usually were accompanied by significant
morphological renovation. Thus, Simpson required any
comprehensive theory to explain very different evolutionary
phenomena while also maintaining a continuity of changing
populations over time.
As an aside, Simpson's separation of phylogenetic
patterns for mega- versus macro- and micro-levels of
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evolution is important to note because this conclusion
suggested that paleontologists and geneticists in fact did
study separate phenomena. If this was the case, then mega
evolution was distinct from micro-evolution. That Simpson
drew this conclusion about phylogenetic patterns is clear.
However, he did not extend this point to argue that the
evolutionary principles causing the separate patterns also
were different, which was Goldschmidt 1 J�schindewolf's point. �
And as I will discuss in the next chapter, this difference
from Schindewolf regarding evolutionary principles is a
powerful point to notice about Simpson's book.
Together with his analysis of evolutionary rates,
Simpson's generalizations regarding phylogenetic patterns
provided the essential information regarding temporal
features of evolution that he thought had to be included in
the domain to be explained. The next step in Simpson's
elaboration of his comprehensive theory involved describing
the evolutionary processes that could account for these
temporal features. This step involved two activities: (1)
describing the possible or likely causes of evolution, and
(2) arranging combinations of these causes into plausible
explanatory schemas. These two steps will be discussed
respectively in the following chapters.
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Notes for Chapter 3
1. Simpson (TM 97-99) credited Goldschmidt (1940) with
drawing the distinction between microevolution and
macroevolution; however, Simpson (1983, 174-175; Simpson to
Marks 17 February 1981) credited this distinction to the
Russian biologist Iurii Filipchenko's 1929 book, Variation
and the Methods of its study. Filipchenko believed that
microevolution represented intra-specific evolution, whereas
macroevolution represented evolution above the species
level; he drew this distinction to argue that species
transformation could not be observed directly. Filipchenko
also claimed that the only important focus of evolutionary
studies should be on changes at the genetic level.
2. As defined here, the terms "microevolution" and
"macroevolution" retain a troubling ambiguity. In some
cases, "microevolution" is used to denote the patterns of
evolution apparent within continuous populations; at other
times it is used to denote the taxonomic category of
continuous, interbreeding populations. This ambiguity is
apparent in the literature since their introduction. I will
keep these usages separate by identifying "microevolution"
and "macroevolution" with the sets of generalized patterns
of evolution at their respective levels, and when I refer to
the particular set of taxonomic categories, I will use the
terms "macro-level" and "micro-level". Thus, for
macroevolution, read: "general patterns of evolution
observed for the macro-level of a fossil series."
3. The terms "microevolution" and "macroevolution" were
widely used in the literature during the 1940's, and they
conveyed extremely varied meanings. In order to preserve
Simpson's meaning in this thesis, I will use the hyphenated
"micro-evolution" and "macro-evolution" when using Simpson's
more restrictive senses, and I will use non-hyphenated terms
for other usages.
4. The equid series was extensively studied by researchers
at the American Museum of Natural History, where Simpson's
mentors worked and in whose footsteps he found himself once
he became employed there (e.g., Matthew 1926). Simpson had
extensive working knowledge of the equid collections in the
American Museum, and his 1951 book Horses presented this
understanding in an application of the principles introduced
in TM.
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5. In a letter to Jon Marks, Simpson explained that he
deplored the micro/macroevolution phraseology, as it was
poorly derived etymologically. Regarding the term "mega
evolution," Simpson explained:
In [TM] I did not make my intention in coining the
additional bastard term "mega-evolution"
sufficiently clear, and it has generally been
misunderstood. To me, "microevolution" and
"macroevolution" were (and they still are now)
different levels or scopes, not different kinds,
of phylogenetic, taxonomic, and evolution studies.
I meant "mega-evolution" to show how poor these
terms are by stressing that even "macro
evolution," as usually understood, neglects the
fact that there are even higher levels and scopes
in the whole immense complex that takes [place] in
evolution as a whole, and in fact that there are
any number of such levels and scopes. I did make
this somewhat [more) clear in Major Features of
Evolution, but my intention still continues to be
misunderstood. (Simpson to Marks 17 February 1981)

6. Simpson agreed that the case could be made for inadequate
sampling or poor preservation for some transitions, but he
was not convinced that this could be a general explanation
for the discontinuities. Their systemic nature and non
random occurrence (with breaks coming only during periods of
transition) made incompleteness of the depositional record
an unconvincing universal explanation. (TM 117).
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Chapter 4
Identifying the Principal Determinants of
Evolution: Stocking the Explanatory Tool Box
Introduction
In chapter 2 of TM, "Determinants of Evolution,"
Simpson analyzed a number of possible causes of evolution,
including: variability, mutation rate, character of
mutations, lengths of generations, population size, and
selection. By examining each of these possible determinants,
Simpson identified to his readers which causes he believed
were efficacious and which causes he believed were
relatively insignificant. The purpose of this chapter is to
study Simpson's claims about these determinants and to
consider the historical sources for his views.
The surviving collection of explanatory determinants
that Simpson advocated and that I refer to as an
"explanatory tool box" included the set of plausible causes
of evolutionary processes that Simpson advocated. When he
sought to explain various patterns of evolution--as will be
discussed in Chapter 5 below--simpson began with this tool
box. He invoked different combinations from the same stock
of his explanatory tools in order to construct processes
capable of causing the observed patterns. Thus, in his
chapter on determinants of evolution, Simpson displayed his
set of likely explanatory tools, and in doing so, he stocked
his explanatory tool box. Simpson explained:
4.0.

The same general forces are operative throughout
the whole of evolution, and they bring about
similar processes and sequences wherever and
whenever they occur. Their predominance, balance,
and interaction do, nevertheless, vary greatly,
and quite different sorts of evolutionary patterns
may result. (TM 197)
In this sense, Simpson's discussion of explanatory tools
served as background for a more enterprising project:
stocking the explanatory tool box was a prerequisite for
constructing plausible evolutionary processes to explain the
data regarding evolution. It is within this context that his
explanatory tool box will be discussed in the present
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chapter.
Also important to note is the fact that, although
Simpson emphasized only several explanatory tools as the key
determinants of evolution, he explicitly allowed that
additional determinants may exist. In stocking his own tool
box, Simpson simply included what he thought were the
primary causes of evolution.
One common attribute of the four most prominent
theories of evolution during the early decades of the
twentieth century (neo-Lamarckian adaptation, de Vriesian
mutation, Weismannian selection, and Osborn's orthogenesis)
was that each theory isolated a single aspect of
evolutionary phenomena and emphasized it as the cause of
evolution (adaptation, mutation, selection, and internal
drives respectively). For reasons that are still unclear, a
more pluralistic approach to understanding evolutionary
processes appeared during the 1910 1 s and 1920's. This
pluralism was reflected in several authors's attempts to
assess the relative efficacy of various causes of evolution.
Hagedoorn and Hagedoorn (1921), for example, examined the
relative importance of various factors (e.g., mutation,
selection, variation, and crossing) in light of empirical
evidence bearing on evolution. Additionally, Lull's (1917)
Organic Evolution presented a detailed assessment of the
array of views regarding causes of evolution. Herbert
(1919), Haupt (1932, 364-366), Shull (1936), and the 1918
American Society of Naturalists's symposium on "Factors of
Organic Evolution" (Records 1918) are further examples.
The capacity to weigh the relative importance of
evolutionary causes was enhanced substantially with the
expansion of theoretical population genetics during the
1920 1 s (Provine 1971). Born from the exploration of the
mathematical consequences of Mendelian hereditary,
theoretical population genetics provided the means to model
different combinations and configurations of evolutionary
causes, and to suggest the effects of these combinations on
allele frequencies. The flexibility that this mathematical
modeling gave researchers enhanced their power to predict
the likely effects on a population given specific
combinations of variables, and thus increased their ability
to identify likely determinants. By the early 1930's, at
least three theoretical models of evolution appeared that
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were derived from population genetics (Fisher 1930; Wright
1931; and Haldane 1932). 1 Each of these theories examined
the consequences for gene frequencies under various
combinations and configurations of evolutionary
determinants. For example, Wright's (1931) model--the
shifting balance theory of evolution--considered the
consequences for gene frequencies, given various sets of
circumstances: different population sizes, different
selection intensities, different mutation rates, and
different amounts of isolation.
Beatty (1986) argued that these theoretical models of
population genetics were incomplete as comprehensive
theories of evolution. These models failed to include
statements about the empirical data of evolution, and thus,
they were incomplete as descriptions of explanations of
natural phenomena. 2 Beatty suggested that Dobzhansky's
research program added empirical grounding to these models
with experimental and field studies of laboratory and
natural populations of the fruit fly Drosophila (see
Dobzhansky's "Genetics of Natural Populations" series
reprinted in Lewontin et al. 1981, and in his 1937 Genetics
and the Origin of Species). Beatty's point was that,
although the theoretical models provided the abstract
parameters to consider as plausible determinants of
evolution, Dobzhansky's work indicated the empirical values
for these parameters. Thus, Dobzhansky provided the
substantive data regarding the relative importance in nature
of the theoretical variables. In other words, Dobzhansky's
work determined which variables actually played key roles in
determining evolution, and it also provided empirical values
for those variables.
Just as Dobzhansky's empirical studies helped to define
the values for the abstract variables in the theoretical
models of the population geneticists, Simpson used empirical
generalizations from paleontological analysis to determine
the efficacy in nature of different determinants of
evolution. As will be discussed below, Simpson rejected
arguments for the importance of generation length because he
found no evidence for this in the fossil record. In addition
to relying on empirical generalizations, Simpson used
theoretical modeling to dismiss other determinants as
unimportant. Furthermore, he applied the criterion of
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sufficiency to deny the need for yet other evolutionary
determinants. For example, Simpson argued that proposing
changes in mutation rates was not necessary to explain some
patterns, as other determinants (more plausible to Simpson)
could easily explain the data.
The following possible determinants of evolution were
discussed by Simpson, and these will be discussed in
separate sections within this Chapter: variation and the
character of mutations, selection, population size, mutation
rate, and generation rate. In addition, Simpson did not
include in TM one tool that he had previously used to great
advantage. That tool, migration, is the subject of Section
4.6 below. A final section summarizes what Simpson retained
when he had completed his analysis of explanatory tools.
Simpson's views represented a piecemeal assemblage of ideas
from diverse schools of thought. Tracing the historical
roots of his views also provides an initial effort to
reconstruct the diversity of research schools in
paleontology during the 1930 1 s and 1940 1 s. 3
4. 1. variability
Simpson emphasized the importance of variability as a
determinant of evolution. In TM, he argued for several
points in this respect; each of these will be discussed
below. First (contrary to the views of his contemporaries),
Simpson believed that trends toward the reduction of
variation did not occur throughout the history of fossil
lineages. Second, some evolutionary change could occur
through the segregation of variation without the
introduction of new "hereditary factors." Third, in terms of
evolution, the segregation of variation was a self-limiting
process, one that played only a small role above the level
of species formation. Fourth, although variability per se
was not a cause of evolution, it served as a necessary
precondition for several key aspects of evolution. Most
importantly, high variability enhanced the opportunities for
preadaptation.
Variation and variability were important elements in
the study of evolution for Simpson, not because their
presence directly caused evolution, but because they were
required as preconditions for various evolutionary
processes. For example, Simpson interpreted the evolutionary
history of the Jurassic ammonite genus Kosmoceras as
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representing a series of populations, in which the range of
variation for the parent populations of the offspring
species overlapped the range of variation for the offspring
populations. In describing a scenario to explain this
pattern, Simpson (relying heavily on Brinkmann's 1929 data)
wrote:
From a small section of the great, far-flung
(Kosmoceras] castor population a less abundant
group was cut off and became morphologically
differentiated, in part by minor qualitative
genetic change, not pertinent at this point, but
mainly because it received only part of the store
of variability in the main population. It
therefore showed at first considerably less
variation than the latter. Subsequently it re
established the amount of variation usual in these
groups, but did so about different means. (TM 3334)

Simpson described this process as "evolution by segregation
of variants," and suggested that it could be an important
contributor to the origin of species. 4 However, Simpson
also quickly pointed out that the segregation of variants
could not be an important part of "long-range" evolution, as
segregation was a self-limiting process. The maximum amount
of change theoretically possible in this process was equal
only to the extreme range of existing variation. Thus,
Simpson believed, segregation of variation could not result
in the origin of novel features; it was not a creative
process. As a result, Simpson limited the importance of
segregation of variants to processes of differentiation at
and below the species level, but he believed it was
extremely important at these levels (TM 33-35).
In addition to its role in the segregation of variants,
high variability could influence evolution in another
respect. Populations with high variability, Simpson argued,
stood a better chance of surviving changes in environmental
conditions. Using the metaphor of deposits in a bank,
Simpson explained:
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[H]igh variability may be considered a sort of
bank in which mutations are on deposit, available
when needed without waiting for their occurrence
de novo. Neutral or disadvantageous characters may
thus be stored up (especially, but not only if
they are recessive) and may become advantageous if
a change in the nature of selection occurs. Their
immediate availability then makes possible a more
rapid shift in the population, a higher rate of
evolution, than would be likely by mutation alone.
This is one aspect of the phenomenon of
preadaptation. (TM 36)
The bank metaphor provided Simpson with a way to relate
high variability to preadaptation: a population could
include a large percentage of individuals that were well
adapted to their local environment while also harboring
individuals who were better adapted to different
circumstances. Thus, Simpson concluded, populations with
high variability were better suited for persisting in
changing environments, as at least some members of the
population were likely to be well adapted to the new
circumstances. In this sense, highly variable populations
could be well or highly adapted to a broad range of
environmental conditions, although many of its members
separately were not. (Simpson cited Mather 1941 as a
concurring opinion here.)
In a related point, Simpson discussed what he called
the commonly accepted law of "progressive reduction of
variation." As early as Rosa (1899), various students of
fossil series had argued that the variability of a
phylogenetic line of species progressively reduced
throughout the lineage's history (TM 31). Simpson argued
that this "law" was not true, and he identified several
cases where no significant changes in the range or standard
deviation of character variation were identified throughout
the fossil series. He noted that while the mean value of
various characters had shifted, the range of variation did
not change.
Finally, Simpson noted that the extent of variation
within fossil populations was a difficult value to estimate.
His own studies (Simpson 1937c) of mammals from identical
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horizons and localities (and thus probably from one
population) demonstrated an extensive degree of variability.
However, that data was difficult to collect and was not
representative of paleontological studies. Despite these
limitations, Simpson recommended the study of variation
within fossil populations as an important part of a
paleontologist's research agenda (see also Laporte 1989).
Intimately related to the study of variation was
Simpson's view regarding the "character" or degree of
mutations. Most importantly, Simpson could chose between
discontinuous (saltative) changes g la Goldschmidt (1940)
and Schindewolf (1936), and continuous changes g la Osborn
(1915a) among others. In explaining his view, Simpson first
argued that a precise metric for distinguishing continuous
and discontinuous variation needed to be defined. Modifying
a distinction suggested by Matthew, Simpson explained that
researchers must ask: to what extent did differences between
successive populations transcend the range of variation
within the original, ancestral population? If intergroup
variation exceeded intragroup variation, then the pattern
was discontinuous; if intragroup variation was not exceeded,
then the pattern was continuous (TM 50).
Simpson presented a multi-faceted critique of the view
that discontinuous variation (saltation) was a common
pattern of evolution, the details of which are irrelevant to
the present discussion. However, in contrast to so detailed
an examination of saltation, Simpson presented little
discussion with respect to the position he took regarding
the nature of mutations, only explaining:
The paleontological record is consistent with the
usual genetical opinion that mutations important
for evolution, of whatever taxonomic grade,
usually arise singly and are small, measured in
terms of structural change. (TM 58)
Simpson's interest in individual variability was made
especially clear in three of his publications during 1937.
His study of the Fort Union fauna included considerable
attention to variation among fossil assemblages, understood
by Simpson to represent once living populations (e.g.,
Simpson 1937a, 126 Table 27).
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From a more theoretical perspective, Simpson (1937b)
discussed variation in light of the problems broad variation
caused for taxonomic assignments and the drawing of
phylogenies. He pointed out that given a data set that
contained a broad distribution of values, a number of
incompatible but equally plausible phylogenies could be
drawn. Simpson suggested, however, that the minimal number
of branches should be imposed when drawing phylogenetic
trees, thus revealing his view of the importance of
appreciating slight but continuous variation. Additionally,
during this period, Simpson and his colleague Anne Roe
(later in 1938, Simpson and Roe were married) wrote a
statistics textbook designed to teach techniques for
assessing, expressing, and comprehending variation (Simpson
and Roe 1939).
In his discussion of supra-specific variation, Simpson
(1937c) again stressed the importance of appreciating
variability within a population. To emphasize this point, he
cited an embarrassing example of when this was not done:
what were formerly seventeen species of South American
Mammals grouped into seven genera over three families now
could be collapsed into a single species with variable
morphology. Simpson explained "each character has, so to
speak, a certain repertory of variability which involves all
the individuals of the group." (Simpson, 1937c, 249)
Appreciating the repertory was the point of studying
variation. Simpson also invoked the segregation of variation
and the genetic linkage of characters to emphasize the point
that interspecific differences often were differences only
of distribution of variability rather than qualitative
differences in the characters themselves (Simpson 1937c,
248)

Simpson (1967, 6) credited his appreciation of
variation in paleontological studies to Matthew. Matthew
(1928, 72) explained that "the difference between the
fossils of one stratum and the next [for the same species]
lies within the ordinary range of individual variation of a
species." In addition, Matthew emphasized the "small
gradations" between ancestor and descendent species.
Rainger (1986; 1988) argued that Matthew•s views about
variation were derived from Osborn. In turn, Osborn's views
grew in close association with those of William Scott, as
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the two were long time friends and close collaborators
(e.g., Scott 1939). Scott's adoption of Waagen's (1869)
conclusions--that variation was continuous within
populations and that mutations were slight in their
morphological effect--was followed by a similar advocacy by
Osborn (who passed this on to Matthew and in turn to
Simpson). Thus, Simpson's connection with the Scott-Osborn
school in this one respect is clear.
Rainger (e.g., 1986, 457) also explained that the
biological approach developed by Scott and Osborn (and later
partially adopted by Matthew, Gregory, and others at the
American Museum) was rather unique among paleontologists
working in the early twentieth century. Scott and Osborn
attended to biologically-oriented problems such as variation
and inheritance, while most paleontologists, Rainger argued,
emphasized typological, structural studies. Laporte (1989)
has followed Rainger's analysis by connecting Simpson to
this school of biologically-oriented paleontologists. I
believe that the origins of this biologically-oriented
paleontology was strongly influenced not only by the
cuvierian tradition of comparative and function anatomy, but
also by the neo-Lamarckian interest in the organism
environment relation. Despite the later discrediting of the
inheritance of acquired characters for lack of a suitable
hereditary mechanism, the organism-environment relation
continued to be emphasized as adaptation remained an
important topic of research.
The view that morphological changes generally appeared
as slight phenotypic effects (i.e., the continuity of
variation) was intertwined with the Scott-Osborn view of
variation across generations. However, Simpson also was
taught to appreciate this view through his studies of
genetics. Osborn (1915a), Matthew (1923), and Gregory (1917)
argued bitterly with geneticists over the magnitude of
variation found in nature, based on the three
paleontologists's rejection of de Vriesian mutationism.
However, by the time Simpson studied genetics as an
undergraduate (1918-1922 at the University of Colorado and
1922-1923 at Yale) and in graduate school (1923-1925 at
Yale), the de Vriesian interpretation of saltative mutations
was discredited and replaced with Morgan's (revised) view
that mutations produced slight morphological effects.5
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Simpson (1974, 10) explained that his undergraduate courses
were taught by supporters of de Vriesian mutation theory;
however, he was introduced to Mendelian genetics g la Morgan
{1919) in graduate school. Evidence is lacking as to when
Simpson learned of Goldschmidt's genetic views.
That Simpson's graduate education included studies in
contemporary, Mendelian genetics is well documented. Simpson
later explained that Woodruff "gave a good introduction to
Mendelian genetics as of the 1920's" {Simpson 1974, 3).
Simpson's own course notes in embryology (taught by Daitsell
in 1923 at Yale) reveal the content of this education. They
demonstrate that Simpson was exposed to Morgan's chromosome
theory of heredity: genes are arranged on chromosomes in a
linear sequence and are linked in the sense that they are
physically adjacent to each other. In addition, Simpson
learned about crossing over, the 9enotype-phenotype
distinction, and that genes "do not act independently" (see
"Embryology" notes for 13 December 1923). Presumably,
Simpson read Morgan {1919) in conjunction with this course.
Morgan's view of small scale effects of mutations nicely
complemented that of Scott and Osborn, despite the fact that
these two schools differed sharply on other issues.
Thus, Simpson's views regarding variation and mutation
included a mixture of schools of thought. On the one hand,
he defended the Scott-Osborn school with respect to the
continuity of variation, but he resoundingly rejected their
view of directed evolution. On the other hand, Simpson
derived portions of his views regarding variation and the
continuity of mutations from Morgan's school of genetics and
later defended these views using Dobzhansky's (1937) claims.
From the Morgan school, Simpson also identified other
genetic factors relevant to evolution, such as chromosomal
linkage and the complexity of gene interaction. These other
factors served as relatively minor explanatory tools for
Simpson, although he recognized their fundamental importance
in other contexts.
4.2. Selection
To begin his discussion of selection, Simpson pointed
out that the existence of selection was not debated among
evolutionary theorists; all accepted the claim that
selection played some role in evolution, if only to
eliminate grossly inadaptive types. More to the point were
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questions of whether or not selection was a key,
constructive determinant of evolution and whether or not
selection was the key mechanism for improving adaptation.
Simpson, for his part, emphasized the constructive role
of selection for producing newly adapted populations (TM 31,
80). He explained that although selection between groups
(intergroup selection) or between individuals
(interindividual selection) served to eliminate less well
adapted variants through competition, selection within a
population (intragroup) produced a better adapted population
because poorly adapted individuals were eliminated. In other
words, intragroup selection was constructive. Simpson
interpreted several paleontological examples from this
perspective (TM 88, 90-93).
In describing selection, Simpson applied the metaphor:
"selection is a vector" (TM 80). As such, he sought to
decompose selection into two components: intensity and
direction (these are the two primary attributes of vectors).
Simpson referred to the work of population geneticists
when considering the relation between rates of evolution and
intensity of selection (TM 80-83). They argued that without
selection, evolution in large populations proceeded very
slowly. Thus, in order to explain the observed amount of
change during the observed time interval, selection should
be added to supplement mutation and random effects. These
theoretical arguments (especially from Fisher) also
demonstrated that minute selective advantages could
significantly influence the evolution for large populations.
To Simpson, this point was important, as it answered critics
who argued that selective advantages often were too small to
produce any effect on adaptation.
Simpson characterized the direction of selection as
consisting of four varieties: centripetal, centrifugal,
linear, or resultant (any combination of the other three)
(TM 83-93). 6 Centripetal selection resulted in a
concentration of variants around a stable adaptive optimum;
centrifugal selection resulted in the dispersion of
variation away from some adaptive relation; and linear
selection resulted in a shift of average variation to a
sliding adaptive optimum. Simpson used these descriptive
characterizations when depicting scenarios for the evolution
of various adaptive traits.
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In order to relate the effects of selection to changes
in adaptation, Simpson adopted Wright's notion of adaptive
landscapes (TM 89-93).7 Here, the "field of possible
structural variation" represented the spatial dimensions of
the landscape, and degree of adaptation was represented by
changes in height on the landscape. Contour lines, identical
to those used for topographical maps, were used to identify
phenotypic combinations conveying identical adaptive value.
Peaks represented well adapted phenotypes; valleys
represented poorly adapted phenotypes.8 Simpson made
extensive use of the adaptive landscape model to depict
selection as a dynamic process (just as Wright had done).
For instance, he described centripetal selection as
directional toward a point on the landscape (e.g., towards
the top of a peak), and centrifugal selection as directional
away from a point on the landscape (e.g., out of a valley).
The point of Simpson's discussion of selection was to
emphasize the constructive processes possible with
selection. Also, Simpson stressed the point that even very
weak selection could produce dramatic changes in large
populations. In addition, he introduced the separation of
intensity and direction for selection, which would become
important in his discussion of modes of evolution (see
Chapter 6 below).
In contrast to other determinants, the historical
origins of Simpson's views regarding selection are rather
clear. Simpson (1974, 3) noted that he was "already a firm
neo-Darwinian" prior to his postdoctoral studies in London
(1926-1927). This neo-Darwinian position included two
tenets: variation occurred by random mutations producing
continuous variation, and natural selection (as the primary
agent of evolutionary change) acted upon and sorted this
variation.
Simpson's emphasis on natural selection as one of his
key explanatory tools is clear from his discussion in TM.
Selection also was invoked in Simpson's (1937d) discussion
of the origins of mammalian orders. Implicit discussions of
selection appear as early as 1934, when (in his narrative
about fossil collecting in Patagonia) Simpson discussed the
evolution of South American mammals:
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If the new type of animal was unusually
intelligent, or fast, or otherwise well fitted to
cope with things, it was successful and became
more or less world-wide in its numerous varieties.
(Simpson 1934, 65)
Furthermore, in a time when selection was poorly
received among paleontologists (see Bowler 1983; 1988),
Simpson's education included mentors that either were
receptive or only ambivalent (rather than hostile) to
selection's efficacy.
In addition, Simpson was provoked by other--rather
minor--contacts to strongly consider the explanatory
efficacy of selection. For example, Simpson's own class
notes for a graduate course in vertebrate paleontology
(taught by his dissertation advisor Richard Swann Lull at
Yale, 1923-1924) consisted mostly of anatomical drawings and
various assessments of phylogenetic relations. They also
included notes regarding "adaptive" and "inadaptive" fossil
mammals along with the claim that inadaptive taxa go
extinct. Along with numerous primary sources within the
paleontological literature, Lull also used his own (1917)
text Organic Evolution for this course. That book contained
a discussion of various mechanisms of evolution that were
plausible during the period (including Weismannian
selection, de Vriesian mutation, Lamarckian inheritance, and
various views of orthogenesis). Regarding selection, Lull
(1917) was noncommittal, noting it as a possible mechanism
but not the most important and certainly not the only one.
Lull's publications during and after Simpson's graduate
studies included an increased emphasis on selection. For
example, Lull (1925, 77-108) wrote, "The foremost
evolutionary factor in the minds of most biologists is
natural selection." Nonetheless, Lull included a list of
anomalies resisting easy explanation using selection. This
weak preference in favor of selection also was echoed in
Lull's later revision to Organic Evolution: "Natural
selection still seems to be the most important factor in
evolution..." (Lull 1929, 118).
Simpson later explained that Lull was "well-informed"
on the variety of ideas regarding evolutionary theory, but
further explained, "that was useful to me only in telling me
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what the established alternatives were and what to read."
(Simpson 1974, 3) Also among Simpson's formal teachers at
Yale, Simpson listed Woodruff defended what he himself
called "clarified Darwinism". This view accepted natural
selection as the only plausible explanation for adaptation;
however, it also admitted the existence of many neutral
variations and suggested some weak form of vitalism (Simpson
1974, 3-4).
Simpson made no comment about the views of his
undergraduate advisor A.J. Teije. Elsewhere, however, he
explained that among his undergraduate biology professors,
most were mutationists, and among the paleontology
professors, most leaned toward Lamarckian explanations. He
continued, "wider reading and personal contacts in the
1920's and 1930's inclined me to believe that both views
were fallacious." (Simpson 1967, 6)
Simpson's principal mentors were not limited to his
instructors at Yale. He interacted with prominent
paleontologists at various society meetings (e.g., see
Simpson to his parents 1 January 1926 in Simpson 1987, 4143). More importantly, Simpson interacted with researchers
at the American Museum of Natural History--among the most
influential were Matthew and Gregory. Simpson (1974, 3)
explained that Gregory was more interested in patterns of
evolution than in its processes, although Simpson identified
Gregory as a nee-Darwinian to the extent that Gregory
followed such matters (see Rainger 1988, 237-243 for further
discussion of Gregory's work).
Perhaps the strongest influence on Simpson's graduate
training came from Matthew: "I was trained by Matthew at
least as much as by my major formal professor, Lull."
(Simpson 1978, 34). Elsewhere, Simpson described Matthew as
"a sort of second father" (Simpson 1967). It was with
Matthew that Simpson took his first fossil collecting
expedition in 1924. (See Simpson.'s letters during this
period in Simpson 1987, 37-41; and also Simpson's
recollections of Matthew in Simpson 193lb.) Matthew included
selection as a key element of his view of evolutionary
processes (e.g., Matthew 1915; 1923; see also Rainger 1986;
1988, 230-237); however, he invoked selection to eliminate
the unfit and inadaptive and apparently not as part of a
creative process. Simpson (1974, 4) described Matthew as
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"sensibly nee-Darwinian" and regarding selection, Simpson
explained that Matthew "influenced me a bit on that, but
much more in other ways."
In addition, Simpson (1974, 4) explained that William
Berryman Scott, whom Simpson met in 1925, "was a
particularly interesting case," as he believed Darwinism was
proved wrong by the facts of the fossil record. Simpson
explained why he considered this important:
That, indeed, added to my interest in trying to
determine whether the course of evolution, as far
as we can reconstruct it, does in fact contradict
Darwinism. (Simpson 1974, 4)
Regarding the question of whether or not selection also
was a creative process, Simpson recalled that his mentors
tended to be "fence sitters," undecided about this question.
Others (e.g., Lull and Gregory) believed that selection
could only eliminate the unfit. Simpson noted:
[T]his bothered me, but I figured out that it is
not in fact true. I clearly stated that natural
selection is a creative factor in (TM], but I had
reached that conclusion at least ten years
earlier. (Simpson 1974, 12)
Simpson himself did not express the positive utility of
selection in his 1934 book, Attending Marvels; however, this
point probably is implicit in his discussion of phyletic
evolution (Simpson 1937b). Simpson (1974, 14) later credited
Fisher (1930) with demonstrating the potentialities of
selection even at weak intensities, and this credit--coupled
with his (Simpson 1974, 13) statement that he read Fisher
(1930) prior to reading Dobzhansky (1937)--suggests that
Simpson learned to emphasize the constructive value of
selection from Fisher.
As an aside, one important question to consider centers
around Simpson's reading of Fisher (1930). If Simpson read
Fisher's book in the early 1930's and this convinced him of
the creative abilities of selection, then how did Simpson
account for creative evolution prior to reading Fisher? One
plausible suggestion would be that Simpson asserted the
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constructive potential of selection before the 1930's, but
cited Fisher (1930) later in order to justify (rather than
to discover) that view.
This discussion of the historical origins of Simpson's
views regarding natural selection reveals his adoption of
portions of two schools of thought relevant to this topic.
First, he was trained by paleontologists who either were
tolerant of selectionist views (e.g., Lull) or were outright
supportive of them (e.g., Matthew). This certainly was the
case regarding the ability of selection to eliminate unfit
variants, and this training came at a time when selection
was strongly out of favor among most paleontologists. In
addition, Simpson apparently learned the constructive
potential of selection from Fisher's arguments using
theoretical population genetics. Also, Simpson was motivated
by Scott to pursue issues in evolutionary theory and to
resolve for himself matters regarding the efficacy of
selection.
4.3. Population Size
Simpson's discussion of population size as an
explanatory tool demonstrated the influence of theoretical
models of population genetics on his views. In this respect,
although Simpson mentioned the work of Fisher (1930) and
Haldane (1932), he clearly was influenced most by Wright's
(1931) interpretation of population genetics: "his models
nearly approach the conditions that have been observed in
real populations." (TM 65; see also Provine 1986, 415-417)
According to Wright (1931), population size (more
precisely, the size of the effective breeding population)
affected a variety of factors of evolution, including: the
chances of a mutation appearing (more likely in larger
populations), the random loss of alleles (more likely in
smaller populations), the effectiveness of selection in
changing gene frequencies (more important in larger
populations), the chances of alleles randomly being fixed
throughout a population (more likely in small populations),
and the extent of intragroup variability (higher in large
populations) (TM 65-67). In addition, population size
controlled the balance between selection and drift (the
random fixation of alleles at a locus). For Wright,
selection was the important agent for changing allele
frequencies in comparatively large populations as a result
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of high variability; even with weak selection, changes in
gene frequencies could be rapid. In small populations,
however, most loci were fixed with respect to particular
alleles (i.e., low variability existed), and selection had
little effect on producing changes in allele frequencies;
long-term evolution tended to be slow and dependent upon
rates of mutation and random elimination (TM 67-68).
Wright made clear to Simpson "the essential role of
population size as a determinant both of rates and of
patterns of evolution." (TM 66) Indeed, Wright's
interpretation became an integral part of Simpson's
explanations of evolutionary patterns (e.g., TM 66 and 8083). Simpson also appreciated the difference between Fisher
and Haldane on the one hand and Wright on the other with
respect to their interpretations regarding the optimal
conditions for rapid evolution. Fisher and Haldane argued
that rapid evolution was most frequent in large populations
as a result of the efficacy of selection. In contrast,
Wright argued that rapid evolution in large populations was
confined within existing limits of variation, and as such,
it could only produce local differentiation. Wright believed
that sustained, rapid evolution was most likely in
populations of intermediate size: small enough so that
random fluctuations could occur in gene frequencies but
large enough so that selection could act upon an adequate
amount of variation (TM 67-68).
In addition, Simpson extended Wright's conclusion to
argue that the most rapid (short-term) evolution possible
(whether or not it was sustained) would be the result of
random fluctuations of alleles in very small populations.
Although such evolution most likely lead to extinction,
Simpson explained, in a large number of trials, some
populations would survive and be better off adaptively than
before (TM 68).
Simpson adopted prima facie Wright's conclusions
regarding the effects of population size on the rate of
allele spreading. He also was motivated to attempt several
determinations of population size for paleontological
samples, although he noted due caution in the estimates (TM
71-73).
Furthermore, Simpson explained that most general
principles that paleontologists constructed regarding
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evolution were based on groups represented by long,
abundant, and essentially complete fossil records. If
abundant fossil specimens meant a large population when
extant, Simpson argued, then these generalizations
represented evolution for large groups. Simpson further
explained that because population size influenced the nature
of evolution, explanation for evolution in abundant
populations could not be generalized to explain all
evolution. If populations were small or changed their sizes,
then others determinants may exert important influences on
evolution {TM 73-74). {Haldane [1932, 214] also made this
point in his discussion of Wright, as Provine [1971, 175]
also noticed.) This point became profoundly important for
Simpson in his discussion of evolutionary modes {discussed
in the next chapter below).
Exactly when Simpson first appreciated Wright's point
about the importance of population size is unclear from the
historical record. No unpublished documents have been found
that bear on this question. Haldane's {1932, 201-207)
discussion mirrored Fisher's {1930) by deemphasizing the
importance of random fixation of alleles in evolution and by
stressing the importance of broad variation in large
populations. If Simpson was first introduced to the
relevance of population size by reading Haldane or Fisher,
he apparently came to doubt their analysis after reading
Wright.
Simpson clearly noted the importance of population size
as an explanatory tool for modes of evolution in an address
to Paleontological Society of Washington {D.C.) in November
1940:

Rapid evolution and evolution involving complex
new structures or fundamental reorganizations of
structure depend on many factors. Some of these
factors are still quite unknown, but it seems
certain that the number of interbreeding
individuals is one of them. It is theoretically
probable and as far as observation is possible it
appears to be the fact that large groups of
individuals evolve relatively slowly and are less
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likely than smaller groups to develop any
fundamental structural changes. (Simpson 1941a, 6;
see also Simpson 1943)
Simpson went on to discuss the importance of this "numerical
factor" in producing qualitatively and quantitatively
different modes of evolution for small groups versus large
groups; he also suggested its efficacy for explaining sudden
morphological breaks in the fossil record. However, Simpson
began writing TM in early 1938 and essentially completed in
late 1941 (see Preface in TM); thus, his announcement of the
importance of population size happened rather late in his
work.
As will be discussed in Chapter 6 below, no trace of
Wright's work appears in Simpson's writings prior to the
1940 speech quoted above. Indeed, Simpson's earlier papers
(e.g., 1937b and c) discussed evolution but did not include
the "numerical factor" as part of an explanation. This
strongly suggests one of two conclusions: either Simpson had
not read Wright (1931) by late 1936, or he had not yet
appreciated the effect of population size on rates of
evolution prior to that date. If either of these were the
case, then Simpson probably learned the significance of
Wright's views from Dobzhansky (1937), which he read after
writing his 1937 papers. I discuss this subject in more
detail in Section 6.2 below.
In sum, Simpson's discussion of the importance of
population size clearly indicates the influence of Wright's
model of theoretical population genetics. Simpson derived
much (but certainly not all) of his explanations for
evolution from Wright's shifting balance theory of
evolution. And as an explanatory tool, Simpson found
population size to be extremely useful; it became the key
element for Simpson's explanations both for the apparently
abrupt origin of most higher categories as well as for his
attempts to describe separate modes of evolution and other
patterns in fossil series.
4.4. Mutation Rate
Simpson's discussion of mutation rates began with a
number of pessimistic forecasts. For example, because
researchers had very little idea regarding actual mutation
rates in natural populations,
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[I)t is quite impossible to count the mutations
that occur in the history of any group of
animals...there is therefore no direct
observational approach to the study of mutation
rates during history. (TM 44)
He continued:
Any attempt to judge whether observed mutation
rates are consistent with observed evolutionary
rates involves so many untestable hypotheses and
subjective estimates that little sober scientific
value can be claimed for it. (TM 45)
Discussing rates of mutation was important for Simpson
because he disagreed with a number of authors who suggested
that changes in rates of evolution could be accounted for by
changes in mutation rate. For example, Bulman (1933)
explained periods of great increases in numbers of species
(adaptive radiations) on the basis of changes in mutation
rate. Simpson argued against the necessity of invoking
changes in mutation rates when attempting to account for
changes in evolutionary rates. In order to establish the
refutation, Simpson argued for two points. First, suggesting
changes in mutation rates was unnecessary in order to
account for rates of evolution because other factors (more
plausible, for Simpson) could explain the data more
concisely. Second, except under special circumstances,
mutation rate exerted only secondary and minor influence
over evolutionary rates.
Arguing for simplicity, Simpson addressed his first
point. He noted that even low rates of mutation (e.g., one
mutation per million individuals per generation, a value
within the low range suggested by theoretical population
geneticists such as Wright 1931) were sufficient to account
for the magnitude of evolutionary changes within the time
interval observed for fossil series. Thus, Simpson dismissed
the need to invoke changes in mutation rates (TM 45-46).
Changes in fossil series, Simpson explained, represented
evolution occurring over thousands (perhaps millions) of
generations, and given this period, the accumulation of
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small, barely beneficial mutations easily could produce the
observed morphological changes. Thus, despite the poorly
documented evidence related to mutation rates either in
natural populations or in paleontological samples, Simpson
wrote:
In general, as far as the very inadequate present
knowledge goes, it seems unnecessary to postulate
any marked increase in mutation rates to account
for such rates of evolution as can reasonably be
inferred from the paleontological record. (TM 46)
Simpson identified two cases where mutation rates could
control evolutionary rates. First, which he credited to
Wright (1940, 173-174), if the mutation rate was high
relative to other determinants of evolution, then it would
largely determine the rate of evolution. Wright argued that
this would be the case for very small populations already
well adapted to local conditions. Second, if mutations were
nonrandom in occurrence and manifested strongly directional
effects, then evolutionary rates would vary depending upon
the circumstances affecting the occurrence of mutations.
Simpson believed this second case represented orthogenesis,
and he deferred discussion of this topic until a later
chapter, except to state that such explanations were
unnecessary and extraneous (TM 47-48).
The point of the section on mutation rates in TM was to
argue that, despite the paucity of empirical evidence on the
topic, mutations apparently occurred at low, constant rates.
In addition, Simpson provided theoretical arguments to argue
against the necessity for invoking changes in mutation rates
when trying to account for sharp changes in evolutionary
rates. 9
4.5. Generation Length
Simpson began his discussion of the importance of
generation length as a controller of evolution by describing
the g priori intuition that generation length profoundly
influences evolutionary rates (TM 62). Because an organism's
genotype was permanently fixed after fertilization, no
evolutionary change occurred until the next generation was
produced. Thus, evolution could be understood as a discrete
series of steps. Species with shorter generation times had a
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shorter interval between the steps; therefore, their rate of
evolution should be faster in terms of absolute time (given
constant mutation rates). This argument suggested an inverse
relation between generation length and evolution rates: the
longer the generations, the slower the evolution.
Despite the appeal of this relation, Simpson explained,
"[t)he fossil record, however, seems to show no close or
obvious correlation between rate of evolution and length of
generations." (TM 63) Simpson pointed out, for example, that
opossums had short generation times compared to elephants,
but contrary to expectations, the evolutionary history of
elephants revealed a much higher rate of morphological
change (TM 63).
Instead of generation length itself, Simpson offered
several correlates of generation length as possible
influences on evolutionary rates (TM 63-65). Most
importantly, he suggested the relevance of environmental
tolerance (TM 63-65). Simpson explained that organisms with
longer generation lengths experienced a wider range of
environmental conditions, as climatic fluctuations (seasonal
and otherwise) exposed longer-living organisms to a wider
variety of circumstances. Those organisms with relatively
short generation times could adjust to changing
circumstances with specific stages in a life cycle for
different portions of the period; however, those organisms
with longer generation lengths had to develop alternative
strategies. Although migration and dormancy were possible,
Simpson argued (largely on theoretical grounds) that wide
environmental tolerance was the most successful strategy.
For Simpson, range of tolerance was inversely proportional
to evolutionary rate: the wider the range, the slower the
rate.
The discussion of generation length was intended to
justify denying that it served as a principal determinant of
evolution. As an alternative, Simpson offered range of
environmental toleration as a possible correlate to
evolutionary rate.
In TM, Simpson provided no clues as to the origin of
his views about the relative insignificance of generation
length as a determinant of evolution. However, he later
noted that Frederick Zeuner (1931; 1946) developed this
point (Simpson 1949b; 1983, 155-156). Zeuner argued that
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generation length only set an upward limit on evolutionary
rates and this rate was rarely achieved. Simpson reinforced
this conclusion in TM, and later added (Simpson 1983) that
this point could only have been derived from the study of
fossils. Simpson (1983) also explained that the lack of a
direct relation between generation length and rate of
evolution was an unexpected, counterintuitive conclusion at
the time Zeuner presented it in 1931.
Contrary to Simpson's assignment of priority to Zeuner,
Gould (1980a, 155) noted that Osborn (1925) also rejected
the connection between generation length and rate of
evolution. Gould included the following quote from Osborn
(1925):
During the 500,000 years of the Pleistocene period
there was an intensely rapid evolution of the
dental mechanism of the slow-breeding elephant and
little or no evolution in the dental evolution of
the fast breeding rodents.
Given the facts that (1) Simpson failed to identify his
source for this point about generation length when the topic
was current (i.e., in TM) and (2) no historical evidence for
a direct connection is available, the historical origins of
Simpson's argument about generation length must remain
obscure.
4.6. Migration: An Abandoned Explanatory Tool
In his early writings, Simpson invoked migration as an
important factor in evolution (e.g., Simpson 1929, 156;
1931a; 1934, 74). However, migration was not included as a
primary determinant of evolution in TM, despite the fact
that prior to his exposure to population genetics in the
middle 1930 1 s Simpson preferred to use migration rather than
other explanatory tools when explaining changes in fossil
series. For example, when describing the history of the
mammal class, Simpson (1935) referred to four successive,
but fundamentally different, mammalian faunas. 10 Of each
fauna's origins, Simpson wrote:
Perhaps the greatest mystery in this history is
where these faunas came from, and why, and how.
The first two radiations are so isolated in
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present knowledge that it cannot be positively
asserted that they did not develop more or less in
situ, although this does seem improbable.
Regarding the last two, however, so much is known
that it is almost inconceivable that they could
have developed from the preceding faunas where
they are found. It seems certain that they
originated in some large but isolated area which
is unknown paleontologically and that the union of
that area with the known parts of the world
permitted their sudden spread. Where that cradle
of the higher mammals was is a question that still
baffles inquiry. (Simpson 1935, 180)
In a detailed discussion of Tertiary mammals the following
year, Simpson (1937d) also invoked migration as an
explanation for the local origin of higher categories
(genera and above).
For Simpson, migration explained the origin of groups
for a single locality and stratigraphic position. In
addition, Simpson provided a passing reference to slow
evolutionary divergence as an explanation for the ultimate
origin of these higher taxa (Simpson 1937d, 32). Indeed, in
that particular paper, Simpson was forced to postulate the
existence of missing strata in order to provide sufficient
geological time for his divergence model to work (Simpson
1937d, 32 note 1).
Simpson appealed to the same set of explanations-
migration and slow evolutionary divergence--to account for
the origins of many groups of Cenozoic mammals through the
late 1920 1 s and early 1930 1 s. However, Simpson avoided
discussions of ultimate origins by preferring to suggest
instead that groups appearing in a locality for the first
time had emigrated from elsewhere. For example, regarding
the origins of new mammal groups in the Upper Paleocene,
Simpson explained,
[They) can be explained only in small part, as far
as super-generic groups are concerned hardly at
all, by evolutionary splitting up of stocks
already present in the preceding stage. In
greatest part it is probably caused by the
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immigration of new types from some as yet unknown
center or centers [of] evolution. (Simpson 1937d,
33)
Moreover, Simpson (1937d, 41) continued, the transition
between whole faunas usually took place by the "gradual
infiltration" of immigrants and the "gradual extinction" of
the previous occupants.
The emphasis on migration and dispersal from unknown
centers of evolution dominated Simpson's early set of
explanatory tools (e.g., Simpson 1928b). This interpretation
was not original to Simpson. He adopted the views of his
mentor, Matthew.11 Matthew emphasized the importance of
geography, climate, and environmental changes in the
evolution of vertebrates. 12 From this perspective, Matthew,
as early as 1897, pointed to migration as an essential part
of evolutionary processes. He argued that the conditions
favoring evolution were likely to be confined to specific
geographical regions, thus the origins of taxa usually were
restricted to these regions. These regions were identified
as "centers of dispersal" (Matthew 1910), and outward from
these centers ranged less adapted ancestors. Matthew
explained,
The successive steps in the process must first
appear in the same comparatively limited range,
and from that region the new forms must spread
out, displacing the old and driving them into more
distant regions...At any given period, the most
advanced and progressive species of the race will
be those inhabiting [the center of dispersal]; the
most primitive and unprogressive species will be
those remote from this center. (Matthew 1939, 3132)
Thus, Matthew accounted for regions of poor, discontinuous
fossil records as being far from the center of dispersal,
and those with good, continuous records as being very close
to the center (see also Rainger 1986; Colbert 1989, 212).
Simpson admitted to being "well conversant" with
Matthew's views as early as 1924 (Simpson 1931b, 201).
Various aspects of Matthew's influence also appeared in
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Simpson's preliminary outline for his doctoral dissertation
(Simpson, 1924) as well as in the published version (Simpson
1929). In addition, Matthew's views on centers of dispersal
provided at least one portion of Simpson's long-range
research program. Following his study of American and
European Mesozoic mammals (Simpson 1929 and 1928a
respectively), Simpson was well poised to study the origin
of mammalian orders (Gregory to Simpson 25 June, 1928). This
effort focused on studying Mesozoic mammals from Asia,
because Matthew had suggested that somewhere in Asia was the
center of dispersal for Upper Cretaceous and Lower Tertiary
mammals. In a review article focusing on Mesozoic mammals
from Mongolia, Simpson (1928b) agreed with Matthew's thesis
about the Asian center of dispersal for mammals, and in
1933-1934 Simpson prepared an expedition for Mongolia so
that he could collect near the center itself; however,
Simpson could not obtain entrance permits into Mongolia and
the project was cancelled (Regarding this expedition, for
example, see Simpson 1978, 76-78; and the correspondence
between Simpson and Roy Chapman Andrews).
Matthew's influence on Simpson regarding the importance
of migration and centers of dispersal is clear. Even as late
as 1937, Simpson (1937a) continued to emphasize the
importance of migration to explain fauna successions and
morphological discontinuities. However, in his two
"theoretical" papers of the same year, Simpson (1937b and c)
changed this emphasis to consider the question of ultimate
origins for taxa. Migration could explain local origins and
replacement, but it could not explain the ultimate origin of
a taxon. 13 These two papers began what Simpson later called
"definite research on evolutionary theory" (Simpson 1967,
6); however, what they actually represented were shifts in
Simpson's research focus. Now he was interested in ultimate
origins, and in this line of research, migration failed to
provide sufficient explanatory power. Thus, Simpson did not
reject the occurrence of migration, but he did deny its
utility for his new interests. Part of Simpson's change in
focus also was due to the expansion of theoretical
population genetics and the emphasis it placed on studying
ultimate origins. Therefore, to s�me extent Simpson adopted
the research agenda of the population geneticists: consider
the array of possible determinants of evolution and assess
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their efficacy for causing evolution.
4.7. summary
When Simpson had completed his assessment of the
utility of the various possible determinants of evolution,
he had made the following positive conclusions:
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

High degree of variability was important to evolution
both in terms of facilitating preadaptation and with
respect to the segregation of variation during
isolation.
Most mutations were small in effect and produced only
slight phenotypic changes.
A group's range of toleration to environmental
conditions might be an important factor in evolution,
especially when changes in those conditions occurred.
Population size played a crucial role in affecting
rates and processes of evolution. It also controlled
the effective balance between selection and the random
fixation of alleles (drift).
Selection played a crucial role in determining both
the direction and rate of evolution, particularly in
large populations. Intragroup selection played an
important, constructive role in evolution.

Simpson also rejected arguments for the importance of other
claimed determinants of evolution. In this regard, he made
the following negative conclusions:
1.

2.
3.

Changes in mutation rates was an unnecessary factor to
propose when accounting for changes in evolutionary
rates, and except under special circumstances, mutation
rate exerted only secondary and minor influence over
evolutionary rates.
Systemic and discontinuous mutations were unusually
rare and unimportant as factors of evolution (if they
occurred at all).
Generation length exerted no direct or controlling
influence on evolutionary rates except under special
circumstances.

With these conclusions, Simpson's set of explanatory tools
essentially was complete and ready to be invoked for
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explanations of patterns of evolution. His application of
the explanatory tools will be the subject of the next
chapter. Simpson applied different combinations of these
tools to construct the three fundamental modes of evolution
that he believed occurred in nature.
In addition, this chapter also illustrates the relation
between Simpson's views and those of some of his colleagues.
This relation will be discussed in detail in Part 2 below
because it illustrates the manner in which TM included a
"consistency" argument.
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Notes for Chapter 4
1. Provine (1978) added Sergei Chetverikov to this list of
evolutionary theories based on population genetics. For a
good discussion of Wright's (1931) theory, see Provine
(1986, 277-326). Provine (1971, 140-154) discussed Fisher;
see also Box (1978). A complete intellectual biography of
Haldane is lacking, but Clark (1968), Dronamraju (1968), and
Leigh (1986; 1987) provided some detail; see also Provine
(1971, 167-177). For a discussion of the controversy between
Wright and Fisher, see Provine (1985).
2. Beatty conceded that theoretical population genetics
became the core for the MS synthetic theory. His
interpretation derived from his belief that complete
theories include both theoretical components and components
grounded in empirical data (evidence).
3. For related work focused on nineteenth and early
twentieth century paleontology, see Rainger (1982; 1986; and
1988). Also see Bowler (1983 and 1988) for an overview of
that period. This topic will be the focus of my doctoral
research.
4. This process is identical in concept to the "founder
effect" independently discussed by Mayr (1942). Simpson made
a number of clear statements regarding the two's ignorance
of each other's works, e.g., in the Introduction to TM, the
retrospective Introduction (Simpson 1984), and in his
autobiography (Simpson 1978). In addition to Mayr's
discussion of this point, the notion of a "segregation of
variants" has a long intellectual history involving turn-of
the-century naturalists.
5. For an analysis of the conceptual change involved in this
period of genetics, see Darden (forthcoming).
6. Endler (1986, 17) suggested that this dissection of the
directionality of selection was original to Simpson;
however, I have been unable to confirm this point.
7. See Provine (1986, 314-315) for a discussion of adaptive
landscapes and the relation between Wright's discussion and
Simpson's discussion. Provine argued that Simpson introduced
an "apparently new wrinkle" to the concept by changing the
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axes represented on the landscape to represent phenotypic,
rather than genotypic, parameters.
8. Simpson argued that adaptation was a relation between the
organism and its environment (discussed in Chapter 5 below),
and the extent to which he incorporated environmental
parameters in the landscape is unclear from his discussion.
One possible method for including environmental parameters
is to devote one dimension to a morphological parameter, one
to an environmental parameter, and the third to their
adaptive relation. This approach requires envisioning
environmental conditions as continuous variables; however,
and from the discussion Simpson provided on this topic, such
a view cannot be assigned clearly to him. Alternatively,
different whole environments, varying discretely as separate
adaptive zones, could include distinct adaptive landscapes
where the environmental components would be included
implicitly in the adaptive relations axis. This second view
seems more plausible given Simpson's presentation.
9. Interesting to note is the fact that as late as 1958,
Brough, for example, argued that Simpson was wrong on the
issue of mutation rates and that a simpler explanation for
the data was to invoke changes in mutation rates (see also
Lewontin 1974, 26-27 and 222).
10. These four waves included: (1) the initial radiation of
mammals (including multitubercates, triconodonts,
symmetrodonts, and pantotheres) during the Jurassic, (2) the
advancement of the multitubercates and the origin of the
early marsupials and placentals in the early Cretaceous, (3)
the diversity of the primitive placentals during the later
part of the Cretaceous and lasting until the beginning of
the Eocene, and (4) the modern placentals beginning in the
early Eocene and lasting until today.
11. Like other determinants of evolution discussed in this
section, invoking migration to explain the distribution of
animals in fossil rocks has a long intellectual history.
Cuvier invoked migration to explain the local repopulation
of areas that had been devastated by catastrophes (Rudwick
1985, 131-133 and note 43, p. 161). Darwin (1859, 351-356,
407) discussed "centres of creation" in the same sense as
Matthew's (1915) treatment. Both of these views seem to have
been influenced by Wallace (for Darwin, see his own notes in
the Origin; for Matthew, see Rainger 1986; 1988). These
views also were similar in kind to Lyell's notion of
continental centers of creation (Greene 1959, 254-257).
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Clearly, an investigation into the intellectual ancestry of
invoking migration is desirable.
12. This treatment of Matthew's views relies heavily on
Rainger's (1986, 459-461; 1988, 230-237) excellent
discussions of Matthew's life and work.
13. Simpson did not entirely abandon his interest in
studying migration following his interest in explaining the
ultimate origins of taxa. See Simpson (1939; 1953b, among
others) and Laporte (1985).
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Chapter 5
Modes of Evolution:
Explaining the Temporal Features of Evolution
s.o. Introduction
Thus far in this thesis, I have discussed the
generalizations from paleontological analysis that Simpson
required a comprehensive evolutionary theory to answer, and
I also have discussed the explanatory tools that Simpson
identified as principal determinants of evolution. In this
chapter I examine the explanations that Simpson constructed
(based on the explanatory tools he preferred) in order to
account for the domain to be explained.
Simpson provided three evolutionary processes (he
called these "modes") to explain the temporal features of
life's history, and these modes formed the heart of his
comprehensive theory of evolution. Understanding them is
crucial for appreciating the significance of TM. The purpose
of this chapter is to describe these modes and place them
within the context of Simpson's analysis of evolution and
his research agenda for paleontology. In the next chapter, I
will consider the historical origins of Simpson's analysis,
and in a later chapter (Chapter 9), I will consider the
general reception and subsequent use of his particular
solutions.
Simpson believed that the three modes he assembled were
distinct from one another, and in their construction,
Simpson applied different combinations and configurations of
his explanatory tools. Each mode was created in order to
explain different components of the temporal features of the
fossil record that Simpson also had described earlier in the
book (discussed in Chapters 2 and 3 above).
Adaptation was the key to Simpson's notion of modes.
Despite agreeing that organisms need not always be optimally
adapted, Simpson argued that evolution must be understood in
terms of interactions between organisms and environments,
where their adaptive relations were the topic of importance.
In his view, changes in adaptive relations constituted "the
most essential single phenomenon of modes of evolution" (TM
189)

In order to capture fully the explanatory power of
Simpson's modes, a brief digression must be undertaken to
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examine his views regarding adaptive relations. I do this in
the first two sections of this chapter; two issues will be
treated: (1) how Simpson understood adaptive relations and
(2) how he utilized them as part of his notion of
evolutionary modes. In the third section, I will describe
the three modes that Simpson proposed and discuss the data
that he believed each mode explained. In addition, I pay
particular attention to the different combinations of
explanatory tools that Simpson used in the construction of
each mode.
s.1. Understanding Adaptive Relations
Although measuring the degree of adaptation by relative
changes in population numbers provided researchers with "the
essential pragmatic test of the evolutionary significance of
adaptation," such an approach, Simpson believed, did not
provide insight into the true nature of adaptation either as
a process or as a product. This was because some inadaptive
and nonadaptive characters were known also to spread through
populations (TM 180). Thus, he admitted, differential
survival did not necessarily indicate differences in
adaptedness. In addition, Simpson complained, assessing the
true nature of adaptation was obscured by multiple,
incompatible usages of the term by many authors. 1
Simpson's view of adaptation ultimately was grounded in
the relations between organisms and their environments,
where "coping with the given conditions" (TM 180) of an
environment formed the challenge confronting both
individuals and groups. 2 Surviving, he reasoned, required
coping at some minimal level with environmental
circumstances. And experimental evidence (e.g., Gauss 1942}
suggested that organisms also were capable of coping with
other combinations of circumstances than those to which they
were actually exposed. Simpson saw this distinction--between
the environmental relationships possible and those realized
-as especially important to evolution; adopting Parr's
(1926} terminology, he referred to these two relationships
as prospective and real. So, for example, the locomotory
apparatus of crossopterygian fishes served to propel them
through aquatic environments. However, they could also
propel the fish across land if such a situation arose. The
postulation of prospective functions provided Simpson with a
tool for explaining phenomena such as preadaptation
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(discussed below).
Simpson also acknowledged and accepted Parr's
characterization of prospective and real relations of the
environment to resident organisms. The concept here was that
in any given environment, only some combinations of
conditions were being confronted (or exploited) by organisms
while other combinations were not, despite their
availability. The possibility of unexploited but available
combinations provided Simpson with an additional device for
explaining patterns of evolution: when realized relations
were terminated, alternative (prospective) relations could
be exploited if the organisms possessed suitable characters.
Such an option provided groups with an alternative to
extinction.
Between the prospective and real relations concerning
organisms and environments, Simpson saw a dialectic taking
place:
The environment determines what prospective
functions of the organism will be realized, and
the heredity of the organism determines what
prospective functions of the environment will be
realized. Here, again, distinction must be made
between this condition, static from an
evolutionary point of view, of the adaptive
relationship of given organisms in given
environments and the dynamics of change in
adaptation in the course of phylogenetic history.
(TM 184)
Simpson also extended this prospective versus real
relations distinction from the static state of being
(between organisms and their environments during a single
lifetime) to the dynamic relation of becoming (between
phylogenetic groups and their changing environments). By
identifying prospective functions within evolving
populations, Simpson sought a way to account for divergence
(phylogenetic branching). He explained that this separation
could occur when different subsets within the population
realized different collections of the population's array of
prospective functions in light of different local
conditions.
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For example, he described the divergence of the
Mustelidae (skunks, otters, etc.) into the Lutrinae (aquatic
forms) and the Mustelinae (terrestrial forms) as a case
where the prospective functions of the parent taxa were so
diverse that subsets of descendants could exploit different
abilities to cope with different sets of environmental
conditions (TM 185-186).
The distinction between real and prospective relations
was an important and powerful one for Simpson. The presence
of unutilized (but utilizable) relations provided an
alternative to extinction for populations insufficiently
adapted to their present environment. However, in order to
move into the new relations (sometimes in different spatial
locations), Simpson argued, these populations must either:
(1) possess realized functions capable of making them (the
group) viable in those new circumstances, or (2) possess
corresponding prospective functions (TM 186). Instances of
the second case represented preadaptation.
Simpson also
explained that populations could acquire prospective
functions under two sets of circumstances. First, this could
occur when a particular set of alleles became fixed in a
population as a result of drift or segregation of variation.
Alternatively, preadaptation could occur from coincidental
effects of selection. To illustrate this second possibility,
Simpson chose the case of the crossopterygian fin, whose
history showed clear adaptive adjustment for locomotion in
an aquatic environment (TM 186-187). As this adaptation was
optimized via selection, however, the fin structure also
became capable of pushing the body across hard substrata. In
this second respect, the fins became preadapted for
terrestrial locomotion, and at one point conditions obtained
such that some crossopterygian fishes were able to exploit
this prospective, preadapted function.3
Simpson also used the term "postadaptation". This
described the process of adjusting or fine tuning a realized
function to the relevant environmental conditions. This
process either could represent slight refinements or
specializations in structures, or it could represent large
scale renovations in morphology and physiology.
Postadaptation in the crossopterygian fin involved a long
process of renovating the terrestrial locomotory apparatus.
Preadaptation enabled the initial invasion of a new
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environment, but during postadaptation, the realized
abilities were adjusted to the demands of their new
terrestrial setting.
s.2. Adaptive Relations as Part of the Discussion
of Evolutionary Modes
Simpson conceived of the environment as composed of "a
finite and more or less clearly delimited set of zones or
areas," which evolving groups inhabited (TM 189). Zones were
identified on the basis of prospective and realized adaptive
relations.4 He also divided zones into subzones in order to
describe increasingly specialized habitats (which he also
called "niches"), and he collected zones into more inclusive
major zones in order to recognize broad similarities in
adaptive circumstances.
Simpson also argued that discontinuities existed
between zones (TM 190). These discontinuities represented
adaptive conditions that were unstable and inappropriate to
sustain a population. For example, the land between two
ponds would be a zone of discontinuity for fishes.
Discontinuities could be occupied; however, the existence
afforded there was marginal and unstable. Intense
centrifugal selection in the discontinuities presented a
strong deterrent to their occupation. Groups forced to
inhabit them quickly went extinct unless they were
preadapted either to exploit that environment (which was
very unlikely) or to exploit proximate zones that were
vacant (other ponds in the fish example).
Simpson organized the various major zones, zones,
subzones, and discontinuities into what he called an
adaptive grid (TM 191). He devised this so that "the course
of adaptive history may be pictoralized as a mobile series
of ecological zones with time as one dimension." (TM 191,
see his Figure 26) The grid itself was arranged so as to
include both realized (occupied) and prospective (empty)
adaptive zones, and it also included a time dimension that
allowed for tracking each zone's appearance, disappearance,
changes in character, and extent of occupation over the
course of its history. Simpson was keenly aware that these
zones could be dynamic and fluid: opening, closing, and
changing as a result of both biological and physical
activity. Indeed, of major interest to him was the issue of
what happened to phylogenetic groups when the zone they
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inhabited disappeared or was occupied by other groups.
Simpson argued that a common pattern of zone occupation
existed. Initial occupants generally possessed a number of
common features: they possessed a broader range of
toleration to circumstance, they possessed less specific
adaptive requirements, their adaptability--in a phylogenetic
sense--was greater (i.e., the phyla possessed a broader
range of realized and prospective functions), and they
tended to occupy wider, less specific zones. Competition
within a zone brought about increased specialization of
groups within the phyla; this translated into some groups
occupying successively more narrow, more exacting adaptive
subzones. In this context--a stable environment with intense
competition--specialized groups tended to dominate. Under
conditions of rapid environmental change or stress, Simpson
countered, specialization quickly became lethal, and a
group's ability to survive tended to be proportional to the
non-specific nature of its adaptive requirements.
The adaptive grid concept provided a model for
describing adaptive relations in nature. As I will discuss
later, this model became popular among paleontologists.
However, this model also provided Simpson with a means for
analyzing the temporal features of evolution in terms of
changing adaptive relations. Simpson used the grid model to
represent the cause and effect relation between his
explanatory tools and changes in the course and character of
evolution.
For example, Simpson explained rectilinear trends in
terms of adjusting adaptive relations. He reconstructed a
scenario where a well-defined adaptive zone slowly,
continuously changed over time (e.g., a cooling, drying
climate). In response, the occupant population would
experience linear selection with respect to the shifting
conditions, and its distribution of phenotypes would
experience a mean shift similar in degree to the change in
environmental circumstances. A prolonged series of these
shifts and compensations via selection would be sufficient
to produce the rectilinear pattern (TM 194).
Similarly, Simpson explained relic groups (fossil
sequences with long histories of phenotypic constancy) in
terms of adaptive relations. He reasoned that in a well
defined and unchanging adaptive zone, the occupant group,
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once well adapted, would remain morphologically stable as a
result of centripetal selection (to maintain the mean).
Without a change in adaptive relation, bradytelic rates
(slow evolution characterized by extremely long survivorship
of the taxa) were to be expected (TM 194).
5.3. Describing Evolutionary Modes: Speciation,
Phyletic Evolution, and Quantum Evolution
In addition to explaining the particular examples given
above, Simpson sought to account for the general features of
life's temporal history in terms of changes in adaptive
relations. What makes Simpson's discussion of evolutionary
modes so novel for paleontology was the relative complexity
of his analysis. Among paleontologists who defended
selection and Mendelian heredity (e.g., Romer 1933),
evolution was depicted as monotone--all taxa arose via the
slow accumulation of favorable variation and as the result
of slow divergence. I will argue in Chapter 6 below that
Simpson held this view during the period prior to his study
of notoungulates and the discovery of the complexity of the
problem of rates, but afterwards he found such a monotone
view hardly sufficient. Simpson's comprehensive theory
attempted explanations for his newly developed, more complex
view regarding the nature of evolution that he pointed to in
his analysis of the temporal features of evolution
(discussed in Chapters 2 and 3 above).
Simpson identified three basic modes of evolution:
speciation, phyletic evolution, and quantum evolution. These
processes were sufficiently general, Simpson explained, to
describe all patterns of phylogenetic history, and they
could be superimposed so as to explain more complex
evolutionary phenomena. Simpson also stressed that each mode
could occur at any taxonomic level, but he explained that
they were more common at particular levels than others. (See
his Figure 31 and his summary table in TM 216-217.)
Speciation
Simpson described speciation as a process involving the
local differentiation (branching) of a population into
adaptive subzones. Although speciation was a typical mode of
racial and specific evolution, the process was not confined
to these levels; if divergence continued, speciation would
lead to divergences of higher category distinctions.
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For Simpson, speciation involved the splitting
(branching) of lineages as a result of differing adaptive
relations in local environments and selection in favor of a
higher degree of adaptation for each group. If isolation of
the locally differentiating groups occurred, Simpson
continued, those local differences may become permanent and
fixed (TM 198-202). Rensch (1959) would later call this
"kladogenesis."
To construct the abstract process of speciation (not
limited to the formation of species, but describing
branching), Simpson emphasized selection on the basis of
local adaptive relations. Although he did not explicitly so
state, he apparently believed that speciation began in
large, widespread populations and resulted in smaller (still
relatively large) but differentiated populations. Also
implicit was his emphasis on the continuity of variation
across generations.
However, Simpson elsewhere also described the process
of "segregation of variation" as another micro-level
evolutionary process. This occurred as the result of the
isolation of a subset of variants (with a small sample of
the variation for the population as a whole). The difference
between this segregation and the mode of speciation, of
course, is that speciation was understood as an process of
differentiation through increasing local adaptation, whereas
segregation was the simple separation of subsets of
variants. In the latter, differentiation occurred
independent of the adaptive relations. Segregation of
variation was important for Simpson's mode of quantum
evolution.
Phyletic Evolution
Phyletic evolution produced sustained, directional
shifts of character distributions within populations (as
opposed to the branching of speciation), typically of "path
like" or rectilinear evolution. He called this "phyletic
evolution," and suggested that it characteristically
occurred at the macro-level (species and genera).5
As an explanation, phyletic evolution had to account
for both the constancy of character distributions within
genera (as in the relic groups that persist for long periods
without much phenotypic change), and the apparently
progressive shifts in phenotype (which the orthogeneticists
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were apt to note). Simpson explained that during phyletic
evolution, consistent centripetal selection occurred,
thereby maintaining or optimizing particular adaptive
relations. Such a mechanism explained the phenotypic
constancy of relic taxa.
In order to explain the steady shifts in phenotype,
Simpson postulated shifting environmental conditions. Under
shifting circumstances, he reasoned, a linear component
would be added to selection; thus, the character
distribution of the population would shift accordingly. For
Simpson, much of this brand of phyletic evolution
represented postadaptational adjustments (e.g., optimizing
maneuvering skill or increased efficiency of digestion).
Simpson further explained that phyletic evolution
typically involved large populations adjusting to slowly
changing or stable environments. Under these circumstances,
horotelic or bradytelic rates of evolution (characteristic
for large populations) were the norm for phyletic evolution.
Simpson invoked phyletic evolution to explain many of
the temporal features of macro-level evolution, and he
pointed out that this accounted for about nine-tenths of the
known paleontological evidence regarding evolution. But
Simpson also complained that the predominance of this mode
had led to an unfortunate inductive leap by most
paleontologists: from the observations that some or most
evolution is adaptive to all of evolution is adaptive.
Simpson also complained that field and experimental
biologists did the same regarding their discussions of
species formation {TM 202-206).
Simpson used both phyletic evolution and speciation to
explain most of the general fossil patterns at the microand the macro-level. Alone they explained the gradual
divergence of populations into species and the (often short
term) progressive trends of generic evolution. In
combination, they could explain much of the phylogenetic
history for evolving genera. However, Simpson did not
believe that phyletic evolution and speciation, together,
could explain the patterns of evolution observed for the
origin of most higher categories, at the family level or
higher (i.e., their extrapolation alone would not explain
mega-evolution). As a solution, Simpson proposed a
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distinctly different mode: quantum evolution.
Quantum Evolution
Simpson characterized the typical pattern for the
origin of higher taxa as a tachytelic, qualitative shift in
adaptive relations. As he described it,
In phyletic evolution equilibrium of the organism
environment system is continuous, or nearly so,
although the point of equilibrium may and usually
does shift. In quantum evolution equilibrium is
lost, and a new equilibrium is reached. There is
an interval between the two equilibria, the
biological analogue of a quantum, in which the
system is unstable and cannot long persist without
either falling back to its previous state (rarely
or never accomplished in fact), becoming extinct
(the usual outcome), or shifting the whole
distance to the new equilibrium (quantum evolution
strictly speaking). (TM 207)
The quantum aspect of this mode was revealed by the typical
"all-or-none reaction [where] an evolutionary change,
definite in quantity, is either completed at a relatively
high rate or it is not completed at all, and the population
involved simply dies out." (TM 199)6 Simpson considered
quantum evolution common in relatively high taxonomic
groups; however, he also argued that quantum evolution could
occur at lower levels, with corresponding lesser shifts.
Quantum evolution was Simpson's solution to the problem
of the abrupt shifts in morphology that were present at
transitions across higher category transitions (see Chapter
3 below). It provided a description of rapid change while
maintaining a view of continuous variation altered by
mutations of slight phenotypic effects. In constructing this
mode, Simpson included three "phases," each using different
combinations of explanatory tools.
For the initial phase of quantum evolution, Simpson
required a population to be forced from its existing set of
adaptive relations into marginal relations (i.e., into
discontinuities on the adaptive grid). This could be the
result of a variety of causes, but typically it was brought
about because a relatively small and largely isolated
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portion of a population (which Mayr 1954 would call
"peripheral isolates") acquired inadaptive traits as a
result of the random fixation of alleles via drift. However,
this was not the only source of such moves, as Simpson
explained:
Although the most radical types of quantum
evolution probably begin by random fixation of
inadaptive mutations in very small, isolated
populations, there are at least two other
situations that can give rise to such sequences-
usually on a lesser scale and with less clearcut
distinction from speciational and phyletic modes.
(TM 211)
These alternatives included: insufficient variability of a
population affected by linear selection (when the adaptive
zone moves, but the population cannot follow), intense
competition or centrifugal selection (when leaving the
competition is most advantageous), and closure of the
adaptive zone (when the environment changes, for example, by
flooding).
After the first step--the "inadaptive phase"--the
marginally or maladapted populations came under intense
selection to vacate the zone of discontinuity. Under such
circumstances, Simpson reasoned, most populations became
extinct; however, some groups might possess characters that
could serve as preadaptations enabling entrance into other
zones. The survival of each population depended on the
presence of these preadapted characters during this
"preadaptive phase".
Simpson reasoned that small population size was most
advantageous also during this phase of quantum evolution.
The preadaptive phase involved intense selection between
populations where only those with preadaptive features
survived. Populations with fewer members stood a better
chance of having all or most of their members possess
whatever preadaptive features were present in the group (as
a result of random fixation of alleles). Thus, Simpson
concluded, small populations were the most likely
participants in quantum shifts.
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The third phase of quantum evolution--the "postadaptive
phase"--involved the population's adjustment and renovation
to its new adaptive zone. Refinements appearing with respect
to new adaptive relations, and as populations grew in size
and diversity, speciation and phyletic evolution could also
occur.
The key to persistence during the quantum shift was to
possess or acquire characters that can serve as
preadaptations. Simpson called this "a necessary condition
for quantum evolution," and it was this requirement that
distinguished quantum evolution from speciation and phyletic
evolution (TM 210).
Simpson suggested a variety of means for the
acquisition of preadaptations (as discussed above).
Typically, the population in a marginal environment tended
to be small and isolated, thus the chances increased that
alleles would become fixed via drift. These fixed alleles
could turn out to be preadaptive for alternative adaptive
zones. Simpson thought this manner of acquisition was the
cause of the "most radical types of quantum evolution." (TM
211) Additionally, preadaptations could exist prior to the
move into maladaptive relations either by chance or because
they were concomitant features of adaptation (the ability of
the crossopterygian fin to act in terrestrial locomotion,
acquired as a result of its adaptation to aquatic
propulsion, is an example). In the latter case, the scale of
quantum evolution would be of lesser magnitude (TM 211). 7
In constructing the mode of quantum evolution, Simpson
made recourse to a combination of explanatory tools that was
very different from what he used for phyletic evolution or
speciation. For the latter two modes, Simpson emphasized
large populations experiencing a mild combination of linear
and centripetal selection in light of local adaptive
relations (divergent in speciation; constant or shifting in
phyletic evolution). In contrast, for quantum evolution,
Simpson emphasized small populations with largely fixed
variation experiencing intense (but brief) rectilinear
selection for requisite preadaptations. Further, quantum
evolution involved intergroup selection, whereas the other
two modes emphasized intragroup selection.
In addition, Simpson emphasized the utility of the
random fixation of alleles (Sewall Wright's notion of
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"drift") in quantum evolution. First, he suggested that
drift was an important cause of the inadaptive phase of
quantum evolution, where populations were moved from their
adaptive equilibrium within a zone into a discontinuity.
(Important to note is the fact that this was not the only
way for a population to enter the inadaptive phase.) Second,
Simpson believed that drift was important during the
preadaptive phase of quantum evolution because it provided a
means for fixing the diversity of small populations, thus
facilitating the group's survival if the appropriate
preadaptations were present. In addition, Simpson recognized
that potentially beneficial recessive alleles would be more
likely to surface in small populations, as the homozygosity
of the genome was substantially increased.
Using different
combinations and configurations of the same explanatory
tools provided a succinct description of Simpson's
construction of his evolutionary modes. These modes were
developed in order to explain the temporal features of
life's history that Simpson described earlier in his book.
In three steps (describing the empirical
generalizations, elaborating the explanatory tools, and
constructing the evolutionary modes), Simpson managed to
elaborate the core of his comprehensive theory to explain
the evolution of populations and the origin of taxonomic
categories. In addition, Simpson demonstrated that the same
set of explanatory tools could be used to account for the
temporal features of evolution at the micro-, macro-, and
mega-levels. By doing so, Simpson expanded the domain for
these explanatory tools and defended the view that a
continuity existed across these levels. Thus, even though he
believed the temporal features and the processes were quite
different for these separate levels, Simpson argued that the
same explanatory tools should be applied to explain these
phenomena. (Simpson used different combinations of tools
when constructing each explanation.) In short, this approach
solved Simpson's concern with maintaining a continuity
regarding evolution for different categories and features.
In addition, by building a comprehensive evolutionary
theory, Simpson demonstrated to his colleagues that
evolution included more than the study of populations and
the formation of species. Evolution had a temporal dimension
and the explaining of the features of that dimension was
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just as important--if not more so--for understanding
evolution. Thus, not only could paleontology provide an
empirical check on the efficacy of various explanatory
tools, but it also provided important--and otherwise
inaccessible--information regarding the nature of evolution
itself.
In the following chapter, I trace the historical
origins of Simpson's views of evolutionary modes.
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Notes for Chapter 5
1.
Simpson identified three sets of distinctions regarding
the notion of adaptation that he used to untangle and
separate what he thought were significant differences in
approach: between individual and group, between genotype and
phenotype, and between the static condition of being and the
dynamic condition of becoming (TM 182). The resulting eight
fold classification of concepts regarding adaptation was
Simpson's attempt to distinguish these separate
conceptualizations, and thus enable a more clear
understanding of the nature of adaptation:
A. INDIVIDUAL
I. Genotypic
1. Static: hereditary determination of possible
organism-environment relationships
2. Dynamic: changes in this determination by
individual mutation
II. Phenotypic
1. Static: the existing relationship of organism
and environment at a given time
2. Dynamic: ontogenetic changes in this
relationship
B. GROUP
I. Genotypic
1. Static: the distribution of genetic
determinants of potential organism-environment
relationships in a given population
2. Dynamic: the processes of change in this
distribution
II. Phenotypic
1. Static: the realized range of organism
environment relationships in a given population
2. Dynamic: the processes of change in this range
(TM 182)
Simpson argued that this sort of separation provided an
increased ability to relate experiments by neontologists to
the large scale evolutionary phenomena studied by
paleontologists, as the validity of their relation "demands
clarity of analysis into really homologous elements in the
laboratory and in the field, and nowhere is the importance
of definition more clearly shown." (TM 183).
2. Simpson defined the environment as including "not only
the physical conditions, average and variant, of the
organism's geographic surroundings but also all existing
foods, competitors and enemies, all forms of life affecting
the given organism in any way whatever, other members of the
same group, and even the organism itself, considered as an
element in the total situation in which it exists." (TM 188)
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3. Gould and Vrba (1982) recently coined the term exaptation
to describe traits such as these, which evolved originally
under the conditions imposed by a particular adaptive
relation, but were subsequently coopted and modified for
another relation as a result of the presence of concomitant
properties associated with the original, initial adaptive
relation. This usage is identical with Simpson's second
explanation for the origin of preadaptations.
4. Simpson failed to explain specifically how such zones
were to be delimited, except to say that their recognition
largely was subjective but somehow grounded in an intuitive
understanding of adaptive relations. Simpson appears to have
used differences in adaptive specializations of groups to
indicate differences in environmental conditions, hence
differences in adaptive zones.
5. Simpson argued that, despite its ability to account for
the formation of successive species during the evolution of
a genus, phyletic evolution was not the typical or most
interesting form of species formation. Usually, that
occurred by speciation (branching).
6. Simpson also described the appropriateness of considering
changes in adaptive relations in terms of all-or-nothing
quantum shifts as justified because "subthreshold reactions
produce no reactions but superthreshold actions produce
reactions, of definite (not necessarily equal) magnitude."
(TM 206)
7. Simpson also considered increased rates of mutation and
increased size of mutation, but he rejected both as
unnecessary and atypical (TM 211).
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Chapter 6
Modes of Evolution: Historical Origins
6.0. Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to trace the immediate
historical ancestry of Simpson's modes of evolution and his
notion of adaptive zones as described in his comprehensive
evolutionary theory. After examining Simpson's early views
of evolutionary modes, I will discuss the historical origins
of the three modes presented in TM: speciation, phyletic
evolution, and quantum evolution. I also will discuss the
origins of Simpson's adaptive grid model.
6.1. Simpson•s Early Views on Evolutionary Modes
In his early writings, Simpson explained the
morphological discontinuities present at the macro- and
mega-levels by suggesting successive faunal replacements via
migration (e.g., Simpson 1929, 156; 1931a; 1934, 74; 1935,
180). Migration as an explanatory tool was discussed in
Section 4.6 above. As late as 1937, Simpson (1937a and d)
relied on migration to explain fauna successions and
morphological discontinuities. However, Simpson's emphasis
on migration changed significantly between late 1935 and
early 1938, as he chose to attack questions regarding the
ultimate origins of taxa.
Simpson's discussion of "patterns of phyletic
evolution" (Simpson 1937b) emphasized the importance of
variation for interpreting fossil data (which Simpson
learned from Matthew). Using a single data set, Simpson
explained how three distinctly different phylogenetic
patterns could be interpreted: distinct and parallel phyla,
single but changing phyla, and phyletic separation
(branching). He argued that each pattern was equally
plausible g priori; however, only close attention to
frequency distributions of character variation could
identify the actual pattern undergone by the lineage. (For
applications of this technique, see: Simpson 1937a; 1937c,
251; 1941c; and Simpson and Roe 1939)
Simpson (1937c) also emphasized the importance of
considering variation when interpreting fossil data. This
paper included descriptions of evolutionary patterns above
the species level. It also provided some discussion
(although minimal) of explanations for these described
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patterns; indeed, this paper marked a shift in Simpson's
explanatory tools: away from migration and towards genetic
mechanisms and selection.
Simpson (1937c) made explicit use of several
explanatory tools for the first time. For example, he
explained extinction as the result of the presence of
inadaptive features (a "fatally unbalanced condition"
Simpson 1937c, 244). This explanation attributed
significance to natural selection (see also the implicit
discussion in Simpson 1934, 65 and 199). He also discussed
the importance of genetic (chromosomal) linkage of
characters for explaining the distribution of pairs of
characters between species. Some taxa, Simpson argued, could
be distinguished on the basis of whether or not the
appearance of specific pairs of characters in these groups
showed a high correlation. Furthermore, Simpson emphasized
the segregation of variation as a key explanation for the
origin of new lineages:
If one or a few of the variations were segregated
into one line of descent, so that variations of
this particular sort always occurred, or more
frequently occurred, in that particular line, a
supra-specific evolutionary phylum diverging from
the parent group in a fixed direction would arise.
Continued elevation of variations from the
[species) to the [higher) category would lead to
continued divergence. (Simpson 1937c, 249) 1
Simpson agreed that these two explanatory tools-
segregation and linkage--"are doubtless genetic, and they
clearly could be described in genetic terms." (Simpson
1937c, 250) Regarding this recourse to genetic explanations,
Simpson continued:
This need only be mentioned here, since the
present task is to present strictly
paleontological observations, but it is important
to indicate that there is no natural barrier
between genetic and paleontological research and
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that both must eventually unite in any final
synthesis of modes of evolution. (Simpson 1937c,
250)
These views were reiterated in a lecture by Simpson
(Simpson 1936 abstract), where he also explained that in
cases where evolutionary rates were very fast, "the
important remodeling of one part of the structure occurred
rather rapidly, geologically speaking, and was preceded and
followed by long periods of relative stability." He invoked
the segregation of variation to explain this rapid change.
By early 1937, Simpson largely dropped his focus on
migration to explain patterns of evolution in fossil series
and replaced it with an emphasis on describing patterns of
evolution using explanatory tools from genetics. However,
several of the key elements of Simpson's later explanations
(e.g., the importance of population size) of the temporal
features of life's history were not discussed during this
period. Thus, prior to early 1937, Simpson conceived of
evolutionary modes in a manner somewhat differently from
what would later appear in TM.
6.2. Modes of Evolution for TM
Simpson (1974 and elsewhere) claimed that his reading
Dobzhansky's (1937) Genetics and the Origin of Species began
his concern with the mechanics of evolutionary theory.
Although Dobzhansky's book had a strong influence in
changing Simpson's views regarding evolutionary modes and
explanatory tools, clearly Simpson was involved in
developing explanations of evolution prior to the release of
that book. Indeed, while some of Simpson's views regarding
explanatory tools changed significantly over the middle to
late 1930's, others remained largely intact.
Least novel to Simpson's discussion of mode in TM was
his discussion of speciation as the local differentiation of
subsets of a population caused by selection of continuous
variation. This mode was discussed by Darwin (1859) and
Simpson deferred to biologists and geneticists for the
detailed study of it. His training in paleontology (from
Matthew, Gregory, and Lull) also emphasized continuous
variation, selection with respect to local circumstances,
and the importance of adaptation.
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What was novel in Simpson's interpretation of
"speciation" was his abstraction of this process from
explaining simply the origin of species to explaining the
origin of any category, provided local differentiation
occurred. Thus, "speciation," in Simpson's sense, referred
to a general pattern of branching or divergent evolution
regardless of which categories were formed. Simpson wrestled
with such an abstract usage for "speciation" in his
discussion of the Fort Union fauna (Simpson 1937a, 64-67),
when he attempted to understand specialization within niches
(discussed below). A reliable conclusion is that it was
during this period that Simpson conceived of "speciation" in
his abstract sense.
In TM, Simpson (pp. 151-152) implicitly related his
mode of phyletic evolution to Plate's (1914)
"orthoselection," which suggested that once a species began
to specialize for a particular manner of life, selection
could be expected to continue a trend in this advantageous
direction (see also Bowler 1983, 142; and Rensch 1959).
Simpson also made recourse to theoretical arguments (Fisher
1930), and experimental and observational studies (Sumner
1935 and Cott 1940) demonstrating that slight differences in
characters, in fact, did have an effect on mortality (TM
157). Other than this, specific ancestors and sources of
Simpson's notion of phyletic evolution are not documented in
the historical record. However, an additional intellectual
source probably was Matthew (1915), whose emphasis on
adaptation to changing environments would have suited
Simpson's explanation of trends well.
In addition, Simpson explained that he was "anti
vitalistic" prior to attending graduate school (Simpson
1974, 3; see also Simpson 1987). Thus, the possibility was
eliminated early on that he would propose internal,
teleological drives, which many of his colleagues used to
explain the apparent rectilinearity of the trends (e.g.,
Osborn 1922). The importance of this metaphysical constraint
should not be underestimated.
Most novel to Simpson's discussion of modes was the
suggestion of quantum evolution. This mode involved intense
selection between small, isolated subsets of a population
that contained a relatively fixed set of alleles. Only those
subsets that were preadapted with respect to the new
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selection criterion would persist. Simpson (1936 abstract)
used the segregation of variation to explain rapid
evolution; however, quantum evolution (as postulated in TM)
used segregation of variation in a specific, but limited,
sense. Isolated subsets of the population experienced random
drift and what alleles reached fixation was dependent upon
what range of variation was included in the segregated
population. However, quantum evolution went beyond this
segregation to also involve inter-group selection on the
criterion of significantly different adaptive relations
between organisms and their environment.
Much of Simpson's conception of quantum evolution was
derived from Wright's discussion for the origin of species.
Indeed, three key parts of his analysis can be traced
directly to Wright. Provine (1980) discussed the combined
influence of the population geneticists Fisher, Haldane, and
Wright on Simpson's views about evolutionary theory during
the later part of the 1930 1 s. Later, Provine (1986, 415-417)
emphasized that Simpson owed his intellectual debt
exclusively to Wright rather than to other population
geneticists. In particular, Provine pointed to Simpson's
application of Wright's shifting balance theory of evolution
to explain patterns of mega-evolution. As a result, Provine
concluded,
Just as Dobzhansky had brought Wright's ideas to
many geneticists and evolutionists, so Simpson
brought them to paleontologists. (Provine 1986,
417)
Provine's (1986) discussion of the importance of
Wright's ideas for Simpson was not overstated (see also
Laporte 1983). Simpson relied heavily on Wright's shifting
balance theory in developing his modes of evolution. The
notion of shifting balance emphasized for Simpson that
dynamic changes in the causes of evolution could occur for
apparently simple reasons, e.g., changes in population size
(TM 206-217). Simpson also preferred Wright as a general
source for matters related to population genetics,
explicitly referencing six papers by Wright (1931; 1932;
1935; 1937; 1940; and 1942).
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In addition, Simpson derived special benefit from
Wright's discussion of the influence that population size
had on rates of evolution (e.g., TM 66 and 80-83). Indeed,
the wholesale importance of population size as an
explanatory tool for Simpson appears to have derived from
Wright.
Wright recognized the close relationship between
Simpson's views of mode and his own. Regarding Simpson's use
of drift in small, isolated populations to account for rapid
shifts in morphology, Wright explained, "I have expressed
essentially the same idea in the few cases in which I have
ventured into explicit discussion of mega-evolution, a field
necessarily remote from genetics." (Wright 1945, 417-418)
The only significant correction Wright made regarding
Simpson's use of his shifting balance theory was that Wright
preferred to have the small populations "almost but not
quite" isolated. In nearly isolated populations, migration
rate replaced mutation rate as the limiting factor for the
origin of new variation (note Simpson's deemphasis of
migration by suggesting completely isolated populations).
Otherwise, Wright believed Simpson's modes to be useful. In
a letter to Simpson praising TM, Wright wrote, "You have
been remarkably successful in coordinating work in very
different fields." (Wright to Simpson 5 February 1945) And
in Simpson's reply to Wright, he credited Wright with being
the inspiration for his ideas (Simpson to Wright February
1945).
Exactly when Simpson first appreciated Wright's
emphasis on population size is unclear from the historical
record. No unpublished documents have been found that answer
this question. However, Simpson discussed the importance of
population size as an explanatory tool for modes of
evolution in an address to Paleontological Society of
Washington (D.C.) in November 1940:
Rapid evolution and evolution involving complex
new structures or fundamental reorganizations of
structure depend on many factors. Some of these
factors are still quite unknown, but it seems
certain that the number of interbreeding
individuals is one of them. It is theoretically
probable and as far as observation is possible it
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appears to be the fact that large groups of
individuals evolve relatively slowly and are less
likely than smaller groups to develop any
fundamental structural changes. (Simpson 1941a, 6;
see also Simpson 1943)
Simpson went on to discuss the importance of this "numerical
factor" in producing qualitatively and quantitatively
different modes of evolution for small groups versus large
groups; he also suggested its efficacy for explaining sudden
morphological breaks in the fossil record.
No trace of Wright's work is apparent in either
Simpson's (1937b) paper on patterns of phyletic evolution or
his (1937c) paper on supra-specific variation. Indeed, the
fact that Simpson discussed different rates of evolution,
but did not use the "numerical factor," strongly suggests
that he had not yet either read Wright (1931) or appreciated
the effect of population size on rates of evolution. This
evidence contradicts Simpson's (1978, 114) later suggestion
that he had read Wright before 1937. Perhaps Simpson read
Wright's work but did not appreciate its major points. Such
a claim is unlikely, however, as Simpson was comparatively
well trained in mathematics and at the time also he was
working on applications of statistical procedures to
paleontology.
Simpson later stated that although he kept well
informed of developments within his areas of expertise, he
did not systematically survey journals for important
publications. He explained,
I never systematically checked the new issues of
journals in the library. After my apprenticeship
[at the AMNH], I usually knew the work in progress
before it appeared, and I received the most
relevant journals personally. Of course I did
check once in a while, but I can't remember
anything epoch making spotted in this way.
(Simpson 1967, 4)
The likelihood is low that he stumbled across Wright's
(1931) paper, unless the article was specifically brought to
his attention following its appearance. Also, Simpson later
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added that "I was a bit late in getting to Sewall Wright
[his papers], but did so in time." (Simpson 1974, 5).
Another aspect of Simpson's later recollections may
shed light on his own recognition of the importance of
Wright. Simpson wrote,
My zeal was awakened not only by the already
mentioned work of [Fisher, Wright, and Haldane). I
was even more stimulated and owe most to
Dobzhansky's book Genetics and the Origin of
Species, which appeared in 1937. That great,
seminal work showed me that genetics is indeed
consistent with and partially explanatory of
nonrandom explanations of evolution. In 1938 I
began work on a book that would relate
paleontology to this point of view. (Simpson 1978,
115)
Dobzhansky (1937) provided lengthy and numerous
discussions of the importance of population size g la Wright
(e.g., pp. 186-189). Thus, the most likely explanation for
how Wright (1931) came to Simpson's attention is that
Dobzhansky's book demonstrated to Simpson both the general
utility of population genetics for explaining modes of
evolution and the specific importance of population size.
Simpson explained that he undertook "intensive study of
population genetics" after reading Dobzhansky's book
(Simpson 1967, 6), and it was then that Simpson read
Wright's work (most likely for the first time). Thus, it was
from Dobzhansky that Simpson learned the utility of
population size for discussing rates of evolution and was
introduced to Wright's shifting balance theory of evolution.
After this, Simpson's views of rapid evolution (Simpson
1941b) began to resemble what appeared in TM.
That Simpson relied heavily on Wright's interpretation
of population genetics is an important point to emphasize.
It identifies a unique aspect of Simpson's views on mode
when compared to other students of evolution above the
species level (e.g. Rensch 1959). Wrightian population
genetics placed a strong emphasis on population size as a
key determinant in the formation of species. Population size
also determined the relative efficacy of selection and drift
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for producing changes in gene frequency (shifting balance).
Simpson's appreciation of Wright's shifting balance theory
of evolution exempts him from Provine's (1986) otherwise
general criticism that researchers failed to distinguish
between Wright's theory of shifting balance and a simple
postulation of drift. 2
Furthermore, although Simpson understood the three
modes to be qualitatively different types of evolutionary
processes, he insisted that they were linked as part of a
unified phenomenon of evolution. Wright's shifting balance
theory of evolution provided Simpson with the means for
expressing this linkage. The flexibility of invoking
different sets of the same explanatory tools for different
modes allowed Simpson to maintain the underlying unity of
evolution while accounting for different types of patterns.
However, Wright's shifting balance theory of evolution
alone does not capture all that Simpson included in his
notion of quantum evolution. Simpson's description of
quantum evolution (see Section 5.3 above) included several
scenarios for each of the three phases that occurred during
the quantum shift and only some of these incorporated
Wright's views. For example, drift was not required during
the inadaptive phase, the zone could close or intense
competition could drive the population out of the zone. In
addition, preadaptations could appear as the result of
concomitant linkage to a beneficial character instead of
through drift. Wright's views were very influential for
Simpson; however, they alone did not constitute Simpson's
theory.
I said that Wright's views influenced Simpson in three
respects. So far, I have listed population size and the
notion of a shifting balance of determinants. The third
influence relates to Simpson's use of the adaptive grid
metaphor.
6.3. The origins of the Adaptive Grid Model
In TM, Simpson used his adaptive grid model to describe
the temporal features of the history of life. The origins of
this model can be trace to three sources.
First, the terminology of "adaptive grids," "zones,"
"subzones," and "major zones" probably was original to
Simpson. Simpson made no mention of others who used this
terminology, and I have been unable to locate prior uses of
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these terms.
Second, the idea that adaptive relations or adaptive
opportunities existed in nature was not novel to Simpson's
post-1937 views. As discussed above, Simpson gained an
appreciation for the importance of environmental conditions
and adaptation from Matthew (e.g., 1915; 1928).3 This
probably fueled his interest in the paleobiology of Mesozoic
mammals (Simpson 1924; 1933; 1934, 54 and 74-75).
As early as 1935 Simpson described adaptive zones in a
less clear sense. When discussing Mesozoic mammals near the
end of the Jurassic, Simpson explained:
Judging from the known representative, mammals had
then undergone a world-wide adaptive radiation.
They occupied diverse stations of life available
to land animals of their small size, including
carnivorous, herbivorous, insectivorous, and
omnivorous types. (Simpson 1935, 179 emphasis
added)
Simpson referred to these stations as "niches" in his 1937
monograph on the Fort Union Fauna (Simpson 1937a, 64).
Simpson derived this term from Matthew (1930), who explained
"we should expect to find in a single fossil quarry that the
material of one genus represents a single ecologic niche, or
if more than one, that they are quite distinct." (quoted
from Simpson 1937a, 64) In addition, Matthew (1930)
explained what Simpson called the "law of ecologic
incompatibility": no two species could occupy the same
ecologic niche.
In elaborating on the concept of a niche, Simpson
(1937a, 64-67) first distinguished between "the general
environment" and "distinct ecologic niches," the latter
being a subset of conditions present in the former.4 In
addition, Simpson defended the assumption of ecologic
incompatibility on the basis of clear breaks in
morphological series. He also demonstrated how
paleontologists could reconstruct ecologic niches using a
simplicity assumption: observe morphological discontinuities
within fossil genera and assign separate niches for each
subdivision (if no discontinuities appeared, then the genera
was presumed to have consisted of only one species).5
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Simpson (1943) used the presence of these morphological
discontinuities for the complementary purpose--to infer the
division of genera into species.
As the third source for Simpson's views regarding the
adaptive grid model, Wright's (1932) discussion of adaptive
landscapes provided Simpson with a concise model to express
his views regarding adaptive relations. For Wright, adaptive
relations could be depicted graphically if each axis, except
one, represented the set of possible alleles for a single
gene. The combination of alleles was fixed for any single
organism; and for any fixed combination, Wright argued, a
fixed fitness value existed for a given environment.
Relative fitness served as the additional axis. Thus,
Wright's adaptive landscape depicted a "fitness surface,"
resembling a topographical map where peaks represented
allele combinations of high fitness and valleys represented
combinations of low fitness.
Simpson explicitly discussed Wright's notion of
adaptive landscapes in TM (pp. 89-93). However, he made
several subtle changes. Most importantly, Simpson
substituted phenotypic variation for Wright's genotype
combinations as axes. Thus, for Simpson, different
combinations of phenotypes produced different adaptive
relations and changes in fitness. 6
The notion of a fitness surface reappeared in Simpson's
discussion of adaptive grids in TM; however, the graphical
depiction was reversed. For the adaptive grid, the surface
represented environmental conditions, within which lineages
had to survive. But just as Wright's adaptive landscape was
cpntoured, so too was Simpson's adaptive grid. Indeed,
Simpson's zones of discontinuity were analogous to the deep
valleys on Wright's adaptive landscape. The influence and
analogy here are clear.
As an aside, Wright described the adaptive landscape
metaphor in a 1932 paper. And as any careful scholar would
do, Provine (1986, 314) intended to correct Simpson's
citation of "Wright 1931 11 by inserting a "[sic]" notation
within a quotation that Provine took from TM. In that
quotation, Simpson credited Wright (1931) for the landscape
metaphor (TM 89). Clearly, Provine wanted to correct the
trivial point that the adaptive landscape metaphor appeared
in Wright (1932) and not in Wright (1931). (Laporte (1983,
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385) also noticed the relation between Wright's adaptive
landscape metaphor and Simpson's adaptive zone model.)
However, whether or not Simpson actually read Wright's
(1932) discussion of the adaptive landscape is unclear.
After reading Laporte (1983), Simpson wrote:
[Y]ou say that my discussion of the adaptive zone
"undoubtedly was drawn, in part at least, from
Wright 1932." I certainly acquired a great deal
from Wright, although with difficulty as I find
his writing often as obscure as it is valuable.
However, I never had (and indeed still have not)
read that particular paper of his [Wright 1932]. I
may nevertheless unconsciously have dredged up the
idea from something he did write or say. (Simpson
to Laporte 1 May 1983)
Simpson apparently used Wright (1931) as a general reference
regardless of the ideas he derived (therein and elsewhere)
from Wright. Thus, Provine's insertion of a "[sic]" in his
quotation of Simpson (TM 89) missed an important detail.
Furthermore, what had appeared to be a clear,
straightforward intellectual ancestor (Wright 1932), now can
only be cited as a sibling of Simpson's more likely source:
either from conversations with Wright himself (no
correspondence between the two discuss this matter) or from
Dobzhansky's book (1937, 189), which discussed the metaphor
in detail and reproduced Wright's diagrams.
This chapter has discussed the historical origins of
Simpson's views regarding evolutionary modes and his
adaptive grid model, in addition to tracing the changes in
Simpson's views over the 1930 1 s and early 1940 1 s. This
analysis has revealed that Simpson's post-1937 views were
heavily (but not exclusively) influenced by Wright's models
of theoretical population genetics, the chromosome theory of
heredity, and a tradition in paleontology that placed strong
emphasis on organism-environment relations (e.g., Matthew).
In addition, Simpson's interest in grounding his
explanations of evolution in genetic mechanisms occurred
prior to his reading of Dobzhansky's (1937) book; however,
that book dramatically increased the sophistication of those
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efforts. It was the combination of those diverse influences
that led Simpson to his comprehensive theory of evolution.
The identification of ancestors and influences for
Simpson's views is an important enterprise for this thesis
because these intellectual connections make clear that
Simpson identified with specific schools of research within
the different fields. I will argue in the next chapter that
one of Simpson's purposes in writing TM was to defend and
promote these schools in contrast to others. Such a research
school-level analysis of TM will provide the foundation for
a more sophisticated discussion of Simpson's contributions
to the MS synthetic theory of evolution, as well as provide
an improved footing for discussing the historical
significance of the MS synthetic theory itself.
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Notes for Chapter 6
1. Simpson would later drop segregation of variation from
his repertoire of explanatory devices, as he came to believe
that novelty could not arise from this process (TM 34).
However, the importance of segregation for inter-specific
variation was implicitly reinstated in Simpson's belief that
drift played an important role in peripheral, isolated
populations.
2. Wright's interpretation of population genetics was
distinguished from Fisher's interpretation, which placed a
heavy emphasis on selection of small mutations within the
context of large populations. Huxley, Rensch, and (most
likely) Mayr adhered to the Fisherian interpretation. Their
views regarding macro- and mega-evolution will be discussed
in Chapter 9 below. (For a history of population genetics,
see Provine 1971; 1986; Bowler 1984; and Wright 1968-1978).

3. The interest in reconstructing paleofaunas is an old one.
Zittel (1901, 366-369) discussed early nineteenth century
researchers with this emphasis. Pfeifer (1976, 226) and
Simpson (1953a, 266-270, 291-293, 359-376) suggested that
the emphasis on the organism-environment relation was an
important contribution of the American school of neo
Lamarckism during the latter half of the nineteenth century
(see also Raymond, 100-102; Twenhofel and Shrock 1935).
Simpson studied this relation prior to his work on TM
(Simpson 1941d; circa 1924). Simpson learned this emphasis
probably during his graduate studies. His notes for
vertebrate paleontology (Simpson 1923-1924) reveal that Lull
placed heavy emphasis on the views of Abel and Von Huene
(see also Simpson 1974; Olson 1974).
4. A full-scale intellectual history of the notion of a
niche is beyond the scope of this thesis; however, others
have provided partial efforts in this direction (e.g.,
Kingsland 1985, 155-162).
5. As discussed above, I believe that Simpson also was
grappling with his notion of speciation (divergence or local
differentiation) at this point.
6. Regarding Simpson's use and change of Wright's adaptive
landscape metaphor, see Provine (1986, 314-316) for a
critical discussion of the differences between Simpson's and
Wright's interpretation. But, the reader should note the
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similarity between Provine's solution for the problems he
sees with Wright's metaphor and Simpson's own notion of
adaptive landscapes (also discussed by Provine 1986, 307317) .
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Chapter 7
Bringing the Pieces Together:
Constructing an Integrated Analysis of Tempo and Mode
7.0. Introduction
As I explained in Chapter 1 above, TM was a complex
book with multiple agendas and multiple audiences. Thus far,
I have discussed Simpson's elaboration of the core of his
comprehensive evolutionary theory; however, that discussion
alone fails to provide the integrated analysis promised at
the outset. The purpose of this chapter is to reconstruct
the complexity of TM by identifying the different agendas
Simpson pursued and discussing why these merited his
attention.
Many of Simpson's more important agenda items were
included in his elaboration of the comprehensive theory.
Thus, in the first section of this chapter, I extract those
interests. In the second section of this chapter, I examine
other agenda items included in TM. Historians have treated
as somehow natural Simpson's discussion of evolutionary
theory and the fact that someone came along in the 1930's to
examine paleontology in terms of Mendelian genetics (e.g.,
Provine 1978). This view is far too simplistic. My
integrated analysis of Simpson's agenda attempts to show
more precisely why Simpson put into TM the material that he
did and what he intended to receive from his efforts.
7.1. The Importance of the comprehensive Theory
Simpson used the framework of his comprehensive theory
to present some of his agenda items. This mixture of
purposes makes Simpson's elaboration of his theory somewhat
obscure and diffuse; nevertheless, the core of this theory
was discussed above in Chapters 2-6. The purpose of this
section is to step back from discussing the details of that
theory in order to examine the motivations and goals in its
presentation: why elaborate this view; why include the
particular components that he did?
In a lecture given several months following the
publication of TM, Simpson (1945b, 54-59) presented a brief
historical survey of evolutionary theory in an explicit
effort to place his book in its proper context. In that
lecture, Simpson identified two of his most important agenda
items regarding evolutionary theory. First, he argued that
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the fossil record documented the facts about evolution under
natural conditions, and as such, it provided the only means
for assessing the accuracy of explanatory theories. Second,
he argued that evolutionary theories were fundamentally
incomplete if they did not include explanations for the
domain of paleontological data. Regarding these two points,
Simpson explained:
No theory of evolution can long be satisfactory,
even to the geneticists and the systematists,
unless it is explicitly shown to be harmonious
with the factual record of evolution as revealed
by paleontology. Moreover, there are very
essential parts of a general theory of evolution
that cannot be based on the study of recent
animals and plants, alone. (Simpson 1945b, 57)
Simpson went on to explain to his audience that most
theorists concerned themselves with solving the problem of
the origin of species, and although "this is indubitably an
excellent point of attack... it does not suffice for a
thorough synthesis" regarding the study of evolution
(Simpson 1945b, 57). Populations and species represented,
Simpson continued, the "lowest taxonomic levels" and the
"smallest steps on the evolutionary scale." As such, the
studies of populations and species provided only a small
part of any complete understanding of evolution.
These complaints explain much of the emphasis on
elaboration that Simpson provided in TM. To expand the
domain of evolution theory, Simpson provided descriptive
models and empirical generalizations regarding the temporal
features of the fossil record. In addition, he presented
general discussions relating to the origin of micro-, macro
, and mega-level taxonomic categories. Those discussions of
evolutionary rates, phylogenetic patterns, and category
origins, therefore, were provided to force an expansion of
the domain to be explained for evolutionary theory. Also, by
presenting the core of a comprehensive theory, Simpson
provided the type of theory he himself had called for: one
that sought to explain more completely all aspects of
evolution in nature.
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By both emphasizing the need to expand the domain for
evolutionary theory and describing the features that filled
this expanded domain, Simpson sought to cement an essential
role for paleontology in the study of evolutionary patterns
and the construction of evolutionary theory. In addition to
TM, Simpson was part of the small group of paleontologists
that began the National Research Council's Committee on
Common Problems of Genetic and Paleontology. (I discussed
this in Chapter 2 above.) One original intention of these
paleontologists was to restore the importance of
paleontological analysis to the study of evolution, and the
Committee provided an institutional network where this view
could be reinforced.
In his 1945 lecture, Simpson also discussed a second
major point in his agenda regarding evolutionary theory.
Simpson was strongly angered by the tendency of some
researchers to extend casually the results of their studies
regarding speciation to explain the origin of higher
categories without any apparent concern for verifying their
results (e.g., Mayr 1942; see also Chapter 9 below). Of this
tendency, Simpson wrote:
There may be some g priori likelihood that the
factors of evolution involved in large-scale
evolution, effecting major morphological changes,
and extending over millions of years, will be the
same as those involved in speciation, but this can
by no means be taken as a firm assumption. It is
not even likely that those factors will combine in
the same way and produce identical patterns or
modes in the larger picture as in the smaller.
(Simpson 1945b, 57)
Whether or not this assumption was appropriate was an
empirical issue for Simpson. The fossil record served as an
empirical check for evolutionary theories, Simpson demanded,
but he also believed that few evolutionary theorists had
made the effort to investigate its data.
As explained above, Simpson argued that the temporal
features of evolution tended to be strikingly different for
the mega- versus the micro- and macro-levels. Indeed, mega
level categories tended to form under extraordinarily fast
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evolutionary rates (tachytelic rates) and their phylogenetic
patterns tended to include sharp transitions in morphology.
In contrast, micro- and macro-level categories tended for
form as the result of the relatively slow divergence of
populations (horotelic rates). Also at the macro-level,
linear trends, which appeared to follow clear directions,
often appeared in phylogenetic lineages.
These differences in patterns led Simpson to suggest
that different evolutionary processes were at work in the
typical formation of various category distinctions. Thus,
both in terms of evolutionary patterns and processes,
paleontological analysis revealed that the extension of
speciation (as a process) to explain the formation of
categories at or above the family-level was untenable. 1
In addition, Simpson argued that paleontological
analysis provided an empirical check regarding the practical
efficacy of the various explanatory tools proposed by
biologists. The best two examples of this verification came
in Simpson's discussion of generation length and mutation
rates. Simpson rejected the importance of generation length
as he found no evidence of this in the fossil record (see
Section 4.5 above). In addition, Simpson argued that there
was no need to propose changes in mutation rates in order to
explain changes in evolutionary rates (TM 42-48). Others
followed Simpson's lead on this point. Westall (1949), for
example, argued that small population sizes were not
required for quantum evolution to occur, as his analysis of
the evolution of several mammalian families revealed that
the evolving populations were rather large.
Although Simpson argued that the empirical record in
paleontology supported the general separation of mega- from
micro- and macro-level evolutionary processes, the different
processes that Simpson described in TM were constructed from
the same set of explanatory tools, and in doing this,
Simpson built a powerful connection between the studies of
micro-, macro-, and mega-level evolution. The emphasis on
this connection was a third major agenda item. The
explanatory tools that he used were derived from the work of
field biologists, experimental geneticists and theoretical
population geneticists. Each of these tools could be
examined using both extant populations and theoretical
models; the practical importance of most tools also could be
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examined in the fossil record (the empirical check). Under
these conditions, Simpson believed that high confidence
could be had that the combination of tools could actually
produce a process resulting in the pattern to be explained.
Additionally, continuity was provided by the fact that the
same explanatory tool box could be used to explain patterns
occurring throughout the spectrum of taxonomic categories.
The hope of generating this kind of cooperation in the
creation of sound evolutionary explanations, combined with
the argument for the expansion of the domain of evolutionary
theory, were exactly the points made when Simpson explained:
[TM] is a book exemplifying the synthesis of
genetics and paleontology for attack on some types
of evolutionary problems. (Committee on Common
Problems 1945a and b)
And by elaborating the core of his comprehensive
evolutionary theory, Simpson sought to renovate the manner
in which his biologist colleagues tended to consider that
enterprise, as the problems to solve were complex and each
required the combined efforts of researchers from many
fields (TM xxviii) .2
The expansion of the domain to be explained, the use of
paleontological data as an empirical check and the emphasis
on continuity of explanatory tools were all agenda items
aimed primarily towards biologists. In addition, the
elaboration of his comprehensive theory also provided
Simpson with a means to pursue several agenda items with his
paleontologist colleagues. Most importantly, he emphasized
the need for paleontologists to consider the implications of
their work for evolutionary theory. Although several schools
in paleontology did pursue the implications of their work
for theory, most paleontologists during this period
expressed little interest in publicly debating such matters
(see e.g, Broom 1932; Schuchert and Dunbar 1933; Romer 1933
and 1941; Cooper 1956).3 Simpson stressed to paleontologists
the importance of their field for understanding evolutionary
theory (just as he did with the biologists); however, he
also sought to convince his colleagues that such
contributions could be more than idle speculation.
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one of the ways that Simpson provided confidence in his
analyses was with the use of statistical methodology. During
the 1930 1 s and early 1940 1 s, Simpson engaged in an extensive
research program to introduce statistics into
paleontological research (especially Simpson and Roe 1939;
but see also Simpson 1937a and c; 1941c; 1943, among many
others). statistical methods allowed Simpson both to
describe variation in a productive manner and to know the
confidence of inferences drawn from small-sized samples of
fossils (TM 30-42; Simpson 1974; Laporte 1989). Statistics
provided one of the means for improving the quality of
paleontological analyses of evolution.
Simpson also shared another agenda item with both his
biologist and paleontologist colleagues. Just as he urged
biologists to cooperate with paleontologists, Simpson urged
paleontologists to cooperate and learn from biologists. In
TM, the paleontologist reader was confronted with many
examples where a knowledge of biology (especially hereditary
and population genetics) greatly enhanced the ability to
solve problems. In particular, Simpson stressed the
usefulness of Wright's model of population genetics and the
Morgan school's chromosome theory of heredity. He also urged
his colleagues to study development and genetics in order to
appreciate the complex relation between genotype and
phenotype (e.g., TM 49, where he curiously referred his
readers to Goldschmidt 1938). Indeed, Simpson found
biological data, methods, and models to be of just as much
use to the paleontologist as were their works for the
biologist. Simpson wanted to adopt a true merger of research
programs.4
As an aside, Simpson put a large amount of time and
effort in the second half of the 1940's into forming a
committee to promote the infusion of biology into geology.
Again using the institutional network of the National
Research Council, Simpson (almost single-handedly)
established the committee on the Application of Biological
Data and Methods to Geological Problems (CAB) (Simpson
1946). Conceived on a broad scale, the CAB was designed
explicitly to promote:
studies that are primarily geological but that
require or could profitably use biological data
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and methods. The purpose will be to define
problems of this type, to bring together
biologists and geologists who may be able to
combine efforts on these problems, to summarize
what has been done on them, and to suggest what
more could profitably be done on them in the near
future." (Simpson 1946)
At least seven subcommittees--each investigating the
application of a specialization in biology to a
specialization in geology--were organized: biochemistry to
geochemistry, biochemistry to petrology, microbiology to
petrology, statistics to petrology, biology to
geochronology, biogeography to paleoclimatology, and
biogeography to paleogeography (Bevan to Simpson 31 July
1946). Three additional subcommittees were planned by
Simpson, but cancelled: botany to physiography, ecology to
paleogeography and petrology, and evolution to historical
geography (Simpson 1946 and accompanying handwritten
notes).5 The CAB enjoyed little success. Simpson resigned
from its chairmanship in 1947, 6 few plans for action were
drawn, and the subcommittees suffered from a chronic lack of
available personnel to plan and supervise their projects
(Division of Geology and Geography 1948a and b). In
addition, the problems that the CAB approached were ·seen as
insurmountable and the subcommittee chairmen were heavily
committed elsewhere (Delo to Bronk 16 September 1949).
What makes the formation of the CAB so unexpected is
that during the same period, the Committee on Common
Problems of Genetics and Paleontology "graduated" into a
full-scale society (the Society for the Study of Evolution)
with the explicit interest of reinforcing the cooperation of
researchers in different fields. The questions to answer
here include: why was the CAB formed at all? Is the
separation of the CAB from the Committee on Common Problems
significant? What did Simpson want to do in the CAB that he
could not do in the newly formed Society? 7 Regardless of the
outcome of the (future) historical study of the CAB, its
formation reiterates the point that Simpson was just as
interested in having biology assist paleontology as he was
in having paleontology assist biology. This was a two-way
street.
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To continue, Simpson also used the elaboration of his
comprehensive theory to suggest several separate research
programs for his paleontologist colleagues to follow. Most
prominently, these included: the study of evolutionary
rates, and the study of adaptive relations.
Simpson began detailed efforts to study evolutionary
rates during the analysis of material he himself had
collected in Patagonia (see Simpson 1937b). That material
revealed to him the dynamic and complex nature of
evolutionary rates (Simpson 1937c; see also Simpson research
notes for "Notohippidae," "Notopitheiidae,"
"Notostylopidae," "Notoungulata,"). In TM, Simpson provided
a general discussion of the complexity of these rates; he
also used the example of the family Equidae (horses) to
demonstrate his basic conclusions on the subject (see
Chapter 1 of TM; see also Section 2.2 above). However, the
key to Simpson's discussion of rates was his analysis of
types of rates (horotely, tachytely, and bradytely). That
analysis provided a compact descriptive model within whose
framework researchers could continue to investigate the
subject. In later studies, Simpson worked to refine this
analysis (Simpson 1945a, 1949b; 1953a; 1959); as late as
1983 (the year before his death), Simpson discussed his view
of evolutionary rates.
Several researchers took on the analysis of
evolutionary rates as an important research program, and
most of these were members of the NRC's Committee on Common
Problems of Genetics and Paleontology. Stebbins (1945; 1949;
and 1950) and Patterson (1949) are good examples (see also
the Committee's Bulletin, and other articles in Jepsen,
Mayr, and Simpson 1949). Other paleontologists also followed
this program (e.g., Olson 1963; also Stanley 1979 and 1981
follows this program even though he questions most of
Simpson's original conclusions).8
The second major research program that Simpson invited
his colleagues to follow was the analysis of adaptive
relations.9 In TM, Simpson presented his model of the
adaptive grid in order to provide a compact language for
describing adaptive relations (TM 188-196). In addition,
Simpson provided an extensive (but hurried and conceptually
muddled) analysis of adaptation and adaptive functions (TM
180-188). Also, Simpson stressed the point that adaptation
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was a relation, and as such, both the nature of the organism
and the nature of the environment had to be taken into
account when these relations were discussed.
Simpson did little beyond this analysis of adaptive
relations later in his career (a slight revision came in
1953a, his Chapter 6). However, Simpson and others used the
adaptive grid model to great advantage (e.g., Patterson
1949; Grant 1963, 1985; Dobzhansky et al. 1977; this
continues today, see Wake and Larson 1987, and papers in
Valentine 1985a, although others do not use it, e.g., Endler
1977).
Simpson also included in TM a large number of rather
minor agenda items. For example, he sought clear definitions
of terms so as to avoid continued misunderstandings between
geneticists and paleontologists (e.g., "mutation" TM 48-49;
"microevolution" versus "macroevolution" TM 97-98;
"continuous" versus "discontinuous" variation TM 49-50).
Simpson also complained about the "law" of progressive
reduction of variability (TM 31), and worked to explain the
persistence of "relict" groups (TM 144-147). Many other
examples can be cited; however, the point to noting their
presence in TM is to emphasize the complexity of that book
and the reiterate the point that Simpson pursued in TM
multiple agendas for multiple audiences.
To conclude this section, historians of The Modern
Synthesis have tended to discuss TM only in so far as it
relates to the expansion of the MS synthetic theory or the
application of selection and Mendelian inheritance to the
fossil record (notable exceptions are Laporte 1983 and 1989;
partially Gould 1980a). One of the purposes of this chapter
is to discuss TM from an integrated perspective, where
Simpson's effort at conceptual unity form only part of the
total analysis. Thus far, I have explained how Simpson used
his elaboration of a comprehensive theory in order to
emphasis points related to the synthesis of domains and to
the pursuit of. research. programs._ Ta bial.agists,. he pursued.
the following agenda items: the need to expand the domain of
evolutionary theory, the utility of paleontology as an
empirical check, and the efficacy of certain explanatory
tools to explain all aspects of evolution. To
paleontologists, he pursued the following agenda items:
increasing an emphasis on theoretical studies within
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paleontology, cooperating with and learning from particular
schools of biology, and inviting research on two programs
(evolutionary rates and adaptive relations). The pursuit of
these items reveals that TM included far more than an
interest in conceptual unity or theoretical "consistency." I
will discuss this in the next Part; however, other agenda
items also were attended to by Simpson and these form some
of the more important interests in the book. In the next
section, I will discuss these.
7.2. Taking on the Competition: Simpson•s Reaction
To Alternative synthetic Theories
Simpson's efforts to elaborate a comprehensive theory
were not the first efforts to explain the broad domain of
evidence relating to evolution. Simpson recognized that
Osborn (1898; 1915a; 1918), and Schindewolf (1936) had
sought to explain the combined domain of paleontology and
biology (especially genetics) with the construction of
comprehensive evolutionary theories (TM; Simpson 1945a;
Simpson 1949d). 10 Indeed, a significant part of TM was
occupied by Simpson's attempt to convince his readers that
these alternative MS synthetic theories were untenable. Most
importantly, Simpson argued strongly against the
Goldschmidt/Schindewolf unification program and the program
that emphasized evolutionary momentum and inertia.
Before a discussion is provided of Simpson's treatments
of these alternatives, several other unification programs
need to be discussed. Simpson is often credited with
refuting neo-Lamarckism in TM. This is not true. The
inheritance of acquired characteristics became a clearly
untenable thesis following the establishment of the
chromosome theory of heredity in the 1920's (e.g., see Romer
1933). In TM, Simpson simply pointed out that the claim of
the inheritance of acquired characters lacked a tenable
genetic mechanism, although he also acknowledged that some
of his colleagues continued to accept that view:
Particularly appealing to paleontologists, neo
Lamarckian theories reached considerable subtlety
and complexity at their hands (e.g., Cope) and
seemed at one time, and to thoroughly competent
students, sufficient to explain all the essential
morphological observable facts. Experiments in
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heredity in the present century, however, not only
have failed to corroborate that there is such a
process but also have shown that it is highly
improbable, if not impossible. I do not propose to
consider the theory further in the present study.
(TM 75)
In dismis$ing the explanation that the neo-Lamarckians
provided, however, Simpson was careful not to deny the
existence of the problems that that theory had been proposed
to solve: the study of living and extinct creatures suggests
a high degree of adaptation to their environments.
Additionally, Simpson did not provide an extensive
refutation of the teleologically-based views of the
orthogeneticists. Simpson merely stated that these views
were "metaphysical" and as such, they had no place in
scientific investigation (TM 75-76; see also Romer 1933) . 11
But like his treatment of neo-Lamarckism, Simpson was
careful not to deny the existence of the problems that
orthogeneticists had tried to explain. In particular,
Simpson recognized that trends toward optimal adaptation
appeared in the fossil record, and sometimes these trends
followed a direction past the optimal state and into less
adaptive relations.
Simpson considered the synthetic theory expounded by
Schindewolf (1936) and Goldschmidt (1933, 1940) to be the
most important view requiring refutation in TM. Indeed,
Simpson identified the publication of Schindewolf's book as
one of the key reasons for beginning the research that
resulted in TM (Simpson 1945a, 1949d; 1952a; 1974; 1976) . 12
In his 1936 book, Palaontoloqie, Entwicklunqslehre und
Genetik (especially pp. 85-99), Schindewolf used
Goldschmidt's (1927; 1933; 1935; see also 1940) views
regarding heredity, macro-mutations, and development in
order to construct an explanation of the apparently abrupt,
saltationist origins of higher categories:
The development and evolution of organisms comes
from a sudden leap in morphology as a result of
large mutation steps [qrossen Mutationsschritten]
through shifts in genes or the genome.
(Schindewolf 1936, 85; my translation) 13
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Reif (1983, 182-189) explained that Schindewolf was the
most important proponent of "typostrophism," a research
school assimilating orthogenesis, saltationism, cyclism, and
idealistic morphology (see also Reif 1986). Reif (1983, 184)
argued that the saltationism of this school derived from the
application of its understanding of types to evolutionary
questions, and he suggested that Goldschmidt's work was
referenced by typostrophists (including those prior to
Schindewolf) in order to justify (post hoe) their
interpretation rather than to aid in its discovery.
Nevertheless, Reif (1983) and others (e.g., Simpson 1949d
and 1952a; 1976; and Gould 1980) argued that Schindewolf--as
well as other typostrophists according to Reif--"arrived at
a synthetic theory of evolution by harmonizing the data of
paleontology and genetics." (Reif 1983, 183) 14
Simpson's critique of the Schindewolf/Goldschmidt
synthetic theory included two arguments. First, Simpson
attempted to refute the genetic mechanism of the view (TM
51-58). This included: (1) denying the existence of the
large-scale genome changes that were required, and (2)
pointing out that when abrupt changes in morphology
appeared, they had little influence on long-range evolution.
Curiously, however, Simpson did not discuss Goldschmidt's
view of the importance of timing in development, where minor
changes early in growth could manifest profound changes
later in morphology.
Second, Simpson went to great lengths to examine the
issue of saltation as a pattern in the fossil record (see
Chapter 3 above). He argued that the morphological
discontinuities occurring at the macro-level (species and
genera) could be accounted for by geological phenomena, such
as depositional hiatus (TM 99-105). And when Simpson found
that he could not explain the general patterns of
morphological discontinuity at the mega-level in a similar
fashion, he maintained his view of a continuity for
populations undergoing this transition by arguing that
tachytelic and quantum evolution was involved (TM 105-114).
Simpson did not stop his critique of Schindewolf's
views with criticisms of his theory; Simpson went on to
argue that he could provide a better explanation of the
mega-level morphological breaks than could his rival.
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Simpson's explanation (quantum ev_olution, see Section 5. 3
above) was thoroughly grounded in Wright's model of
population genetics, the chromosome theory of heredity, and
the theory of adaptation via natural selection; Simpson
sought to convince his readers that the explanatory tools
provided by these schools (and empirically checked by
paleontological analysis) were the most legitimate, most
verified tools to use. Thus, because Simpson began from a
more sound foundation, his argument went, the explanations
constructed from his tools were more likely. The message
that Simpson gave was that paleontologists had no other
recourse but to abandon the Goldschmidt/Schindewolf
synthesis and adopt his comprehensive theory based on the
schools of research that he advocated.
Simpson's desire to convince his colleagues that the
Goldschmidt/Schindewolf synthesis was untenable arose from
what was a very legitimate fear for Simpson. He worried
about his colleagues accepting the underlying genetic theory
as a plausible explanation for mega-level evolution. For
example, Schuchert and Dunbar's (1933, 40) textbook on
historical geology included a suggestion that the theory of
macro-mutation provided a plausible explanation for the
origin of higher categories. In addition, Simpson learned
that Rensch and other German biologists relied upon
Schindewolf for information about paleontology (Simpson
1949d).
The publication of TM did not end the debate regarding
the Goldschmidt/Schindewolf synthesis. In 1946, the NRC's
Committee on Common Problems considered sponsoring the
publication of a revised English edition of Schindewolf's
(1936) book. The Committee Report for that year explained
that "opinion was divided" regarding publishing that
"stimulating but highly controversial" book, and the project
was later abandoned presumably as the result of strong
opposition by Simpson (Committee on Common Problems 1944,
2). Later in 1947, the University of Chicago Press
considered publishing that revised English edition of
Schindewolf (1936). Simpson was consulted, and in reply, he
worried aloud that the book's appearance might be
misunderstood:
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Even professional students in other fields who
would come across this translation as a new book
in its field might well take it as the latest word
in paleontological or genetical theory, whereas it
has already been rejected, in the main, by most
paleontologists and geneticists. (Simpson,
"Translation Report" 23 October 1947)
This evidence makes clear that Simpson perceived the
Goldschmidt/Schindewolf synthetic theory to be a very real
threat. Also, in his later accounts of this period, Simpson
placed a strong emphasis of Schindewolf's views as a
motivation for writing TM. Simpson explained that his
interest in evolutionary theory intensified when:
...Schindewolf published a small book attempting a
synthesis of evolutionary theory derived from
genetics, embryology, and paleontology
(Schindewolf 1936). Unfortunately Schindewolf's
attempted synthesis was based on mutationist,
anti-selectionist genetics, which had already been
made obsolete by studies, mostly in English, that
were little known in Germany, and unknown to most
paleontologists anywhere.
The fact that Schindewolf's views did not
agree with my own interpretations of the fossil
record or with what I had so far gathered about
evolutionary genetics made me resolve to go
further into these matters, at least in what spare
time could be devoted to them. (Simpson 1976, 4-5)
The importance of refuting this alternative should not be
underemphasized when considering Simpson's motivations for
writing TM (see also Simpson 1949d; 1952a).
The other synthetic view that Simpson attempted to
refute explained the trends in fossil series to be the
result of evolutionary "momentum" or "inertia;" indeed,
Simpson devoted an entire chapter in his book to the
refutation of this alternative (TM his Chapter 5). The
problems requiring explanation were the apparent tendency of
phylogenetic lineages to evolve in certain directions
without deviation (so-called momentum), and the apparent
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tendency to continue in that direction beyond adaptive
usefulness (so-called "inertia"). Simpson rejected more
teleological explanations of these phenomena because of
their "metaphysical" nature (TM 75-76); however, other
mechanisms were also invoked to explain these trends.
In order to refute these alternatives, Simpson again
argued two points. First, Simpson criticized the description
of the pattern. He explained that while some degree of
rectilinearity occurred in fossil series, these trends were
short-lived and occurred within the context of frequent and
significant changes in adaptive "direction." Indeed, Simpson
explained, deviations were the norm in fossil series and
rectilinearity was only "one part of the fantastically
intricate pattern of evolution in general, and not
necessarily the most important part." (TM 153) Second,
Simpson argued that no genetic mechanism was known that
could provide the momentum and inertia suggested (TM 153157) .
In addition, Simpson argued that his comprehensive
theory better explained the data at hand. Using his adaptive
grid, Simpson explained adaptive trends to be the result of
directional and centripetal selection within the context of
shifting adaptive zones (phyletic evolution, see Section 5.3
above). This explained any momentum or directionality in the
fossil record.
Simpson had more trouble displacing the concept of
evolutionary inertia. First, he questioned whether or not
the features described as inadaptive really were so. Second,
he suggested that morphology was full of compromises: not
every feature could be optimally adapted, and advantageous
character may have the effect of making another character
disadvantageous. Simpson also invoked genetic linkage to
explain why disadvantageous characters persisted. (Simpson's
conclusions regarding this topic were summarized in TM 177179.)
To conclude, the issue of competing synthetic theories
and alternative unification programs during the 1930's and
1940 1 s is a topic poorly treated in the historiography of
evolutionary theory. Yet Simpson clearly believed at least
two were serious rivals. He devoted much attention towards
convincing his colleagues to abandon these alternatives and
to adopt not only the MS unification program but also his
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own comprehensive theory. His sales pitches included claims
that his theory could explain the data more easily, that his
theory possessed a strong power of interpretation r and his
theory suggested the most "fruitful, scientifically valuable
directions" for future research (e.g., Simpson to Grene 15
May 1957). Whether or not his colleagues adopted Simpson's
comprehensive theory will be discussed in Chapter 9 below;
however, I pay little attention to the question of why his
theory met the particular fates it did. That issue is
reserved for future study. But clearly Simpson did not
exaggerate when he wrote in his Introduction,
One merit that is claimed for this study is that
it suggests new ways of looking at facts and new
sorts of facts to look for. (TM xxx)
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Notes for Chapter 7
1. Remember, Simpson did argue that macro-evolution should
be understood as an extended micro-evolution, where "no
qualitatively distinct process peculiar to macro-evolution"
occurred (TM 98-99).
2. The desire for cooperation also influenced Simpson's work
in systematics, as he combined fossil and living mammals
into a single, integrated classification (Simpson 1931c,
1943, 1945c; 1961).
3. Also see the conference abstracts and programs of the
annual meetings of the Paleontological Society and the
annual meetings of the Society of Vertebrate Paleontology
(formed in 1940). Both of these appear in the Bulletin of
the Geological Society of America (until 1933) and the
Proceedings of the Geological Society of America (after
1933). In addition, the following sources can be consulted�
Simpson 1950; Olson 1974; Rainger 1982; Cain 1988; Colbert
1989; and the Society of Vertebrate Paleontology News
Bulletin.

4. As his suggestion for the structure for the Committee on
Common Problems, Simpson proposed to have individual
paleontologists paired with individual geneticists at common
research institutes (Simpson to Jepsen and Wood 19 January
1942; Simpson to Jepsen 28 January 1942; see also Simpson's
(circa 1942) note on the "N.R.C. Committee"). Although this
design was not implemented in the Committee's structure,
Simpson did support a proposal within the Committee to
"induce adequately prepared men[!] in genetics and
paleontology to apply for Graduate Fellowships for the
purpose of doing a year's work in the complementary field."
(Committee on Common Problems 1944)
5. In conjunction with the CAB, the Division of Geology and
Geography also sponsored a Committee on the Application of
Physics and Chemistry to Geological Problems, whose design
was equally expansive (Schairer to Bevan 17 June 1946).
6. Simpson told Bevan that his workload was too great for
him to continue with the CAB (Simpson to Bevan 3 March
1947)
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7. Probably important to note on this topic is the point
that the emphasis on integrating paleontology and genetics
stressed by Simpson (and the Committee on Common Problems)
dissipated in the Society for the Study of Evolution. Even
in the first several years of its journal Evolution,
inclusion of paleontological studies dropped. Evidently this
decrease was not a result of editorial practices, rather it
came from a lack of suitable manuscripts. Simpson kept a
close eye on the quantity (and quality) of paleontological
studies appearing in Evolution (e.g., Simpson to Mayr 29
September 1947). Both Simpson and Mayr actively sought
manuscripts from paleontologists in order to "counterbalance
the Drosophila papers" (e.g., Mayr to Romer 14 November 1947
and Mayr to Schaeffer 23 January 1950), but the common reply
was that the paleontologist's research had "no specific
evolutionary implications." (e.g., Romer to Mayr 12 August
1949). Mayr expressed his frustration regarding this state
of affairs in a letter to Simpson: "The blunt truth is that
the majority of paleontologists up to now have not shown any
signs of willingness to do something for the journal." (Mayr
to Simpson 8 October 1947; see also Mayr to Simpson 24
October 1947)
8. A thorough analysis of this school is beyond the
immediate scope of this thesis; however, I plan to pursue
this matter in my doctoral research.
9. As I discussed above, the interest in adaptive relations
among paleontologists of the twentieth century derived from
the neo-Lamarckian emphasis on the importance of external
conditions in determining survival (Simpson 1953a; Pfeifer
1976). Although neo-Lamarckian theory was discredited during
the 1920's, the emphasis on adaptation persisted as the
theory of adaptation by natural selection became a key
explanatory tool for the "synthetic" theory.
10. Other attempts to construct synthetic theories (theories
that explained the expanded domain of paleontology and
experimental biology) also occurred; however, it is unclear
whether or not Simpson knew of them. For example, Charles
White (1901a) was a paleontologist who adopted de Vries's
mutation theory and used it to explain the apparently abrupt
origins of higher categories (Hiebert 1981). Another effort
at synthesis took place at the Tubingen Conference of 1929,
where a joint meeting of German paleontological and
genetical societies was arranged so that the two groups
could discuss the differences between neo-Lamarckian and
nee-Darwinian mechanisms of adaptation (Rensch 1980, 290292)
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Other efforts underway in Germany--both before and
during the Second World War--to introduce and integrate
paleontology and genetics have been studies by several
historians. Rensch (1980, 292) also referred to the
geneticist von Wettstein (1942) and the paleontologist
Ehrenberg (1942) as attempting to "harmonize" the results of
various fields with regard to evolution. He also discussed a
variety of studies where paleontology and genetics were
combined to explain, for example: the origin of higher
categories, the origin of new organs or types of
construction, and the evolution of complex adaptations
(Rensch 1980, 283-292). Rensch finished his essay with a
discussion of his own work between the 1920 1 s and l940's and
emphasized their "harmonious" intent (discussed above). In
addition, Reif (1983, 189-193) suggested three synthetic
accomplishments: 1. Heberer (1943), whose edited volume
"accomplished an evolutionary synthesis that was supported
by a wide spectrum of different biological disciplines"
(Reif 1983, 190), 2. Rensch (especially 1939), and 3.
Zimmermann (1948), who sought to unite micro- and macro
evolution. With this apparent abundance of suggested
syntheses, clearly this area requires more intense
historical study. The emphasis by historians on The Modern
Synthesis has lead to a serious neglect of these attempts to
construct alternative synthetic theories.
11. Simpson discussed orthogenesis in his address to the
1947 Paris Conference on Paleontology and Evolution (Simpson
1947; Arambourg et al. 1950; see also Piveteau to Simpson 15
February 1947, and Piveteau to Simpson 28 February 1947)
12. Schindewolf's work also was responsible for another
research program by Simpson: the study of the periodicity of
evolutionary patterns and rates (Simpson 1949d). That
research (e.g., Simpson 1949c; 1952b among others)
culminated in a symposium of the topic sponsored by the
Paleontological Society (see Journal of Paleontology volume
26)
13. For Goldschmidt's view on Schindewolf, see Goldschmidt
(1940, 395).
14. Laporte (1983, 377) apparently denied this
interpretation, arguing that Schindewolf's mechanism was
untenable.
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PART 2
The

11

consistency11 Argument:

Identifying, Untangling, and Moving Beyond

Now paleontologists and geneticists are
learning tolerance for each other, if
not understanding. As a paleontologist,
I confess to inadequate knowledge of
genetics, and I have not met a
geneticist who has demonstrated much
grasp of my subject; but at least we
have come to realize that we do have
problems in common and to hope that
difficulties encountered in each
separate type of research may be
resolved or alleviated by the
discoveries of the other. (TM xxvii)
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Chapter 8
Untangling and Identifying the "Consistency Argument"
s.o. Introduction
TM is often mentioned by historians of science in the
context of discussing The Modern Synthesis--that period in
twentieth century biology when a consensus supposedly arose
about explanations for evolution (see e.g., Bowler 1984;
Mayr 1980). This consensus emphasized the efficacy of
natural selection within the context of Mendelian genetic
systems. The combination of selection and Mendelism was used
as the foundation for extensive analyses of population
genetics (Fisher 1930; Wright 1931; Haldane 1932; Dobzhansky
1937 among many others), systematics (Huxley 1940; Mayr
1942), and many other enterprises (for a survey, see e.g.,
Mayr and Provine 1980). Several attempts were made to
explain macro- and mega-level evolution on the basis of this
straightforward combination (e.g., Rensch 1939; Mayr 1942,
291-298); however, Simpson (TM) is credited universally with
providing the definitive work that "synthesized"
explanations for higher category evolution with the study of
population genetics. Key to assessing Simpson's achievement
has been the establishment of the "consistency" argument.
Broad agreement exists for the claim that TM included a
"consistency" argument in TM; indeed, this is so generally
accepted by historians that its assertion usually is
presented without defense. However, historians have failed
to recognize that the uniformity of their views only is
superficial. In fact, consistency is counted in several
different ways in the historiography of TM, and little
agreement in fact exists as to what Simpson's "consistency"
argument actually entailed. Often very different
accomplishments are credited to Simpson under the guise of
this phrase. Most frightening, however, is the fact that
historians do not discuss the differences in their views on
this point, and they appear not to recognize the existence
of their separate interpretations.
The purpose of this chapter is to untangle these
divergent views and assess the relative merits of each as a
description of the content and purpose of TM. In the first
section of the chapter, I describe the various views
presented regarding the "consistency" argument; in the
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second section, I provide a critical analysis of the three
types of "consistency" argument found therein.
s.1. surveying the confusion
In this section, I summarize the different senses in
which TM has been described as including a "consistency"
argument. These descriptions were derived from the writings
of Mayr, Gould, Rainger, and Provine. At least three
separate usages appear in this literature, and in the next
section, I will untangle these different senses.
Mayr viewed the MS synthetic theory of evolution as the
product of a fusion of several previously divergent research
traditions (Mayr 1980, 39-42; 1982, 566; for a detailed
discussion of this divergence, see Rainger 1982, 355-358,
especially notes 17 and 18). Essential to this fusion, Mayr
said, were the activities of several conceptual "bridge
builders," who unified evolutionary biology by linking the
fields intellectually. This conceptual unification included
two components. First, the bridge builders explained the
data in their fields in neo-Darwinian terms: evolution was
gradual and proceeded by the random appearance of small
genetic changes and the ordering of variation by natural
selection. Second, the bridge builders refuted alternatives
to the neo-Darwinian theory, such as the saltationist,
orthogenetic, and neo-Lamarckian views.
For Mayr, bringing paleontology "into the [MS]
synthesis" meant reconciling explanations for macroevolution
with theories of genetics. This bridge was built, Mayr
argued, by several zoologists and geologists, "who had the
all-around breadth of understanding to demonstrate that the
new genetics had removed all the objections that had
previously been raised against the application of the
findings of genetics to macroevolutionary events." (Mayr
1980, 37)
Among zoologists, Mayr credited Huxley and Rensch as
key bridge builders. Huxley (1940; 1942) applied insights
from genetics and taxonomy to macroevolution; Rensch (e.g.,
1939) published a series of articles that explicitly
explained macroevolution exclusively in terms of selection
and small mutations. In addition, Dobzhansky (1937)
suggested a synonymy (Mayr's term) of microevolutionary and
macroevolutionary processes. Mayr also mentioned Haldane
(1932) as another contributor to bringing paleontology into
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the MS synthesis (Mayr 1980, 37-38).
Mayr included himself (1942, 292-298) as a bridge
builder because he had argued that the origin of higher
categories was a process that was "nothing but an
extrapolation of speciation." This view was "based on [his]
firm conviction" that the mechanisms of macroevolution and
microevolution did not differ (Mayr 1980, 38). In addition,
Mayr explained that when writing his 1942 book, the
"importance of ecological factors and of population
structure for the explanation of evolution were very much on
my mind." (Mayr 1980, 38)
Mayr argued that Simpson was the most important bridge
builder for the gap separating macroevolution and genetics.
TM, Mayr explained, integrated "a thorough understanding of
population genetics" with a "fine knowledge of the
paleontological evidence" and generated an interpretation of
macroevolution "fully consistent with the findings of the
new genetics." (Mayr 1980, 37) Indeed, along with Rensch,
Simpson applied "neo-Darwinian thinking" to specific
macroevolutionary phenomena. They also demonstrated that
explanations for the origin of higher taxa, the origin of
new structures, and the development of novel adaptations
could be grounded in natural selection and the new genetics,
while at the same time remain wholely "consistent with the
observations of the paleontologist." (Mayr 1980, 38; see
also Mayr 1982, 567)
Gould also emphasized the "consistency" thesis in his
interpretation of Simpson's role in the MS synthesis.
According to his (1983) analysis, a plea for
"methodological" conformity was the general motivation among
researchers during the initial phase of the MS synthesis.
This plea entailed an explicit acceptance of the idea that
"evolution at all levels, particularly macroevolution, could
be explained by genetic mechanisms observed in laboratories
and local populations." (Gould 1983, 71)
The original version of the synthesis, therefore,
sought to remove [the] idea of a separate but
unknown genetics for large-scale changes and to
render all of evolution by known genetic
mechanisms that could be studied directly in field
and laboratory. It was primarily a plea for
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knowability and operationalism, for a usable and
workable evolutionary unity. (Gould 1983, 74)
[emphasis in original]
In addition to emphasizing the unity of their
"methodologies," Gould argued, these synthetically-minded
theorists were especially pluralistic in the mechanisms of
evolutionary processes. Regarding this "synthetic"
principle, Gould explained,
It did not attempt to crown any particular cause
of change, but to insist that all permissible
causes be based on known Mendelian mechanisms. In
particular, it did not insist that adaptive,
cumulative natural selection must underlie nearly
all, or even most, change--though many
syntheticists personally favored this view. Any
theory of change would be admitted, so long as its
causal base lay in known Mendelian genetics.
(Gould 1983, 74-75)
For his part in the initial phase of the MS synthesis,
Simpson was credited by Gould with demonstrating the
"consistency of all evolutionary change with principles of
modern genetics." (Gould 1983, 80; see also Gould 1980, 160;
1985) This effort to unify paleontology and genetics sharply
contrasted many of Simpson's predecessors, who emphasized
the distinction between evolutionary processes occurring at
the micro-, macro-, and mega-levels.
Provine described paleontologists of the 1930 1 s as the
evolutionists who were least interested in quantitative,
mathematical population genetics. "But in the late 1930's,"
Provine explained, "it became clear that someone really
ought to show the compatibility of the new [view of]
quantitative evolution with what was known of paleontology. 11
(Provine, 1978, p. 183) Simpson took on that responsibility,
and, by placing a heavy reliance on the work of Fisher,
Haldane, and Wright, he produced a successful incorporation
of theoretical population genetics models into a theory
explaining the evolutionary history of life.
In his biography of Wright, Provine (1986) briefly
considered Simpson's TM. Describing TM as "a highly
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influential book of the neo-Darwinian synthesis," Provine
summarized his view of its thesis:
Basically, Simpson argued for the consistency of
paleontological evidence with known mechanisms of
selection, mutation, migration, and isolation as
seen in the works of Fisher, Haldane, Wright,
Dobzhansky, and Mayr. More than any other work,
Simpson's book integrated paleontology into the
evolutionary synthesis of the 1930's and 1940's...
(Provine 1986, 415)
Such integration was possible, Provine argued, because
Simpson's theory included the principles of theoretical
population genetics (which Provine considered the heart of
the synthetic theory).
Rainger (1982) argued that Mayr (1942), Huxley (1942)
and Rensch (1939) approached the study of macroevolution
with the goal of bringing consistency between theories of
macroevolution and genetics of the 1930 1 s. By arguing that
the fossil record could be interpreted on the basis of small
mutations and selection within populations, these biologists
"offered important new methods, models, and theoretical
means for understanding and interpreting the data of the
fossil record." (Rainger 1982, 361).
To Rainger, Simpson legitimated the Rensch, Huxley, and
Mayr approach with TM's emphasis on paleontology. Rainger
(1982, 362) described TM as "an analysis of the rates and
patterns of evolutionary change among fossils," that
"explained macroevolution on the basis of genetics within
species populations." With his extensive credentials as a
paleontologist, Simpson's defense of this approach greatly
increased its credibility. That grounding of explanations in
terms of both transmission and population genetics is the
sense in which Rainger understood TM to be "consistent".
The historians discussed in this section credit
Simpson's "consistency" argument with accomplishing very
different tasks. These historians do not discuss the
differences in their views on this point, and they appear
not to recognize the existence of their separate positions.
Indeed, one frustrating problem with this historiography is
the lack of a standard usage of the term "consistency."
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8.2. Untangling the Various Types of "Consistency" Argument
The various instances of the "consistency" argument
discussed in Section 8.1 do not make identical claims. The
purpose of this section is to untangle the various types of
"consistency" argument and critically analyze each type in
order to assess its merits as a precise description of
Simpson's position. In the discussions of TM presented in
Section 8.1 above, at least three separate types of
"consistency" argument are mentioned: literal consistency,
extrapolation, and a shared explanatory tool box. Other
usages of "consistency" also are possible; however, I
believe these three types are the most widely used.
The first type uses consistency in a literal sense:
theories are inconsistent when they contradict one another.
Literal consistency asserts that in Simpson's discussions of
evolution, he did not contradict what geneticists claimed
about genetics. This type was invoked explicitly by Provine
(1978, 183) and implicitly by Mayr (1980, 37).
Although not false, describing the claims in TM as
literally consistent with genetic theories is too ambiguous
to capture the substance of Simpson's views. Most
importantly, the range of theories possible or plausible is
rather broad given only the constraint of non-contradiction
with some particular explanation of heredity. In addition,
little attempt has been made (prior to this thesis) to more
clearly define the school of genetics with which TM was not
to contradict.
Furthermore, literal consistency underscores the
importance of a Mendelian genetic analysis for Simpson.
Explaining that he did not deny the chromosome theory of
inheritance does not describe the central role of this
theory for Simpson's own interpretations of paleontological
evidence. Simpson accepted the chromosome theory of
inheritance and Wright's model of population genetics, and
his theories of evolution depended on the premise that those
views were accurate.
In addition, Simpson followed a long tradition of
paleontologists who believed a close relation existed
between the biology of contemporary organisms and the
biology of organisms represented by fossils. As an
apprentice, Simpson received his training from
paleontologists who emphasized the biological aspects of now
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fossilized organisms. This biological approach emphasized
both functional morphology and the reconstruction of
paleoenvironments (e.g., Schuchert and Dunbar 1933). Also, a
number of Simpson's teachers emphasized the importance of
constructing explanations in paleontology based upon known
genetic mechanisms. For example, Osborn grounded his
interpretations of the fossil record in terms of genetical
theory. To explain the long-term trends of close adaptation
with the environment, Osborn proposed the inheritance of
acquired characteristics. However, when that theory was
discredited with the expansion of Mendelism, Osborn
explained these trends by suggesting a genetic mechanism of
directed, orthogenetic variation. Although Simpson did not
accept Osborn's solutions, he did adopt the practice of
grounding paleontological explanations in terms of genetic
mechanisms.
Thus, the important claim that a literal consistency
argument should make about TM is its grounding in principles
of Mendelian inheritance and Wrightian population genetics.
Of course, others (such as Romer 1933; Rensch 1939)
interpreted the fossil record in terms of the former theory.
In sum, describing the claims in TM as literally consistent
with genetic theories fails to capture the significance of
this relation for Simpson.
A second type of the "consistency" argument claims that
speciation is the key to understanding evolution, and once
speciation is understood, evolution as a whole will be
understood. For proponents of this view, the process that
explains the origin of species can be extrapolated to
explain the origin of higher categories. In other words, the
use of extrapolation to construct explanations for
evolutionary patterns extends processes occurring within
populations (microevolution) to explain patterns of
evolution between populations or higher categories
(macroevolution).
Mayr's (1980, 37-38; 1982, 567) description of TM's
"consistency" argument emphasized extrapolation. Rainger
(1982, 362) also discussed the "consistency" argument in
this sense. Mayr had good reason to defend this
interpretation of TM. In his own contribution to the MS
synthetic theory, Mayr argued that the origin of higher
categories occurred by a process that was "nothing but an
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extrapolation of speciation" (Mayr 1942, 298). Apparently,
Mayr did not believe differences existed between his views
and those advocated by Simpson (I do, and these will be
discussed in Chapter 9 below).
Simpson, in fact, did attribute evolution below the
family-level to the same process that led to species
formation. Thus, in a limited sense, the claim of
extrapolation in TM is cogent. However, as a complete
description of the theoretical views expressed in TM,
extrapolation will not do. First, Simpson believed that the
gradual differentiation of populations typically gave rise
only to taxa below the family-level, and Simpson's
interpretation of fossil patterns led him to believe that
the origins of taxonomic distinctions at and above the
family-level arose by a very different process. He
constructed quantum evolution as a mode to explain the
typical origin of higher categories, and quantum evolution
was not simply an extrapolation of speciation.
Second, one of the major themes of TM was the point
that the study of the origin of species provided only one
piece of a comprehensive study of evolution. Whether or not
speciation could be extrapolated to explain the origin of
higher categories was an empirical issue for Simpson:
There may be some g priori likelihood that the
factors of evolution involved in large-scale
evolution, effecting major morphological changes,
and extending over millions of years, will be the
same as those involved in speciation, but this can
by no means be taken as a firm assumption. It is
not even likely that those factors will combine in
the same way and produce identical patterns or
modes in the larger picture as in the smaller.
(Simpson 1945b, 57)
Part of the analysis provided in TM revealed to him that
extrapolation was not sufficient to explain mega-level
patterns of evolution. Therefore, to claim that Simpson
explained evolution solely in terms of extrapolation of
speciation does not accurately describe his view of
evolution.
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Finally, Simpson's analysis of evolutionary rates and
other patterns of life's temporal dimension revealed that
explaining evolution meant more than simply explaining the
origin of taxonomic categories. Indeed, in sharp contrast to
Romer's (1933) Vertebrate Paleontology, TM expressed the
point that evolution was a marvelously complicated problem
and understanding it involved much more than just studying
how species arose.
The third type of the "consistency" argument claims
that the importance of The Modern Synthesis was its emphasis
on using the same basic explanatory principles when
constructing the various evolutionary processes. such basic
principles included: selection, changing population size,
and the segregation of variation. For Gould (1983, 71), the
MS synthesis involved "methodological" conformity:
...evolution at all levels, particularly
macroevolution, could be explained by genetic
mechanisms observed in laboratories and local
populations. (Gould 1983, 71)
Later, Gould identified these "genetic mechanisms" as (among
other things) the variables of theoretical population
genetics and the principles of Mendelian genetics (i.e.,
those causes of evolution discussed by Dobzhansky 1937).
Provine (1986, 415) also used the "consistency" argument in
this sense, although his analysis was less explicit.
In Chapter 4 above, I discussed the explanatory tool
box that Simpson used in TM to construct his evolutionary
modes. I also explained that many, but not all, of these
explanatory tools were also employed by Wright, Dobzhansky,
and certain others in their solutions to evolutionary
problems. The sharing of a common explanatory tool box
clearly describes what Gould and Provine discussed. This is
the most precise sense in which TM is "consistent" with
those other works: they share an explanatory tool box.
However, Simpson's tool box was not identical with
those used by his biologist colleagues. Most importantly,
Simpson believed that mutation rates were largely constant
and their variation could not be invoked as a cause of
changing evolutionary rates. This contrasted with the views
of some geneticists. In addition, Simpson argued that
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generation length should not be included as a determinant of
evolutionary rates, as paleontological evidence failed to
show a correlation between these two variables.
once Simpson had described and justified the particular
tools he included in his tool box, he used different
combinations and configurations of these tools to construct
the separate processes used to explain evolution above and
below the family-level. The processes he suggested were
different; however, each process was constructed from the
same set of explanatory tools.
Simpson's use of one set of explanatory tools to
construct several different evolutionary processes brought a
sense of internal unity within his own explanations for the
origins of different taxonomic groups. Furthermore, because
his tool box included most of the tools used by his
geneticist colleagues, Simpson also brought a sense of
external unity between his school of paleontology and their
schools of genetics.
In addition to these three types of the "consistency"
argument, other meanings can be identified in other
discussions of MS synthetic theorists. The most prominent is
found in Stebbins's (1950) book, Variation and Evolution in
Plants. Stebbins explained in the "Preface" that his book
was to be understood as an explicit attempt to be
"consistent" with the writings of Dobzhansky, Mayr, and
Simpson (see also Stebbins 1949). However, the manner in
which Stebbins applied a "consistency" argument was much
stronger than any of the types defined above, for Stebbins
simply applied the theories expressed by Dobzhansky (1937)
and Simpson (TM). For example, Stebbins's discussion of
evolutionary rates is a clear application to the plant
kingdom of Simpson's model for rates (Stebbins 1950, 550556).
Additional types of "consistency" arguments may be
sought in the historiography of the MS synthetic theory;
however, this is not the goal of the present chapter. More
importantly, I have identified the prominent types of this
argument as applied to TM and argued that the "sharing a
common explanatory tool box" usage is the most accurate
description of Simpson's "consistency" with his MS
colleagues. My additional goal has been to untangle a very
confusing aspect of this historiography and demonstrate the
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problems associated with ambiguous descriptive terms.
That Simpson shared many explanatory tools with some of
his biologist colleagues is an extremely important point to
notice about TM. This common tool box identified what made
Simpson an MS theorist, and the comparison of explanatory
tool boxes between researchers provides a means for
distinguishing separate research schools. However, two
points of caution need to be made immediately about this
claim.
First, extreme care must be exercised when identifying
and grouping researchers as MS synthetic theorists.
Reconstructions of the period under study tend to provide
field-level analyses, where a conformity or general
consensus is assumed within fields. Conceptual unity is
treated as an interfield phenomenon (e.g., Darden 1986).
However, as the historical record clearly indicates, a
field-level analysis of The Modern synthesis is inadequate.
A field-wide consensus regarding evolutionary theory did not
exist either within hereditary genetics (contrast Dobzhansky
1937 with Goldschmidt 1940), within population genetics
(contrast Wright 1931 with Fisher 1930), or within
paleontology (contrast Simpson TM with Schindewolf 1936).
With disagreement and dissention the norm within fields
rather than consensus, an interfield analysis of the MS
synthetic theory alone produces forced and misleading
results.
A more appropriate level of analysis for studying the
conceptual unification among MS theorists lies with their
research schools. 1 The explanatory tool box that Simpson
used was shared (to the greatest extent) by Wright and
Dobzhansky, and (to a lesser extent) Rensch, Huxley,
Stebbins, and Mayr. Thus, when Simpson is identified as an
MS synthetic theorist, historians should make clear that
this relation lies between his research school and the
various research schools within different fields that shared
his explanatory tool box.
This finer-grained analysis provides far more
information about the conceptual achievement accomplished by
these researchers. In addition, it captures the interfield
(rather, interschool) relation of conceptual unity
(constructing explanations using a common explanatory tool
box) without ignoring the disagreements and dissent common
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within each separate field. Thus, both intellectual and
sociological concerns can be treated in historical context.
Furthermore, Simpson (1945b; 1949d; 1974; and
elsewhere) and Reif (1983) also recognized that Goldschmidt
and Schindewolf also produced a synthetic theory, which
Simpson sought to refute in TM. Also, White (1901a and b;
1903) attempted the same with de Vries's mutation theory,
and Osborn was strongly dedicated to constructing a
synthetic theory of his own. Thus, describing the activities
of Simpson et al. as constructing the "synthetic" theory or
the Modern Synthesis (a phrase coined by Huxley 1942) is
naive and historically simplistic. And although the
rhetorical value of such self-serving characterizations
should not be missed, historians must avoid falling victim
themselves to these tactics. A more historically astute
analysis of this period, while emphasizing the conceptual
accomplishments involved, also will take care not to imply a
universality of consensus.
The second caution about the "consistency" argument is
related to the first, but it emphasizes a different point.
Although recognizing Simpson as an MS synthetic theorist
(with respect to the explanatory tools and research schools
discussed above) is an important--indeed necessary-
component for an integrated analysis of TM, that description
alone is not sufficient for a complete account regarding TM.
The analysis I have presented thus far is intended to make
two points completely clear: (1) TM included far more than a
"consistency" argument (however defined), and (2) what
Simpson included beyond "consistency" is at least as
important historically, if not more so. Thus, while
conceding the importance of assessing the degree of
"consistency" for TM, I believe this issue has been
overemphasized. Moving beyond a concern with "consistency"
will send historians towards a more important enterprise:
reconstructing the historical context and significance of
Simpson's work. I began this effort in Part 1 with attention
to the substance and historical context of Simpson's views.
In the following chapter, I continue this program with a
discussion of the reception and use of Simpson's views
regarding evolutionary modes.
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Notes for Chapter s
1. I use the term "research school" in a more restricted
sense than Geison (1981), who included twelve factors in
identifying research schools: charismatic leader(s); leader
with research reputation; informal setting and leadership
style; leader with institutional power; social cohesion,
loyalty, esprit de corps, disciplineship; focused research
program; simple and rapidly exploitable experimental
techniques; invasion of a new field of research; pool of
potential recruits (graduate students); access to or control
of publication outlets; students publish early under own
names; produced and placed significant number of students;
institutionalization in university setting; and adequate
financial support. I group research schools primarily o the
basis of their intellectual content.
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Chapter 9
The Reception and Use of Simpson•s Modes
9.0. Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to begin an analysis of
the reception of Simpson's views regarding evolutionary
modes. First, the reception among paleontologists will be
considered. Generally, Simpson's explanation for mega
evolution--that quantum evolution occurred--was widely
accepted as the foundation for constructing explanations for
the origin of new adaptive types. Second, the reception
among field and experimental biologists (especially
geneticists) will be considered. I argue that Simpson's work
on phyletic evolution and speciation was overshadowed by
earlier work in this area. In addition, Simpson's proposal
of quantum evolution was not widely considered by
experimental biologists; they instead preferred an
alternative: extrapolating explanations for micro-evolution
to explanations for mega-evolution. In the final section of
this- cha-pter, I d-iscuss- th-e intellectual connection between
Simpson's explanations of evolution and the theory of
punctuated equilibria, which was postulated in the 1970's by
Eldredge, Gould, and Stanley.
Although a comprehensive study of Simpson's
intellectual offspring should be done, this chapter does not
have so broad a scope. I examine two topics: first, the
immediate reaction to TM, and second, only several long
range intellectual lineages resulting from TM. A more
complete analysis is reserved for future study.
9.1. Reception Among Paleontologists
Jepsen (1945), in his glowing review of TM, 1 called it
"a major contribution to the expansion and correlation of
scientific reasoning in paleontology." He explained that the
originality of Simpson's work involved two efforts: (1) the
investigation of exceptional rates of evolution, and (2) the
discussion of quantum evolution as an explanation for gaps
in phylogenetic series. Jepsen presented no criticism of
Simpson's modes of evolution, except to complain about the
terminology: "confusion lies ahead in the existing dual use
of the term ·quantum· in physical and evolutionary
studies. 11
2
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Jepsen also complained that the originality of TM was
missed by the experimental biologists and geneticists who
reviewed the book. They emphasized, he explained, the
"synthesis" TM made between genetics and paleontology, and
its service as a "debunking device." Here, Jepsen
specifically noted several reviewers: Hubbs (1945),
Dobzhansky (1945), Hutchinson (1945), and Huxley (1945).
This reception of TM among biologists will be treated in
more detail in Section 9.2 below.
Because Jepsen was the only paleontologist to review
TM, some historians have suggested that Simpson's colleagues
missed the significance of TM (e.g., Laporte 1983). On the
contrary, within several years, many prominent
paleontologists had considered Simpson's views.
Simpson's discussion of modes in TM met with a variety
of fates among paleontologists. I have found no negative
criticism of his interpretation of phyletic evolution. It
received close attention by Romer (1949), who used phyletic
evolution to interpret various trends in fossil series.
Likewise, Colbert (1946) discussed "progressive evolution"
precisely in the same manner as Simpson in order to account
for linear trends in fossil series: selection on the basis
of adaptive relations in light of environmental changes to
maintain an "equilibrium of environment and organism."
Colbert concluded his paper with an emphasis on the
importance of adaptation and selection in evolution.
On the other hand, little specific discussion occurred
regarding Simpson's mode of speciation. According to
Simpson, speciation was an abstract process of branching
evolution, which resulted from adaptive differentiation to
local environments, and this process was labelled
"speciation" regardless of the taxonomic category involved.
Apparently, this usage was lost and the longer standing
conception of speciation as only the origin of new species
(by whatever processes) was preferred.
In sharp contrast, Simpson's discussion of quantum
evolution provided many prominent paleontologists with a
foundation for constructing explanations for the origin of
specific higher categories and the origin of specific new
adaptive "types" (i.e., the change from one adaptive zone to
another). Providing a foundation, of course, is not
equivalent to being accepted uncritically. Most
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paleontologists that discussed quantum evolution also
presented criticisms and modifications to Simpson's original
proposal; however, these comments built upon Simpson's
original work. Even as severe a critic as Davis (1949) did
not seek to demolish Simpson's structure and begin de novo;
instead, Davis undertook renovation.
Typical examples of the foundational role played by
quantum evolution were provided at the 1947 Conference on
Genetics, Paleontology, and Evolution, sponsored by the
NRC's Committee on Common Problems in Genetics and
Paleontology (Jepsen, Mayr, and Simpson 1949).3
Romer (1949), for example, cautiously defended
Simpson's quantum evolution:
There are numerous cases where it is obvious that
there has been, in a relatively short time, an
abrupt shift, the "sudden" development of a novel
type; following this [the] new type may settle
down into a more "normal" evolutionary pattern.
Simpson reasonably interprets such a phenomenon as
a shift from one adaptive "channel" to another, in
the course of which there must be for survival a
rapid change in adaptations toward a pattern
suitable for the radically new environment. (Romer
1949, 114)
Romer agreed that this was a useful solution to the problem
of the origin of new adaptive "types." However, he was
skeptical of its utility to explain the phenomenon of
"explosive evolution" (i.e., adaptive radiations, or as
Romer explained: periods in fossil history where "a sudden
development" occurred within "a host of genera and species
showing numerous variations of the central pattern of the
group." (Romer 1949, 114).) Because explosive evolution
involved diversification within a single zone, rather than a
shift in adaptive zone, Romer explained, quantum evolution
was inappropriate as an explanation. Instead, Romer argued,
periods of explosive evolution represented times in the
history of life when restrictive factors, such as selection,
were not present or were minimized.
Patterson (1949) invoked quantum evolution to explain
the rapid acquisition of highly specialized claws and canine
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teeth among taeniodonts.4 In fact, Patterson postulated a
number of quantum shifts that, taken together, accounted for
the serial accumulation of specializations in this group. He
clearly believed that the acquisition of these
specializations was the result of intense selection for
reduced wear on the canine teeth within small populations.
With reduced wear, a shift in adaptive zone was made
possible as the teeth could withstand prolonged and intense
abrasion; thus, the quantum shift involved the exploitation
of an unutilized food supply. In addition, Patterson
discussed other parts of taeniodont evolution in terms of
phyletic evolution; he also discussed evolutionary rates
within this group and concluded that their horotelic rates
were among the fastest known for mammals.
Patterson sought to refine Simpson's necessary
requirement of preadaptation for quantum evolution. First,
Patterson saw no indication of inadaptive phases in the
quantum shifts that he described. Second, Patterson avoided
the need to invoke an inadaptive phase by explaining that
the initial effects of the mutations involved in producing
quantum shifts need not be immediate or great in their
functional significance. Rather, they might only initially
produce minor, relatively inconspicuous effects (i.e., be
present, but not detrimental). "But once established [the
mutations] would provide the basic adaptation for occupation
of a new zone." (Patterson 1949, 275)
Westoll (1949) discussed Simpson's modes of evolution
as they related to post-Paleozoic lung-fishes (Dipnoi).
Westoll used tachytelic evolution to describe the early
divergence of lung-fishes from their ancestral stock. Such
high rates provided an accounting for the large degree of
morphological differentiation that separated early lung
fishes from their ancestors. "The fossil Dipnoi allow an
unusually clear picture of a tachytelic phase (Simpson 1944,
134) to be drawn, and late and living genera may be a
bradytelic group; they thus provide a useful commentary on
some modern views on the evolution of major groups."
(Westoll 1949, 121, reference his)
Westoll also explicitly attempted to correlate his
findings regarding the evolution of lung-fishes with
Simpson's quantum evolution (Westoll 1949, 178-182). His
difficulties with this mechanism included: the estimate that
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adaptive shifts among lung-fishes occurred in large
populations (whereas Simpson claimed only small populations
underwent quantum shift), and the estimate of a high
variability for that population (whereas Simpson suggested
low variability within each isolated population). Despite
his complaints with the details of Simpson's general
description, Westoll was convinced that quantum evolution
provided the foundation for an adequate explanation for the
lung-fish case. He announced: "The history of Dipnoi is not
only a 'quantum evolution,' it is a quantum evolution on a
large (ordinal) scale..." (Westoll 1949, 182).
Westoll also suggested a genetic mechanism for quantum
evolution; this relied on changes in "organizer" or
"controller" portions of the genotype caused either by
recombination or by single mutations effecting the "deep
level" of control. In other words, Westoll proposed adding
another explanatory tool to the list of principal
determinants of evolution, namely mutations in genes
controlling development. He used this new additional tool in
combination with those used by Simpson to propose an
alternative mechanism for quantum evolution. (And note the
similarity of Westoll's explanation to Goldschmidt's (1938)
views of development.)
The most serious criticisms of quantum evolution were
presented by Davis (1949). First, Davis argued that
Simpson's enterprise was corrupt because Simpson's views
were derived not from paleontology but from biology. These
derived views were then "superimposed" onto paleontology. In
itself, Davis argued, paleontology was unable to provide any
useful data regarding mechanisms of evolution; it only could
serve as a target for application of theories.5
Davis also argued that Simpson neglected to consider
"mutations affecting developmental velocities" when
discussing· sa·lta-tions (Westo-11'·s po-int a·s well)·. Davis
believed this was the most likely mechanism to explain rapid
phenotypic changes, and he was displeased by Simpson's
ignoring this point.
Most importantly, Davis criticized Simpson's three
phases for quantum evolution. First, he argued that studying
the critical preadaptive phase that Simpson required was an
impossible task for the paleontologist. This was because the
chances were very low that paleontologists would discover
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the rare fossils with the preadaptive features. Only the
embryologists, Davis argued (he was strongly interested in
such work), could identify this phase through the study of
embryonic changes.6 Indeed, Davis argued that, based on a
summary of such embryological studies, he had developed a
five-fold division of the Simpson's mode for the "origin of
a new adaptive type via preadaptation." (Davis 1949, 8287).7 The significant feature of these "sub-modes" is the
fact that they severely reduced the importance of the
inadaptive phase of quantum evolution and substituted a
series of sudden shifts in "adaptive directions" resulting
from the serial attainment of different "adaptive
thresholds." No inadaptive phase was required. Further
elaboration was not presented by Davis.
The work of these researchers provides evidence for the
general conclusion that in the decade following TM, quantum
evolution formed the general basis of many explanations for
major morphological changes in fossil series. Thus, the
assertion that Simpson succeeded in establishing a research
program is sound.
Use of Simpson's mode of quantum evolution continued
after the 1947 Conference on Genetics, Paleontology, and
Evolution. For example, Olson (e.g., 1952 and 1965, 198-202)
and Boucot (see especially his review article in 1978)
discussed the origin of new adaptive types in terms of
quantum evolution. Also, criticisms continued. Brough
(1958), for example, (unconvincingly) dismissed Simpson's
mode as an explanation for rapid changes; Brough suggested
changes in mutation rates instead. Simpson's research
program formed an important one for paleontologists
interested in explaining problems regarding mega-level
evolution. However, the importance of that program or these
problems for paleontologists should not be overemphasized by
historians. Placing this work in a context of research
interests in the field requires analysis beyond the scope of
this thesis, and in lieu of such studies, historians should
be cautious about overemphasizing the general enthusiasm for
such research programs among rank and file paleontologists.
9.2. Reception Among Biologists
As I mentioned above, Jepsen (1945) complained that
biologists (especially geneticists) took too narrow a view
of TM, praising it only for its "synthesis" of genetic and
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paleontological knowledge.8 Many of the biologists reviewing
TM expressed their delight with reading a paleontological
treatise constructed from genetic theory, apparently
misunderstanding TM to be solely a proof of the reduction of
paleontological explanations to principles of genetics.
Huxley (1945, 3), for example, wrote, "... Simpson has done
for paleontology what Ernst Mayr [1942] did for taxonomy--he
has reviewed the facts of his special branch of biology in
light of modern genetics." As explained throughout this
thesis, that interpretation oversimplified TM and distorted
Simpson's mixed agenda; however, as I will argue below, the
point that reviewers like Huxley were trying to make with
such statements is very revealing.
More keen observers expressed less one-sided appraisals
for Simpson's work. Glass (1945), for example, considered TM
a "synthesis" not in the sense of it being a reduction of
paleontological data to the principles of genetics, but as a
conceptual unification of two complementary fields. The
resulting understanding of evolution as an outcome of this
union was synergistic: "... there are common problems which
are only capable of solution through combined attack. In
particular, as Simpson points out, the study of evolutionary
rates and patterns requires such an approach." (Glass 1945,
261) Mayr (1945) repeated this sentiment,
Simpson has succeeded not only in summarizing and
making available much of the results of the widely
scattered and rather technical paleontological
literature, but also in correlating these facts
and in giving them a new meaning...It has opened
new worlds to the reviewer." (Mayr 1945, 150)
Ca-lling- TM "-the- long- awa-ited- synthesis o-f pa-leontolog-y
and genetics," Dobzhansky (1945) also repeated this view of
Simpson's work as representing a merger of fields. He
explained that although research within genetics had
revealed much about mechanisms used to explain
microevolutionary patterns, those studies "only rarely
permit inferences to be drawn regarding the historic course
of [evolution]." (Dobzhansky 1945, 113) Dobzhansky explained
that only paleontologists could research the historical
course of evolution (macro- and mega-evolution), and it was
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their duty to describe the patterns of that course so that
students of genetic theory could learn what must be
accounted for:
It is up to paleontologists to describe the actual
phylogenetic transformations, and to supply the
data that would permit us to test the ability of
the known genetic mechanisms to account for the
historic [patterns of] evolution, especially that
on the macroevolutionary level. (Dobzhansky 1945,
113)
In addition, Simpson earned Dobzhansky's praise because of
TM's competent attempt to explain these patterns in terms of
genetical and ecological principles.
The consensus among the biologists and geneticists who
reviewed TM was that at a minimum Simpson confirmed that
genetic mechanisms could be used to explain fossil history.
In addition, some reviewers emphasized the importance of the
data that paleontology provided regarding evolution, but
only a few (Glass 1945; Dobzhansky 1945) acknowledged
Simpson's view regarding the necessity of including
paleontological analysis in the study of evolution. That
most reviewers (Glass and Dobzhansky excluded) missed this
latter point is important. A number of biologists during the
same period that Simpson wrote TM provided explanations for
the origin of higher categories that differed significantly
from Simpson's views. These biologists--including Rensch,
Huxley, and Mayr, three of the more prominent and prolific
researchers of the time--argued that explanations of species
formation should be extrapolated to explain the formation of
higher categories. These researchers took little fossil
evidence into account (and certainly none of the temporal
features of interest to Simpson), and their expertise tended
to reside in the systematics of extant animals.
Rainger (1982, 361-362) discussed the works of Rensch,
Huxley, and Mayr and concluded that these three researchers
offered novel interpretations of the patterns and causes of
macro- and mega-level evolution. 9 These interpretations,
Rainger argued, differed radically from traditional views in
paleontology, which emphasized morphological analysis:
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Essentially, Mayr, Huxley, and Rensch all
maintained that the data of the fossil record
could be interpreted on the basis of mutations
within species populations, and thus they brought
paleontology into line with other areas of
evolutionary biology. (Rainger 1982, 362)
Rainger's analysis requires extension. The methodology
used by these three researchers was based on extrapolation:
the processes involved in race and species formation were
identical to those involved in the origin of higher taxa,
thus the processes that explained microevolution could also
explain macroevolution. 10 This view contrasted with
Simpson's conclusions.
Rensch (1939; 1943a and b; 1947) 11 argued from his
detailed study of evolutionary patterns among extant
organisms that two types of evolution occurred:
"kladogenesis" or phyletic branching, and "anagenesis" or
progressive evolution. The former was identical to Simpson's
"speciation;" the latter was identical to Simpson's
'1-phyletic evolution•t- (see also s·impson 19·49·d)". Rensch
concluded that gradual phyletic bifurcation (which resulted,
he said, from selection in different environmental
circumstances) accounted for the origin of higher taxa just
as it did for the origin of races and species. (Rensch 1959,
267-269) Although the rate of origin varied widely for
higher categories, Rensch explained that most appeared by
gradual divergence. Faster rates were the result of more
intense selection to local conditions (and later citing
Simpson, Rensch also included the effects of population size
on rates) .
In recollections later, Rensch emphasized his
extrapolationist intention:
I tried to prove that not only speciation, but the
whole of evolution including the origin of new
organs and evolutionary progress, can sufficiently
be explained by mutation, gene recombination, and
selection." (Rensch, circa 1974; see also Rensch
1974; 1980)
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Huxley (1942; 1953) reiterated Rensch's conclusions
about progressive evolution ("successional speciation" to
Huxley) and phyletic branching ("divergent evolution").
Furthermore, Huxley understood the predominant determinants
of the evolutionary process to include only mutation
(producing slight phenotypic effects), recombination, and
selection (see also Haldane and Huxley 1927, Chapter 11).
Huxley placed heavy emphasis on selection in large
populations when discussing paleontology: 11 • • • it is
furthermore obvious that only abundant and widespread
species will be of any service in tracing the detailed
course of past evolution." (Huxley 1942, 32) This was in
sharp contrast to Simpson, who (following Wright 1931)
attributed mega-evolution to changes occurring in small
populations.
Mayr (1942, 291-298) also discussed the evolution of
higher categories from an extrapolationist perspective.
Although both Mayr and Simpson were employed by the American
Museum of Natural History during the 1930 1 s and 1940's, both
claim to have been ignorant of the other's work until after
each published their books. 12
Mayr (1942) first presented a summary of determinants
of microevolution that he derived largely from Rensch (1939)
and Dobzhansky (1941). Next, he interpreted various
"macroevolutionary principles" (e.g., orthogenesis,
convergence, and specialization) in terms of these
determinants. The basic claim of each explanation was that
(1) selection acted on small phenotypic differences to
optimize adaptive relations, and (2) this was sufficient to
explain all macroevolution. Without explicitly treating the
origin of new adaptive types (i.e., the transfer of adaptive
zones, which was the key issue for the origin of higher
categories), Mayr nevertheless concluded:
[We) may say that all the available evidence
indicates that the origin of the higher categories
is a process which is nothing but an extrapolation
of speciation. All the processes and phenomena of
macroevolution and the origin of higher categories
can be traced back to intraspecific variation,
even though the first steps of such processes are
usually very minute. (Mayr 1942, 298)
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The extrapolation argument persisted among many
biologists's treatments of macroevolution. Stebbins (1950,
513) included it. Dobzhansky (1963 [1955], 165-166; 1970,
429) also made this argument.13 Dobzhansky et al (1977, 246)
adopted Rensch's terminology of "cladogenesis" and
"anagenesis." Weller (1969), for example, also repeated the
extrapolation argument. Most recently, Endler (1986, 7)
emphasized extrapolation when he discussed macroevolution,
listing Rensch (1959) and Mayr (1963), but omitting any
reference to Simpson's writings.
It was the extrapolationist tradition that provoked the
criticisms of Gould and Lewontin (1979), Eldredge and Gould
(1972), and Gould (1982b). Identifying TM as a part of the
extrapolationist tradition of Rensch, Huxley, and Mayr is
indefensible historically. In addition, their description of
Simpson as a "gradualist" also inappropriately identified
Simpson as an extrapolationist. 14
The discussion of the reception of TM among biologists
is intended to make two points. First, biologists tended to
see in TM a verification of the view that the natural
selection of small, random mutations (within the context of
the chromosome theory of heredity and population genetics)
explained evolution. Most of the reviewers missed Simpson's
arguments about temporal features of evolution and the need
to expand the domain of interest for studies of evolution.
Thus, altough the senses in which Simpson attempted to bring
paleontological analysis into the domain of biologists is
clear; this effort largely was unsuccessful.
The second point about this analysis is more
significant. Simpson is identified universally as the
researcher who brought paleontology into the MS synthetic
theory. However, the macroevolutionary theories of Rensch,
Huxley, and Mayr were different from Simpson's theory of
quantum evolution, and their extrapolationist views appear
to have prevailed among biologists rather than Simpson's
views. If this was the case, then the significant point is
that, while Simpson established and reaffirmed a number of
research programs in paleontology, his views were not
incorporated within biology, which independently developed a
rather different explanation for the origin of higher
categories. Thus, at least two different MS synthetic
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theories need to be separated: Simpson's comprehensive
theory and the extrapolationist theory of Rensch, Huxley,
and Mayr. These separate syntheses shared a number of
explanatory tools, but they differed in how these tools were
combined (i.e., the constructed different processes). The
differences in explanations for Simpson versus Rensch,
Huxley, and Mayr, and the differences in the extent to which
each explanation was adopted leads to the conclusion that,
although Simpson's comprehensive theory produced a
conceptual unification, this theory tended to be used only
by paleontologists. With this conclusion in mind, the extent
to which Simpson actually contributed to the MS particular
synthetic theory to which historians commonly refer (e.g.,
Mayr and Provine 1980) appears to have been rather
restricted.
The extrapolationist view flourished among most
students of microevolution, and paleontology again was
effectively set aside in studies of evolutionary mechanisms.
Thus, Simpson's agenda for biologists met with little
general success. Only his suggestion of using paleontology
as an empirical check was popularly adopted by those who
cited TM to justify use of various explanatory tools. His
more significant agenda items for biology (expand the domain
of evolutionary theory and study life's temporal features)
were bypassed.
Some of the current revisionist interest in patterns
and processes of macroevolution reacts against the
extrapolationism of Rensch, Mayr, and Huxley, and traces its
ancestry directly to Simpson (e.g., Valentine 1985a;
Levinton 1988; Hecht and Hoffman 1986). For example, Padian
and Clemens recently wrote that interest in Simpson's
theoretical work was "long overdue for a renaissance"
because,
[I]t was Simpson who articulated in the 1940's the
theoretical basis of modern macroevolution by
showing that any satisfactory theory of evolution
has to explain the pattern of the fossil record-
not the other way around. (Padian and Clemens
1985, 45)
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Indeed, for many of paleontology's current students of
macroevolution, Simpson's writings form an important part of
their intellectual ancestry. This is due in part to his
descriptions of mega-level patterns, but also to a
resurgence of interest in the importance of paleontological
analysis for contributing unique information regarding
evolution.
I know of one biologist who, in fact, did follow
Simpson's comprehensive theory. Verne Grant, a botanist with
extensive interest in the genetics of flowering plants,
identified quantum evolution as the "normal process by which
new major groups come into being." (Grant 1963, 455-463)
Grant also suggested that when such quantum divergence
occurred at the species level--when a peripheral population
"budded off" from the parent population and subsequently
underwent substantial change due to drift and inbreeding-
the process could be spoken of as "quantum speciation."
Grant explicitly derived his notion of quantum
speciation from three sources. In a manuscript Letter to the
Editor intended for Science, Grant (1980) explained that the
search for mechanisms to explain "rapid and drastic
evolutionary changes on an occasional or sporadic basis has
been a continuing theme in the synthetic theory for fifty
years." Among the "milestones" of this effort were Wright's
(1931) shifting balance theory of evolution, Simpson's (TM)
quantum evolution, and Mayr's (1954) notion of genetic
revolutions in isolated founder populations. Grant believed
his 1963 suggestion of quantum speciation was a "synthesis"
(conceptual unification) of these three ideas. He explained
that it further developed Mayr's ideas by adding Wright's
selection-drift continuum and by relating this to Simpson's
quantum evolution.
In Dobzhansky et al (1977, 196-201 and Figure 7-1),
quantum speciation was elaborated and incorporated into a
discussion of general models of speciation. Also, Grant
(1985, 246-252 and 333-345) extended his analysis of quantum
speciation as a "short cut method of species formation." He
contrasted quantum speciation with the divergence model of
allopatric speciation (cladogenesis), popular among
extrapolationists.
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9.3. The Relation Between Quantum Evolution and
Punctuated Equilibria
(This section does not contribute directly to my
argument within this thesis; thus it may be avoided without
detriment. I include it because (1) Simpson presented strong
views on this topic that invite analysis, and (2) the issue
of this relation often is raised in my personal discussions
with historians and paleontologists.)
A debate currently rages among students of evolutionary
processes (and among historians of their research) as to the
intellectual or conceptual connections between Simpson's
quantum evolution and the theory of punctuated equilibria
espoused by Eldredge and Gould (e.g., 1972), and Stanley
(e.g., 1979). Boucot (e.g., 1978) argued that punctuated
equilibria was a "junior synonym" for quantum evolution, and
Hardy (1985) used these two terms interchangeably. In
contrast, Gould (1982b) argued that the two ideas were
completely distinct. The purpose of this section is to
investigate the possible relations between these two ideas;
however, only one of the many issues involved in the present
debate will be discussed here (but it goes to the heart of
the debate): how novel an idea was the theory of punctuated
equilibria?
The Theory of Punctuated Equilibria
Proponents of the theory of punctuated equilibria (PE)
argued that two basic patterns appeared in the fossil record
at the species level. 15 First, the fossil record revealed
long periods of morphological stasis, with no significant
change in character variation for species throughout most of
their duration. Second, when significant change did occur,
it took place rapidly--often "instantaneously" with respect
to geologic time (which may translate into thousands of
generations for a population). These patterns described most
species's histories, but differences in opinion surround
this exact percentage.
In explaining why these particular patterns appeared in
fossil series, PE proponents appealed to two models: the
standard theory of allopatric speciation g la Mayr 1963, and
the theory of species selection g la Stanley 1975.
The model for allopatric speciation (e.g., Mayr 1963)
accounted for the origin of species by initially postulating
the geographic isolation of a peripheral subset of the
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population. This "peripheral isolate" either adapted to
local circumstances (and thus diverged morphologically from
its parental population) or it experienced a sharp loss of
diversity as a result of a founder effect (or in Simpson's
terminology, the segregation of variation) that occurred
upon its isolation. In either event, if the peripheral
isolate became reproductively isolated from the parental
population during its period of separation, it qualified for
"species" ranking. Upon re-inhabiting the range of the
parent population, the peripheral isolate (now a species
proper) would displace the parent population if the
differences it possessed in morphology (gained as a result
of adaptation to their peripheral environment) conveyed
adaptive advantages.
For proponents of PE, a paleontologist collecting in
the area that was the original habitat of the parent species
would observe a sharp morphological break between the
occurrences of the parent and the offspring species, and no
observable intermediate period of morphological divergence
would be present. Such a break would occur because the
divergence took place in a distant, small, and unlikely to
locate geographical region. What the paleontologist would
observe in the fossil series, PE proponents argued, was the
sudden displacement of the parent species by an immigrant,
offspring species (Note the line of argument similar to that
discussed by Matthew 1915 and Simpson 1928b).
Stanley (1975) proposed "species selection" to account
for the apparent trends and directionality he believed to be
present in some fossil series above the species level.
Stanley (1979, 186-191) explained that the direction of
speciation was determined largely by "historical accidents"
related to local conditions: nature of the habitat,
availability of open niche space for occupancy, and nature
of the geographic changes affecting divergence. Thus,
Stanley argued, in a number of ways, large-scale
evolutionary patterns should contain a variety of stochastic
elements. However, instead of random changes in direction
for fossil series, Stanley noticed some clear patterns of
directionality and evolutionary trends.
Stanley noticed that simply by increasing both
species's durations and rates of speciation, he could
produce the appearance of trends in hypothetical lineages.
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Thus, he reasoned, in instances where trends occurred in
nature, they represented artifacts from species with longer
durations and higher rates of branching being selected as a
result of their differential ability to persist and
perpetuate. As such, "species selection" could explain
trends without reference to adaptive relations. This
decoupling of trends in fossil series from adaptive
relations led Stanley to argue that a consideration of
micro-level processes was not required in order to explain
patterns of evolution among higher categories.
Stanley's colleagues made extensive use of his "species
selection" analysis; however, the importance of adaptation
to them appears to be stronger. Despite what they argue
about the inappropriateness of considering adaptation-
Eldredge and Gould characterized stasis only within the
context of constant environmental conditions:
Tracing a fossil species through any local rock
column, so long as no drastic changes occur in the
physical environment, should produce no pattern of
constant change, but one of oscillation in mean
values. (Eldredge and Gould 1972, 95)
As an aside, Stanley's model of "species selection" did
not involve a separation of variants on the basis of
adaptive relations between properties of the individuals and
critical factors in the environment. Thus, it lacked the
traditionally key element of theories invoking selective
processes, and its identification as a "selection" theory,
theref ere r was. unconventional ( f 0-r a dis.cuss.ion 0-f selection
type theories, see Darden and Cain 1989; Cain and Darden
1988). Stanley's "species selection" involved differential
survival and differential reproduction regardless of their
causes, whereas typical selection type theories propose a
specific cause (separation on the basis of adaptive
relations) for these differential results. Stochastic
phenomena typically are not identified as "selection"
processes.
Stanley's explanation for trends clearly diverged from
Simpson's solution to the same problem. By postulating
phyletic evolution, Simpson emphasized his belief that
trends in fossil series occurred as a result of linear and
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centripetal selection for close adaptive relations between
individual organisms and the local (but changing)
conditions. Increasing adaptation drove Simpson's
explanation for trends; it did not drive Stanley's. Thus, no
direct intellectual or conceptual connection exists between
Stanley's species selection and Simpson's quantum evolution.
However, Stanley did not deny that adaptation was important
for the survival of species, but he did maintain that
adaptation did not significantly affect rates or patterns of
speciation.
Punctuated Equilibria and Quantum Evolution
Species selection was an auxiliary mechanism for PE in
the sense that PE was proposed to explain the appearance and
persistence of species based on allopatric speciation,
whereas species selection was concerned with trends in the
evolution of higher categories. Regarding the intellectual
or conceptual connection between Simpson's earlier views of
quantum evolution and PE, Simpson was explicit: "By
'punctuation' is meant essentially what is meant by 'quantum
evolution• ...the origin of species and other taxa by
exceptionally rapid evolution." (Simpson 1984, xxv) In his
correspondence, Simpson was more stern. Such an attitude was
represented in a 1984 letter regarding PE:
I prefer to call this occasional factor "evolution
by hiccups," which is not to say that it never
occurs. In fact when Steve [Gould] was three years
old I had already published my opinion that
evolution did sometimes involve hiccups, which I
then called quanta. (Simpson to Levinton 15 March
1984)
And in a 1975 letter to his close colleague Verne Grant,
Simpson was far more candid:
As I understand [Eldredge and Gould], their thesis
is that significant evolutionary change occurs (a)
by quantum evolution, (b) in small marginal demes
or populations and (in the case of Stanley) (c)
involves inter- rather than intra-specific
selection. Now, everyone of these points was made
carefully and fully by other evolutionists years
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before these authors wrote a word. They are up to
the all too common ploy of pretending to
originality and discovery by inventing a new
vocabulary and by failing to cite or incorrectly
citing relevant previous studies. For instance
they have mentioned me only as what they call "a
gradualist," whereas I was among the first,
perhaps the first, to describe quantum evolution,
on which their views largely depend. I have no
intention of entering into controversy with them
and I do not give a damn for priority, but I do of
course have my own opinion of what they are doing.
{Simpson to Grant 1 November 1975)
This angry letter to Grant came after the original
proposal of PE (Eldredge 1971; Eldredge and Gould 1972;
Stanley 1975). Such a chronology is important to notice
because these early statements of PE were written in such a
way as to be understood as claims for novelty. Indeed,
Eldredge and Gould (1972) presented PE as an alternative
"picture" for evolution, explaining "we trust that readers
will understand our concern with alternative ways of seeing
the world that render the same fact in different ways."
(Eldredge and Gould 1972, 86 note 1, their emphasis). Their
argument, based on a Weltanschauung16 view of scientific
theories, did not discuss predecessors who possessed the
same "picture." Only Mayr {1963) was mentioned, but this was
in his capacity as the formulator of the theory of
allopatric speciation. The impression left by Eldredge and
Gould's 1972 paper was that their interpretation of the
fossil record provided a novel and unique "picture" of the
history of life.
To make matters worse, Eldredge and Gould contrasted
their "picture" with one that, they argued, instantiated the
dogma of the synthetic theory of evolution. That dogma was
identified as "phyletic gradualism," the slow and steady
transformation of lineages into new species. By phyletic
gradualism, Eldredge and Gould suggested basically the same
kind of mode Simpson discussed as phyletic evolution (with
branching added to allow for divergence), or what Rensch
described as "anagenesis" (see also Simpson 1949d). Eldredge
and Gould argued that this mode had come to be understood as
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the only mode of evolution possible under the synthetic
theory. (In Chapter 9 above, I argued that "phyletic
gradualism" was a view more accurately attributed to the
extrapolationist's view of macroevolution elaborated by
Rensch, Mayr, and Huxley, and that this view was very
different from Simpson's. 17)
With these distinctions drawn in their 1972 paper,
Simpson's scathing reaction in 1975 (to Grant) is easily
understood. Simpson believed that PE argued the same points
he, himself, had been making since TM. First, evolution
could occur by very fast rates. Second, high rate evolution
often involved quantum shifts, as discrete changes in types
of adaptive relations. Third, high rate evolution occurred
in small, marginal populations.
In a 1980 letter to Gould, Simpson emphasized his
position, as well as his opinion of the Weltanschauung
analysis for PE:
I do think that your work and Eldredge's could be
a potentially useful contribution to the growing
expansion of the synthetic theory of evolution. I
also think that your way of expressing and
promoting it and of attacking much basic prior
work is doing more harm than good. (Simpson to
Gould 8 April 1980)
Simpson continued to insist that PE was an extension of
the MS synthesis. For example, in a 1980 letter, he
explained,
[A]lthough there is almost nothing new in
"punctuated equilibrium" except the term, I think
that Gould and Eldredge with their particular
point of view or approach might have made or might
still make a contribution to evolutionary theory
if they considered it as indeed a contribution to
rather than a contradiction of the synthetic
theory, which itself evolves as relevant knowledge
does. (Simpson to Coyne 19 November 1980)
Although Simpson was correct in asserting that both he
and proponents of PE identified similar patterns in the
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fossil record, his theory differed from PE in two respects.
First, PE was proposed to explain the origin of species and
not higher categories. To explain the evolution of higher
categories, PE appealed to Stanley's "species selection."
Simpson used quantum evolution to explain the typical
evolution of higher categories (mega-level evolution), but
he also insisted that each of the three modes he proposed
could occur at any taxonomic level. However, Simpson clearly
did not believe that quantum evolution explained the typical
origin of lower categories (e.g., TM 206). In his 1975
letter to Grant, Simpson elaborated this point of relative
frequency with respect to PE:
As far as I can see the only possibly original
point they have made is the belief that species
arise by that process usually, which probably is
not true, or always, which certainly is not true.
So much for them. (Simpson to Grant 1 November
1975)
More importantly, Simpson was mislead by the phrase
"species selection" into thinking that what Stanley was
postulating included interspecific selection (i.e.,
selection of individual species on the basis of each
species's adaptive relations to their environment). Although
this was not what Stanley actually proposed as "species
selection," this point is crucial because Simpson's quantum
evolution involved intergroup selection during the
inadaptive and preadaptive phases (see Section 5.3). By
thinking that "species selection" essentially was
interspecies selection, Simpson equated parts of his quantum
evolution with Stanley's model. Once this equation was made
-in addition to the descriptive similarities of the two
views--Simpson easily drew a close relation between his
theory and those included in PE.
The other claims that Simpson associated with PE (that
evolution could occur by very fast rates, that high rate
evolution often involved quantum shifts, and this evolution
occurred in small, marginal populations) also require closer
attention. The existence of high rates was claimed by
Simpson in TM and also by him as early as 1937b. In
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addition, others who were not advocates of PE also discussed
rapid evolution (e.g. Grant 1963; Olson 1963). Thus, Simpson
had fair grounds for claiming priority over proponents of PE
regarding the postulation of exceptionally fast rates
(however, others could claim priority over Simpson too; see
Chapter 2).
Simpson also argued in TM (e.g., pp. 144-147) that
phyla undergoing evolution were likely to further evolve at
relatively low rates for long periods of time following the
completion of their quantum shift. Even before TM, Simpson
(1934, 91) emphasized the presence of morphological
consistency (stasis) in fossil series. He later accounted
for this by suggesting the long-term stability of the
adaptive zones that these phyla occupied. As quoted above,
Eldredge and Gould (1972, 95) also emphasized the importance
of adaptive relations in a stable environment when
explaining stasis.
That Simpson suggested high rate evolution involving
quantum (all or nothing) shifts in adaptive relations in TM
is clear, and represented another (valid) source for
Simpson's claim to priority. However, this claim should not
be restricted only to Simpson's description of patterns.
Both quantum evolution and PE emphasized the importance of
drift and concomitant variation in the origin of new
adaptive types. Here is another point of overlap between the
two views of evolutionary processes.
Additionally, as discussed above, the suggestion that
this high rate of evolution occurred in small, peripherally
isolated populations also formed an integral part of both
quantum evolution and PE. The small and isolated nature of
the populations was dictated by Wright's shifting balance
theory of evolution (see Wright 1945 for a correction of
this point). This represents another intellectual or
conceptual connection between PE and Simpson: both modes
relied on Wright's views.
That the small, isolated populations also needed to be
peripheral was emphasized by both views; however, each
understood different meanings of "peripheral." For PE, based
on Mayr's allopatric model of speciation, "peripheral" meant
existing on the geographical outskirts of the parent
population. For Simpson, "peripheral" meant existing on the
outskirts of an adaptive zone, which did not necessarily
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mean the borders of the species's geographical range. For
Simpson, subsets of a population could exist on the
periphery of an adaptive zone for any of these reasons: (1)
drift randomly fixed inadaptive alleles in the subset, (2)
the adaptive zone closed as a result of environmental
changes, or (3) the subset was unable to increase its
adaptive relation because it lacked sufficient variation.
This difference in the meaning of periphery is an important
contrast between quantum evolution versus PE and allopatric
speciation.
The claim that Simpson's quantum evolution did not
emphasize branching evolution (cladogenesis) was reiterated
by Stanley (1979, 22-23; 1981, 107). Such statements,
however, are incompatible with Simpson's own discussions of
quantum evolution.
For the sake of brevity, the term "quantum
evolution" is here applied to the relatively rapid
shift of a biotic population in disequilibrium to
an equilibrium distinctly unlike an ancestral
condition. such a sequence can occur on a
relatively small scale in any sort of population
and in any part of the complex evolutionary
process. It may be involved in either speciation
(branching] or phyletic evolution (anagenesis].
(TM 206)
Quantum evolution involved major shifts in adaptive
relations in small, isolated populations, and this could
occur under two scenarios: if the other populations within
the taxa persisted or if they went extinct. In the former
case, quantum evolution involved branching (e.g., TM Figure
35); in the latter case, quantum evolution would appear in
the fossil record as phyletic evolution (TM Figure 31).
Grant (1963, 556) also discussed this point.
On the basis of his comparisons and claims for priority
(some of which were valid while others were not, as argued
above), Simpson neither accepted the Weltanschauung analysis
provided by Eldredge and Gould nor considered PE a novel
interpretation. In fact, Simpson (1976, 5) argued that the
proposal of PE simply was an attempt to "clarify and
emphasize ideas nascent in previous studies of the synthetic
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theory." And Simpson believed that these nascent ideas
included his own emphases on rapid evolution, morphological
constancy (e.g., relics), and quantum evolution, as well as
ideas from others, such as Mayr (1963).
In their second paper, which served to clarify,
retract, and defend various features of their model, Gould
and Eldredge (1977, 117) softened their claim for a
revolutionary change of Weltanschauung: "For all the hubbub
it engendered, the model of punctuated equilibria is
scarcely a revolutionary proposal." They explicitly agreed
with Simpson that their view was an extension of some
aspects of the MS synthesis; however, they kept the original
claim that Mayr (1963) was their only root.18 Gould and
Eldredge (1977) discussed Simpson's work, but they
identified him as part of the opposition because of his
alleged adherence to "phyletic gradualism." This assignment
was unfair (for the reasons given above). Simpson called
Eldredge and Gould's pigeonholing of him "rubbish" (Simpson
to Grant 9 December 1980).
Later, Gould (1982b) explicitly discussed the possible
connection of punctuated equilibria with quantum evolution:
Since potshots at priority are a popular pastime,
some colleagues have claimed that all manner of
men, from Darwin to Simpson, said it all
before...Simpson's important hypothesis of
"quantum evolution," for example, has been cited
as preemptive of punctuated equilibrium (Boucot
1978). But quantum evolution is about rapid
anagenetic change, explicitly not about speciation
and its consequences. (Gould 1982b, 84-85; for the
same point see also Eldredge 1985, 146)
Here Gould missed two points that Simpson made about quantum
evolution. First, quantum evolution took place at all
taxonomic levels (TM 206); however, Simpson listed it as
"typical" only at the mega-level. Second, quantum evolution
was proposed in TM as a mode of evolution qualitatively
different from anagenetic change (Rensch's term for phyletic
evolution). This point was discussed above in detail. Thus,
Gould's claim was untenable.
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To conclude, clearly Simpson and proponents of PE were
interested in explaining the same phenomenon: rapid
evolutionary change followed by long periods of no change.
For PE, the rapid change occurred at the species level and
was the predominant pattern seen in the origin of species.
For Simpson, rapid change was typical of mega-level
evolution; however, it also occurred at lower levels
(although it was not sufficiently common at these levels to
be noted as a general pattern). The patterns to be explained
were the same; their dispute centered around relative
frequency and taxonomic level. In addition, Simpson's
quantum evolution bears no intellectual relation to
Stanley's "species selection," and only a limited connection
with the theory of allopatric speciation. Thus, the relation
between PE and quantum evolution is close on the descriptive
level, but distant on the theoretical level.
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Notes for Chapter 9
1. Simpson was especially anxious to have his book reviewed.
Theodor Just asked Jepsen to write the review for the
American Midland Naturalist; however, Anne Roe and Jepsen
had discussed his writing one for Science prior to this.
Simpson was anxious to have Jepsen write a review for the
Society of Vertebrate Paleontology News Bulletin. When he
heard from Jepsen of his intentions, Simpson replied, "If
you do write one, or both of these reviews, perhaps I can
persuade Ned [Colbert] to do the one for the SVP Bulletin,
or to assign it to some severer critic." (Simpson to Jepsen
21 March 1945; see also Jepsen to Simpson 19 March 1945) No
doubt because of their close relationship, Simpson felt
assured that Jepsen's review would be favorable or at least
fair. No review of TM appeared in the SVP Bulletin; however,
this is not unusual as it normally did not carry reviews.
2. Such a point was raised because Schrodinger and others
compared gene mutations "with the quantum jump of physics
and suggest[ed] that the similarities may be more than
analogies, that the mechanism of heredity is founded on the
very basis of quantum theory." (Jepsen 1949, 540; this point
was also raised by Romer 1949, 114 note 4)
3. Mayr (1980, and elsewhere) complained that the 1947
Princeton Conference showed such a consensus that
controversies and debate were difficult to find. However,
the papers in the conference volume (Jepsen, Mayr, and
Simpson 1949) clearly show strong differences over the
nature of Simpson's quantum evolution. These disagreements
should be studied closely by anyone following the evolution
of Simpson's theoretical views.
4. Taeniodonts were placental mammals initially resembling
opossums, but who later evolved highly specialized features
apparently for digging and eating abrasive, perhaps shelled,
foods. They were extinct by the middle Eocene. See Carroll
1988, 456-457; Romer 1966, 213-214.
5. No record remains of a response by Simpson to this point;
however, I believe that Simpson would have responded by both
stressing the continuity of evolutionary determinants and
reminding Davis of the role of paleontology in serving to
empirically check the utility of the explanatory tools.
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6. On the contrary, Patterson(1949, 265) identified one
such preadaptive feature in taeniodonts. He wrote, "The
incipient posterior buttress on this tooth indicates that
the genus was either on or just over the threshold of the
zone."
7. These "sub-modes" included: (1) extension into a
generally less favorable environment by selective extension
of adaptive features already present in the parent
population; (2) deployment into a new environmental relation
by altering the direction of an existing adaptation; (3)
deployment into new environmental relations when a neutral
(fortuitous?) morphological structure is preadaptive; (4)
mutations with conspicuous effects resulting from an
alteration of relatively early ontogenetic processes; and
(5) deployment into a generally less favorable environment
as a result of predisposition. These sub-modes were
complicated to explain. For elaboration, the reader should
refer to the original text by Davis(1949).
8. Laporte(1983) surveyed these reviews and drew the same
conclusion, and other reviews, not included in Laporte's
analysis, also echoed this emphasis on "synthesis." See, for
example, Bragg 1945; Westwood 1945; Graubard 1945; but
compare these with the neo-Lamarckian Lindsey 1945.
9. Note that these three researchers included as
"macroevolution" all evolution above the species level.
10. Rainger also understood Simpson to be an extension of
this tradition. I believe this is true in the sense that
they shared a common tool box; however, Simpson differed
markedly from these three biologists with respect to
explanations of mega-level evolution, that is, what
combination of tools explained mega-evolution.
11. Reif(1983, 191-192) suggested that four publications,
taken as a whole, represented Rensch's synthetic
achievement: Rensch(1939; 1943a; 1943b; and 1947). Mayr
(1942) and Huxley(1942) also referred to a large number of
Rensch's publications. Note that Rensch(1959) is the
English translation of the second edition of Rensch(1947).
The original edition was written between 1935 and 1937, but
as Rensch later explained, its publication was delayed from
1939 to 1947 as a result both of the war and of harassment
he received for not joining the Nazi party. Rensch said that
he had been reported to the Rassenpolitischen by Hecht(?),
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who sought Rensch's university post and who was responsible
for Rensch's transfer to Munster (Rensch to Mayr 29 March
197 4).
Mayr explained, "There is no doubt that Rensch had
composed a Darwinian synthesis in the years 1939-1943, with
special emphasis on macroevolutionary phenomena, at the same
time as Simpson." (Mayr, circa 1974, "Rensch extract"
handwritten manuscript) Also interesting to note in Mayr's
writings is the suggestion: "It would be most interesting if
some one would make a detailed comparison of these two
independent productions." (Mayr, circa 1974, "Rensch
extract" handwritten manuscript) The treatment in this
thesis is an initial effort to meet this request. However, I
have only had access to Rensch's publications appearing in
English.
12. In Mayr (1942), for example, Mayr did not list Simpson
among those interested in this topic. Mayr did include
Rensch (1939), Gregory (1936), and Schindewolf (1936). Only
two of Simpson's works are cited in Mayr's book: Simpson
(1931a) and Simpson and Roe (1939).
13. However, Dobzhansky (1963) stated that both TM and
Simpson (1949a) had "to a considerable extent created the
modern version of [the synthetic theory]." He also invoked
quantum evolution to explain the origin of new adaptive
types. This discrepancy in Dobzhansky's views requires
investigation.
14. A detailed analysis of later changes in Simpson's views
has yet to be produced. Gould (1980a; 1983) produced a
superficial study, citing only three of Simpson's works. I
plan to pursue this issue in later research.
15. A large number of authors defend PE. For the three
original proposers, their more important papers include:
Eldredge 1971; Eldredge and Gould 1972; Stanley 1975; Gould
and Eldredge 1977; Stanley 1979; Gould 1980b; Stanley 1981;
and Gould 1982b).
16. Weltanschauung is an term used in the philosophy of
science broadly to refer to alternative, incommensurable
"world views" or "paradigms." For a discussion of
Weltanschauung views, see Suppe (1977), and Kuhn (1970,
especially postscript) among others. The point of claiming a
novel world view for Eldredge and Gould was to emphasize not
only the novelty of their analysis, but also the sharply
different interpretation of fossil evidence that their
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approach or "picture" provided. Whether or not the
alternative was novel or different will be discussed below.
17. Thompson (1983; 1988; 1989, 61-62), Stidd (1985), and
Grant (1985, 344-345) also discuss the connection between
the MS synthesis and punctuated equilibria.
18. Stanley (1979; 1981) identified Mayr (1954)--an earlier
discussion of some points in Mayr (1963)--as another
ancestor. Mayr in his "Introduction" to New Perspectives on
Evolution (in press) also credited himself with this
accomplishment.
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PART 3

Simpson, Tempo and Mode, and the MS synthesis
Moving Beyond and Not Looking Back

Simpson has written that he thought the
conference [Mayr and Provine 1980] did
not provide an adequate analysis of his
role in the evolutionary synthesis.
Perhaps he is correct. Only additional
research will reveal the impact of his
[TM], as compared to the writings of
other paleontologists and the chapters
on macroevolution in (Mayr 1942] and
Rensch [1947]. Another remaining problem
is analysis of the extent to which the
new systematics and genetics were really
synthesized with paleontological data:
is more than a consistency argument
found here? (Provine 1980, 409)
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Chapter 10
Seeing Beyond "Consistency":
Assessments by Simpson and Others
10.0. Introduction
In the preceding two Parts of this thesis, I presented
an integrated analysis of TM in an effort to redirect
historical studies both of Simpson and of other synthetic
theorists (MS and otherwise) during the second quarter of
this century. I explained that most historians have
presented oversimplified and one-track assessments of TM,
considering only its relation relative to the "consistency"
of paleontology and genetics. Moving beyond the concern with
"consistency" is an underlying theme of this thesis, and the
purpose of this chapter is to acknowledge and examine those
historians who also have begun to move beyond "consistency."
In the next chapter, I conclude this thesis with a brief
prescription of additional directions I believe the
historiography should take regarding paleontology and
synthetic theories.
Of the several historians who have moved beyond
"consistency" in their studies of TM, Simpson himself
deserves closest attention. In the first section of this
chapter, I consider Simpson's own interpretation of the
content of TM, his motivations for writing TM, and the
book's significance within the history of science. In the
second section, I discuss other historians who also argued
that TM moved beyond the consistency argument. Indeed,
Laporte, Levinton, and Gould should be credited for their
efforts in entertaining more enlightening historical issues
than "consistency."
10.1. Simpson's Assessment of His Efforts
In this section, I consider three aspects of Simpson's
retrospective accounts: Simpson's own view of his motivation
when writing TM, his view of what he claimed in TM, and his
assessment of TM's impact. In his later recollections,
Simpson emphasized the importance of TM for developing his
view of a four-dimensional biology. Also in these later
accounts, Simpson continued to emphasize TM's importance in
sharing an explanatory tool box with researchers such as
Dobzhansky and Wright.
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By the early 1950's, Simpson was prodded into revising
TM by Columbia University Press, but his initial attempts to
simply update the text with minor corrections and insertions
proved unsatisfactory to him. "So much has been learned and
said since 1942," Simpson wrote in his preface to Major
Features of Evolution (1953a), "that revision in such a
limited sense would leave the book almost as badly out of
date as before. Moreover, it is not even the sort of book to
publish in 1953. To revise it now would be like installing
central heating and air in a pioneer's cabin. What is needed
is replacement by a modern structure, to fit the city that
has grown up around the cabin." (Simpson 1953a, x)
Regarding his motivation for writing TM, Simpson later
explained, "it was to me a new and exciting idea to try to
apply population genetics to interpretations of the fossil
record and conversely to check the broader validity of
genetical theory and to extend its field by means of the
fossil record." (Simpson 1953a, ix) Using population
genetics to assist in the interpretation of paleontological
evidence was part of Simpson's contribution to the movement
"that has brought paleontology, genetics, systematics, and
other biological disciplines into a synthesis of
evolutionary theory." (Simpson 1953a, ix) In addition,
Simpson did not see paleontology as collapsing into
genetical theory. Rather, he thought the fields augmented
each other in solving common problems. Simpson also argued
that he was responsible for extending the domain of
population genetics by using its explanatory tools to
account for paleontological data. These recollections are no
different from what Simpson included in his original
"Introduction."
Simpson's (1974) comments to a questionnaire sent by
Mayr as part of the 1974 Evolutionary Synthesis Conference
(see Mayr and Provine 1980) identified Schindewolf and
Goldschmidt as the two authors who provided the final
motivation for his writing TM; "the necessity of considering
such opposing views was a definite factor in the foundation
of the synthetic theory." (Simpson 1980, 457) Although
Simpson defended the conceptual unification raised above
during the late 1930's, apparently he had little interest in
writing TM until he realized that the
Goldschmidt/Schindewolf synthesis was having a negative
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impact (from Simpson's perspective) on his paleontologist
colleagues.
When asked by Mayr to list problems that "seemed to be
particularly intractable in the period just prior to the
evolutionary synthesis," (question styled by Mayr) Simpson
replied,
I cannot place these in a really fixed order, but
important and then especially difficult problems
included:
[1] The origin of new "types" and structures, or
taxonomically of higher taxa; [2] The almost
systematic absence of major "missing links" in the
fossil record; [3] The reality or only apparent
occurrence of saltations; [4] The identification
of necessary and sufficient evolutionary factors
(such as mutation, recombination, selection, or
environmental change); [5] The nature of
adaptation, its discontinuities, overlaps, and so
forth; [6] Determination and significance of rates
of evolution; [7] Development of a truly
evolutionary taxonomic concept of species; [8] The
reality or possibly spurious nature of such
suppos·ed factors· as· racial inertia and momentum in
evolution or supposed specific and higher category
"life-cycles"; the prevalence and causes of
extinction (little progress has yet been made on
causes); [9] overall the congruence (or not) of
the history of life with theories and concepts
from neontology, especially in systematics and
genetics.
What I personally made of these, and various
other problems, is documented in my publications,
especially Tempo and Mode and Major Features of
Evolution. (Simpson 1980, 459-460) [numbers in
brackets added for later reference]
Simpson explained [1], [2], and [3] by developing his
model for quantum evolution. He considered [4] in TM (his
Chapter II); [5] was taken up in TM (his Chapter VI). A
discussion of evolutionary rates [6] formed the underlying
theme of TM. Simpson treated [7] explicitly in two
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publications: his 1940 paper, "Range as a Zoological
Character," his introduction to statistical methods,
Quantitative Zoology. co-authored with his colleague (and
later his wife) Anne Roe. These two papers "represent an
analysis and instrumentation of a concept of species and
higher taxa as populations and not, as was long customary
(and sometimes is held even now), as a sort of extended
abstraction of taxa as individuals." (Simpson (1984], xx)
Simpson considered (8] in TM chapter V, and (9] also
represented a major focus of his attention in TM.
In his autobiography, written several years after his
completion of Mayr's questionnaire, Simpson (1978) briefly
discussed various theoretical views held by prominent
paleontologists during the early part of the twentieth
century. But he noted that his "increasing concern with
evolutionary theory" came about as a result of observing the
"strengthening and widening of [the Darwinian selection
position] in the 1930's," primarily in the hands of Fisher
(1930), Wright (1931), and Haldane (1932) (Simpson 1978,
114). Simpson recalled, "I was even more stimulated and owe
most to Dobzhansky (1937]," because that book "showed me
that genetics is indeed consistent with and partially
explanatory of nonrandom explanations of evolution."
(Simpson 1978, 115) He continued,
Thus, as I saw a possible synthesis beginning to
take form, I also saw a serious gap in it.
Paleontology as the study of the history of life
should provide if not the surely g touchstone for
the nature and validity of evolutionary theory.
(Simpson 1978, 115) (emphasis his]
Here, Simpson reinforced his belief that TM emphasized the
importance of paleontological data in the domain to be
explain by a comprehensive evolutionary theory.
Points Emphasized in TM and Their Impact
In his discussion of the reception TM received among
biologists, 1 Simpson noted a number of constructive
criticisms of his views. However, he also discussed a point
that initially appears to be rather trite, but is made
significant in light of Simpson's claimed interest in
emphasizing the temporal dimension of evolution. He wrote,
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More important were remarks by a colleague who
seemed to imply that it is not quite fair for
someone labeled "paleontologist" to base
interpretations and conclusions on anything but
fossils. I should think that this would make me a
better paleontologist when I am being one... I am
trying to pursue a science that is beginning to
have a good many practitioners but that has no
name: the science of four-dimensional biology or
of time and life. Fossils are pertinent to this
field when they are treated as historical records
(paleontologists do not always treat them so), but
Drosophila is equally pertinent when it
exemplifies changes of populations in time.
(Simpson 1953a, xii)
This theme of establishing a four-dimensional biology in TM
reappeared in each of Simpson's recollections on the content
of TM. For example, in answering Mayr's question about his
own impression of his importance in the evolutionary
synthesis, Simpson wrote,
My most original contribution was probably
bringing the history of life, as seen by the
fossil record and otherwise, into the growing
synthesis and demonstrating that it is consistent
with inferences from genetics particularly, but
also from all other sources of knowledge of
evolution. (Simpson 1980, 457)
Simpson reacted angrily to those who interpreted TM as
only a simple claim for consistency of paleontology and
genetics. In a later discussion--his retrospective
introduction to the 1984 reprint of TM--Simpson treated this
point.2
[TM] has sometimes been dismissed as devoted only
to the proposition that paleontology is not
contradictory to genetics as genetics was at the
time I wrote. That was one of my aims, but I do
not see how anyone who has really read this book
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could fail to understand that it was not my only
or even my main aim. My main aim was to explore
and in a way to exploit the fact that paleontology
is the only four-dimensional biological science:
time, "tempo," is inherent in it. Thus the aim of
this book, which I think it accomplished, was to
bring the dimension squarely, methodologically,
into the study of evolutionary theory. (Simpson
[1984], xxii)
Again, Simpson reiterated two claims. First, the
temporal dimension of the history of life must be included
in the domain to be explained for evolutionary biology.
Second, he explained the data about this temporal dimension
using the same set of explanatory tools and methods used for
other fields in evolutionary biology.
10.2. Other Views Regarding TM•s Move Beyond
"Consistency"
The purpose of this section is to briefly credit other
scholars who also noted that TM was more than a
"consistency" argument in its historical significance. I
certainly am not alone in defending this claim; however, the
study provided in this thesis gives a more complete analysis
of TM than previously provided. In addition, my
interpretation of the period differs to varying degrees from
these other historians, as I have discussed throughout this
thesis.
In addition to identifying the sharing of explanatory
tools in TM, Gould (e.g., 1980) identified three major
shifts in paleontological research caused by Simpson's
approach. First, TM revived interest in evolutionary theory
(but Rainger 1982 argued against this point). Second,
Simpson developed an alternative methodology that broke with
"all the operational traditions of paleontology." This
involved constructing models and gathering data to test
them, instead of providing exhaustive empirical lists and
drawing cautious inductions (Gould 1985, 231). Such a novel
approach represented a ''stunning" paleontological innovation
(Gould 1983, 160). Third, Simpson utilized quantitative
techniques derived from demography and population genetics,
and he applied them to studies of fossil assemblages (Gould
1980, 159). Simpson also identified rates of evolution
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(tempo) as a research territory exclusively open to
paleontologists.
In addition, Gould also stressed Simpson's role in
emphasizing the importance of paleontology in the domain to
be explained by evolutionary theory. In his memorial to
Simpson, Gould wrote:
[TM], a radical and iconoclastic book if ever
there was one, broke this lethargy and achieved
what may have been the single greatest
contribution to the synthesis beyond the original
formulations themselves--for how could a theory be
comprehensive and "synthetic," no matter how well
it encompassed the present, if it could not also
embrace the past with its full sweep of trends and
turnovers during millions of years? The
integration of paleontology became the primum
desideratum of the new movement. (Gould 1985,
231).
Simpson's biographer, Leo Laporte,3 refuted the extreme
claim that TM included only a "consistency" argument
(suggested by Eldredge 1980). In addition to consistency,
Laporte (1983) listed several advances provided by TM: it
related rates of evolution to environmental circumstances
(1983, 378), it identified distinctly different rates of
evolution (1983, 390), it debunked orthogenetic explanations
of rectilinear evolution (1983, 392-394), and it bound the
study of tempo and mode within the "matrix of organism
environment interactions" (396). Regarding so broad a list
of credits, Laporte wrote:
Surely this implied more originality and insight
than is suggested by the assertion that Simpson
merely showed the data of paleontology to be
consistent with genetic theory, and that this was
his only contribution to the modern evolutionary
synthesis. (Laporte 1983, 390)
Along a similar line, Laporte (1986) argued that TM
integrated the new discoveries of population genetics in the
1930's with the data and interpretations of the geological
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record of fossils. He also listed among Simpson's "chief
contributions": bringing the study of fossils into the
mainstream of the evolutionary synthesis (i.e., emphasizing
paleontology's part in the domain to be explained by
evolutionary theory), and demonstrating the importance of
natural selection acting on randomly produced genetic
variation within populations in explaining most adaptations
seen in the fossil record.
Levinton (1988) also refuted the claim that TM
presented only a "consistency" argument. He argued that TM
made three major points: (1) the data of paleontology was
"completely compatible" with the then newly synthesized
ideas of evolutionary biology; (2) rates of evolution were
not constant--periods of rapid evolution were often followed
by periods of quiescence and rapid change was strongly
influenced by environmental conditions; and (3) rates of
evolution differed among taxonomic groups (Levinton 1988,
33).
Levinton also disputed Gould's (1980) argument that
Simpson restricted paleontological explanations to
microevolutionary processes (i.e., that Simpson was an
extrapolationist):
I find Simpson's contribution to be far more
important. Simpson rightfully sought to establish
a unification of basic principles between
paleontology and neontology. This is only an
admission that paleontological and neontological
research must both acknowledge the premise that
evolutionary principles operate similarly for
extinct and recent biotas...Rather than bringing
the Modern Synthesis to paleontology and thereby
constraining their intellectual horizons, Simpson
attempted to understand actively what data and
approaches might stem uniquely from
paleontological practice. But he certainly didn't
freeze paleontology into any mold that wasn't
paleontological at its root. (Levinton 1988, 3435)
As evidence that Simpson grounded his work also in
paleontology, Levinton gave two examples. First, Levinton
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(1988, 34) explained that Simpson should be considered the
"father of the •taxic approach' to paleontology," which
represented a field of paleontology that "employs changes in
taxon richness and longevity to understand major patterns in
the history of life." This approach, "so quintessentially
paleontological," was followed and expanded later with great
enthusiasm.4 Levinton also noted that this technique
underwent a revival in interest during the 1970's and l980's
(citing for example: Raup 1976a and b; Sepkoski 1981 and
1984; and Van Valen 1984 [also see essays in Valentine
1985a]).5
Second, Simpson emphasized the importance of ecological
conditions in explaining rates and patterns of evolution. Of
particular importance was the question of whether or not
changes in diversity were correlated with periods of
geological events. This question was treated in TM and had
since been the focus of many studies (Levinton 1988, 3437).6
Thus, Levinton (correctly) argued that Simpson did not
limit himself to studying microevolutionary phenomena.
However, Levinton only noted two aspects of Simpson's
approach. The mechanism of quantum evolution could have
provided him with a powerful addition. Also, Levinton failed
to appreciate Simpson's separation of macro-evolution from
mega-evolution, or to note that Simpson equated macro
evolution with extended micro-evolution. Both of these
points were directly relevant to Levinton•s theses in his
own book.
Together, these three historians have begun the move
beyond the "consistency" argument in assessing TM. Although
none provided the detailed analysis that is presented in
this thesis (that was not their intention), each began the
process that influenced the construction of this thesis, and
each contributed pieces to an improved study of TM. Also,
the integrated nature of my analysis far exceeds previous
studies. In addition, none discussed the oversimplifications
that I have emphasized regarding the synthetic theories (MS
and otherwise) under construction and in competition during
the first half of the twentieth century. In the next
chapter, I conclude this thesis with a discussion of the
general conclusions for this thesis. In that discussion, I
make clear the significance of my thesis regarding the
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studies of TM discussed in this chapter, regarding other
aspects of TM, and regarding the general historiography of
The Modern Synthesis.
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Notes for Chapter 10
1. For reviews of TM by biologists, see: Wright (1945),
Huxley (1945), Hubbs (1945), Glass (1945), Hutchinson
(1945), Dobzhansky (1945), Strandskov (1946), and Zirkle
(1947).
2. The point of Simpson's retrospective introduction was to
refute the historical assessments of Gould (1980; 1983) and
Eldredge (1980). Eldredge prepared a manuscript that was to
become the introduction to the 1984 reprint of TM; however,
Simpson took offense at Eldredge's claims and the fact that
Columbia University Press planned a reprint without first
contacting him. Simpson's contract with Columbia University
Press stipulated that he had to approve all additions to the
text. Instead of authorizing the addition of Eldredge's
introduction, Simpson prepared the retrospective
introduction that appeared in the facsimile edition of TM
(1984). See Simpson to Laporte 16 March 1982; and Laporte
(1983) for a rebuttal to Eldredge's "just a consistency
argument" argument.
3. In the late 1970's Leo Laporte began his historical
investigation of Simpson's life and work. He, more than any
investigator, has had broad access to the primary documents
of Simpson's life; Laporte also conducted a series of oral
history interviews with Simpson prior to Simpson's death in
1984. Despite the fact that he only has begun to tap these
resources, Laporte already has published: a detailed
analysis of TM (Laporte 1983), a discussion of Simpson's
views of biogeography and continental drift (Laporte 1985),
a professionally edited and well-informed collection of
personal letters written throughout Simpson's life (Simpson
1986), and an investigation of Simpson's approach to
evolutionary biology (Laporte 1989). In addition, Laporte
has published a number of notes written by Simpson (and
unpublished by him) and otherwise unavailable (e.g., Simpson
1931b). Laporte's goal is to complete a full-scale biography
of Simpson.
4. Levinton (1988, 35, note 1) suggested that the taxic
approach used by Simpson can be derived from Lyell, who used
the rate of taxic overturn in mollusks to estimate the
amount of geological section missing in the Early Tertiary.
5. Gould (1980) casually mentioned this same point.
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6. See, for example, Simpson (1949c) on the lack of a
connection between the rise of classes and geological period
boundaries. This paper and TM provoked a symposium of the
topic, "Distribution of Evolution Explosions in Geologic
Time." The papers (including Simpson 1952b, an extension of
his earlier treatment) and discussion presented at that
symposium were published in the Journal of Paleontology
(volume 26, pages 298-394) in 1952.
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Chapter 11
Making the Point: Finding Meanings
in a Tome of Madness
11.0. Introduction
This is the final chapter of my thesis. In the first
section, I summarize and discuss the significance of my
conclusions regarding the "consistency" argument. In the
second section, I point out that the issues relevant to
"consistency" provide only limited insight into the
substance and intent of TM, and I explain how my thesis
moves beyond this topic in order to consider the historical
context and significance of Simpson's work. I also describe
the implications of my study for meta-level analyses of
synthetic theories. In the final section, I prescribe
directions for further research regarding Simpson,
paleontology, and The Modern Synthesis. These prescriptions
reflect my desire to abandon the present approaches in these
topics and to pursue a more context-sensitive approach when
reconstructing the history of evolutionary theory and
paleontology.
11.1. Discussion of Conclusions Presented in this Thesis
Regarding the "Consistency" Argument
As a first step in this thesis, I argued in detail how
TM included much more than a "consistency" argument. Indeed,
I argued that TM was a complex book with multiple audiences
and multiple agendas. That Simpson shared a number of
explanatory tools with some of his biologist colleagues is
the most concise sense in which his work was "consistent"
with theirs. However, I showed that this was only one agenda
item for Simpson, and as a consequence of my integrated
study of TM, I am unwilling to argue that this one was his
most urgent. In the scope of my analysis, I identified three
major agenda items for experimental biologists and four for
paleontologists that were independent of the "consistency"
argument.
To experimental biologists, Simpson emphasized three
agenda items. First, the domain relevant to evolutionary
theory had to be expanded to include both temporal features
of the fossil record and data related to the origin of
higher taxonomic categories. Simpson believed that
evolutionary theories were fundamentally incomplete if they
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failed to explain these aspects of evolution. Simpson's
descriptions of evolutionary rates and phylogenetic patterns
served to introduce these components into the domain to be
explained for the theory.
Second, Simpson argued that paleontological analysis
provided an empirical check regarding the efficacy of
explanatory tools and processes, and thus such studies
should play a central role in determining the practical
utility of explanatory tools. In presenting his preferences
for explanatory tools, Simpson used fossil evidence as part
of his arguments for rejecting or affirming some of the
tools that he adopted.
Third, Simpson explained both the temporal features of
evolution and the origins of higher taxa by using the same
explanatory tool box that he also used to explain the
formation of species. The result was a powerful connection
between the study of micro-, macro-, and mega-level
evolution, despite the fact that Simpson invoked different
evolutionary processes to explain these three different
components of the domain. With the elaboration of his
comprehensive theory, Simpson wanted to prove to biologists
that a joint effort with paleontologists was required in
order to study the very complex phenomenon of evolution.
Experimental biologists comprised one audience
addressed in TM; paleontologists comprised another. The
agendas directed towards paleontologists included the
following topics. First, Simpson argued that the relation
between paleontology and experimental biology was a two-way
street: just as biologists had much to learn from
paleontologists, paleontologists stood to benefit greatly
from the study of extant organisms and populations. Part of
Simpson's efforts were directed towards convincing his
paleontologist colleagues that fossils should be understood
as representatives of once extant, dynamic populations and
that certain aspects of their history could be reconstructed
using the models provided by the theoretical population
geneticists.
Second, Simpson tried to convince his colleagues that
paleontology had fundamental contributions to make to
evolutionary theory and that these contributions could be
confidently asserted. Simpson applied statistical analysis
to evaluate the reliability of generalizations; he also
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stressed the importance of removing biases in fossil series
by using geological and statistical checks.
Third, Simpson suggested several research programs for
his paleontologist colleagues to follow. The most prominent
of these programs involved the study of evolutionary rates
and the study of adaptive relations. Despite the fact that
Simpson intertwined these programs with other agenda items,
he clearly demonstrated his desire to see research on these
topics pursued for their own sake.
In addition to these agenda items and the elaboration
of a comprehensive theory, Simpson addressed other issues in
TM. Most importantly, Simpson recognized that other sets of
explanatory tools were used by other biologists to construct
alternative synthetic theories that explained data from both
paleontology and experimental biology. Part of TM included
efforts both to refute alternative explanatory tools and to
convince readers that competing synthetic theories should be
abandoned. Most importantly, Simpson attacked both the
Goldschmidt/Schindewolf synthesis and those researchers who
postulated genetic mechanisms for evolutionary "momentum"
and "inertia." The desire to refute these competitors was
the seed crystal that precipitated Simpson's writing of TM.
My analysis (in Part 1) of Simpson's efforts revealed
that "consistency" alone (in whatever sense) failed to
provide a sufficient description of the substance or intent
of Simpson's efforts. Nevertheless, I also pointed out that
a concern with "consistency" did provide an important piece
of an integrated analysis of TM. The extent to which TM
included such an argument was addressed in Part 2.
Before answering this question, however, I was forced
to untangle separate usages of "consistency" in the
historiography regarding Simpson's book. And after a brief
analysis, I argued that Simpson shared a number of
explanatory tools with some of his biologist colleagues
(most especially Wright and Dobzhansky) and that a common
tool box was the most telling sense in which TM included a
"consistency" argument.
The fact that Simpson shared some (but not all) of his
explanatory tools with several biologist colleagues was an
important point to make about TM. In this respect, Simpson
unified his school of paleontological analysis with those
schools of experimental biology that also used these tools
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(Wright and Dobzhansky). In addition, the fact that
Simpson's comprehensive theory was presented to account for
the expanded domain of data (from experimental and field
biology as well as from paleontology, including the temporal
features) means that this theory also could be identified as
"synthetic." However, I stressed that this conclusion should
not be overgeneralized. Simpson's accomplishments of
unification and synthesis represented the construction of
relations not between fields but between schools of research
within separate fields. Other synthetic theories were
constructed and alternative unifications between other
schools occurred. A key emphasis in my analysis was TM's
role regarding the competition between these different
syntheses and the different research schools.
I was not the first to make the claim that Simpson's
book moved beyond mere "consistency." As I argued in Chapter
10 above, others have made this point as well. Most
importantly, Simpson emphasized the importance of TM for
affirming a four-dimensional biology, including the three
dimensions of the study of extant organisms and populations
plus the temporal dimension accessible only by
paleontological analysis. In addition, Gould, Laporte, and
Levinton presented various, scattered pieces of an
integrated analysis of TM.
My study went beyond these predecessors in two very
important respects. First, no prior analysis of the
"consistency" argument had identified the multiple uses of
that phrase or sought to untangle them. In identifying the
four main uses of "consistency" (literal consistency,
extrapolation, common tool box, and complete adoption), I
moved away from labels and toward substantive analysis: in
what sense did TM provide a "consistency" argument, why was
such an argument included, and what was the significance of
its presence? I sought to bring critical analysis to this
issue.
In addition, previous studies only provided pieces for
an analysis of TM. In contrast, my study not only presented
more of these pieces (by identifying additional agendas and
by recognizing them as agendas proper), but it also
integrated these pieces into a coherent package regarding
both the substance and the intention of Simpson's book. In
short, my integrated analysis provided the string to tie the
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pieces together so as to more fully understand this complex,
multi-audience, multi-agenda book.
11.2. Enough Said, It•s Time to Move on
I argued in this thesis that the "consistency" argument
for TM provided limited information regarding its content or
motivation. But surprisingly, for the amount of effort spent
and ink spilled in establishing that claim, I see this
accomplishment only as the initial contribution of my
thesis research. Moving beyond a concern with "consistency"
means jumping this hurdle and moving on to consider more
significant and enlightening issues. Combined in my study of
Simpson's work were efforts to begin an adequate historical
analysis of TM. In this respect, my thesis moved well beyond
the "consistency" issue in several fundamental respects.
First, I described Simpson's views from a contemporary
perspective. What did he argue in TM? Why? In tandem with
his pursuit of a complex agenda, Simpson elaborated the core
of his comprehensive evolutionary theory. The elaboration of
that theory consisted of three steps. First, Simpson
provided descriptive models and empirical generalizations
for the data to be explained regarding the temporal features
of evolution. Simpson developed models and generalizations
for evolutionary rates, phylogenetic patterns, and the
origin of various sets of taxonomic categories. Second,
Simpson considered a variety of explanatory tools and
displayed the set of tools that he believed represented the
key determinants of evolution. Third, Simpson used his tool
box to construct evolutionary processes that explained the
data in his expanded domain of evolutionary theory.
Elaborating the core of his comprehensive theory was an
important accomplishment for Simpson, as he believed it
provided a synthetic theory that solved the problems and
criticisms he discussed in TM. Yet, historians have failed
to recognize this point, and any analysis of TM remains
fundamentally incomplete (untied) without it.
Second, I traced the intellectual ancestry and outlined
the historical context of Simpson's views. Most importantly,
Simpson defended Wright's model of population genetics, the
Morgan school's chromosome theory of heredity, and the
theory of adaptation via natural selection. In addition,
Simpson showed a deep interest in the biological component
of the study of fossils, and this was derived directly from
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his mentors at Yale and the AMNH, which both were centers
for this perspective. Reconstructing the particular research
schools with which Simpson identified was an important step
in determining his agenda in TM.
Third, I provided the beginnings of a broad analysis to
study the impact of Simpson's book. TM was read very
differently by his different audiences. Paleontologists
tended to follow many of Simpson's prescriptions for them;
however, experimental biologists tended only to notice
Simpson's use of Mendelian and population genetic principles
to explain paleontological data and by and large, they
ignored his explanations. The contrasts in reception between
audiences helps to explain the sharp divisions among
students of evolution regarding explanatory tools and the
extent to which a common tool box was applied to explain all
evolutionary patterns.
Even among researchers sharing basically the same set
of explanatory tools with Simpson, different explanations
were offered for the origin of higher categories. In
particular, Simpson's explanation (quantum evolution)
differed sharply from the Rensch, Huxley, and Mayr
extrapolationist explanation. I argued that only among
paleontologists was Simpson's explanation widely adopted (in
addition to Grant). On the other hand, the explanation
provided by the extrapolationist group was widely adopted
among experimental biologists, and this group credited TM
only with justifying their use of particular explanatory
tools. Otherwise, experimental biologists largely missed the
significance of Simpson's efforts. As a result of this
original analysis, a far more complex view was suggested for
the group of theorists previously clumped together as
"architects of the modern synthesis" and for their
subsequent influence.
Finally (and in a broader sense, most importantly), my
analysis provides the foundation for an improved study not
only of other synthetic theorists but also of The Modern
Synthesis itself. My analysis of explanatory tools and
shared explanatory tool boxes revealed a key aspect about
TM--its unification at the research school level with
Wright's and Dobzhansky's views (most importantly). This
school-level of analysis was key to understanding TM's
agenda, as Simpson defended this relation and sought to
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refute relations between other schools (e.g.,
Goldschmidt/Schindewolf). My emphasis on the contents of
explanatory tool boxes provides a means for comparing and
contrasting the basic conclusions held by different
synthetic theorists, both within and in contrast to the MS
synthesis.
In addition, my study emphasized the (previously poorly
stressed) fact that alternative and competing unifications
and synthetic theories existed during the 1930's (and at
other times). Simpson's view of the conflicts between these
competitors strongly influenced the construction of his
arguments in TM, as the message that Simpson wanted to leave
with his audiences was that the alternative synthetic
theories and unification programs were sterile and
misleading, whereas his provided the foundation for
fruitful, expansive, and reliable analyses of evolution (see
e.g., Simpson to Grene 15 May 1957).
The research school-level of analysis that this thesis
provided was significant in another way. The historiography
of The Modern Synthesis continues to treat the unification
of fields under Darwinian natural selection and Mendelism as
inevitable. Consequently, many studies of the MS synthesis
reconstruct this unification as a teleological unfolding of
proper connections coming at appropriate times. Concern
tends to be focused on the inevitable building of "bridges"
across fields or on the impediments to the oncoming
construction. In addition, the dissenters within each field
to the principles of the inevitably triumphant Modern
Synthesis often are treated as holdouts from bygone days.
By analyzing TM at the research school-level,
recognition is given both to the synthetic accomplishment of
Simpson's work (the use of his comprehensive theory to
explain the expanded domain) and to his accomplishing a
unification between schools (the sharing of explanatory
tools between his school of paleontology and Wright's and
Dobzhansky's schools among others). In addition, the
competition between the research schools, synthetic
theories, and unifications is appreciated and studied in its
own right. Thus, studying the relations between research
schools accounts for the conceptual and the social/political
components of Simpson's efforts.
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11.3. Not Looking Back: Prescriptions for a
Redirected Research Program
This thesis leaves unanswered many key questions
regarding Simpson, regarding paleontology, and regarding
interfield and interschool connections to which
paleontologists contributed during this century. The purpose
of this section is to sketch a number of prescriptions that
will lead towards addressing these issues. My goal here is
to begin a historically-astute approach to the history of
paleontology and evolutionary theory for the period between
1920 and 1950.
The analysis presented in this thesis revolves around
one book that Simpson wrote during his second decade as a
professional paleontologist. Although I also studied the
historical origins and context of his views, four decades of
research followed for Simpson. Important to know is whether
or not Simpson's theoretical views changed in subsequent
years, how they changed, and why they changed. Gould (1980;
1983) suggested that Simpson's views "hardened" (natural
selection became the explanatory tool of choice) during the
early 1950 1 s; however, that analysis was superficial, being
based on only three works (Simpson TM; 1949b; 1953a} out of
about 160 publications between 1944 and 1955. Further, if it
was the case that Simpson's views "hardened," then Gould's
study still requires extension, as he failed to offer an
explanation as to why this took place.
In addition to Simpson's views regarding evolutionary
theory, the success or failure of his other agenda items in
TM requires more complete evaluation. Also, Simpson's
bibliography should be studied for changes in his agenda
both which respect to those pursued in TM and to those not
included or added later. For example, one item not included
in TM was Simpson's interest in promoting South American
paleontologists within the North American and European
research communities. Furthermore, the extent to which
Simpson used his institutional ties to promote his goals (as
in the Committee on Common Problems and the CAB) should be
investigated. And finally, the extent to which Simpson's
research programs were pursued by others also should be
examined on a broad scale, including his influences on the
analysis, interpretation, collection, and classification of
paleontological and biological samples. I provided a limited
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study of this intellectual descent; however, that work was
incomplete by necessity. Much more remains to be done.
Regarding the field of paleontology, an analysis of
research schools is sorely needed. The completion of that
analysis would have the advantage of placing Simpson within
a better defined context than was given here. It also would
have the advantage of avoiding a "simpsonocentric" study of
twentieth century paleontology. Certainly other prominent
members of the profession require attention, including:
Romer, Gregory, Patterson, Case, Hay, and Merriam (to name
only a few U.S. vertebrate paleontologists). In addition,
institutional and social contexts need to be studied, from
museum environments to the activities of professional
societies. Also, particular attention needs to be paid to
the interfield and interschool relations involving
paleontologists.
I discussed my desire to abandon the existing
historiography regarding The Modern Synthesis both in
previous chapters and in the previous section. As historians
of evolutionary theories, we suffer from an extreme case of
hindsight. In order to rectify this situation, historians
first need to reassess the content and intent of the various
publications that have been identified as central to the
cluster of efforts involved in the MS unification. What were
the conceptual accomplishments of each work or each
researcher? What did a particular work seek to unify or
synthesize? What else did it seek to accomplish? Why pursue
any of these agendas? In this thesis, I provided a detailed
assessment of TM. The next steps will involve reexamining in
a similar fashion other publications involved in the cluster
of MS synthetic theories. Certainly, historians will benefit
from these finer-grained, alternative historiographical
analyses.
In addition to these reassessments of the "central"
works of the MS unification, many individual researchers
have not been recognized for their contributions to the
cluster of MS synthetic theories. For example, Rensch's
place in the effort to emphasize natural selection and
Mendelism has received little attention. Neither has
Jepsen•s, nor Romer's, nor many other members of the
Committee on Common Problems. Mayr (1982, 566-570) provided
an expanded (but still rather incomplete) list of
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contributors to the MS unification program, yet little is
known about the specific views and roles of these lesser
studied researchers. If The Modern synthesis should continue
to occupy the throne of interest among twentieth century
historians of biology and evolutionary theory, then I
suggest that a more historically astute, less centralized,
but better integrated analysis is needed.
My analysis also raises another question: if the
cluster of MS synthetic theories were only one set of the
many attempts to unify schools within separate fields, then
why should this cluster receive the majority of attention by
historians of evolutionary theory? Alternative unification
programs also require closer historical analysis, as does
the competition between competing programs. To be sure, some
of these programs produced more impact than others, and this
weighing also should be accounted for. Nevertheless, the
historiographically simplistic approach so far undertaken in
most studies of TM needs to end. An alternative, forward
looking historiography, where hindsight is replaced by
context and contingencies, was attempted in this thesis. The
result was a very different reconstruction of TM and the MS
synthetic theory that it defended. What remains is to
continue this approach in further studies regarding both the
history of paleontology and the history of evolutionary
theory. Moving beyond "consistency" also means moving into a
tremendously broadened and substantially more enlightening
enterprise of historical inquiry.
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